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Legion Smoker
TONIGHT (Thursday) LEGION HALL
PUBLIC INVITED
OUTSTANDING MAT BATTLE

GEORGE HALL

YOUNG VETO vs.
ALSO

The Courier-Gazette

—

•»
Fields are won by those who
•- believe In the winning—T. W. •»
— Higginson.
»

THE RURAL CHILD
Those In Suburbs Have Im

ADMISSION 35 CENTS

proved Opportunity To At
tend Sunday School

Annual Meeting

TONIGHT
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ROOMS
Called at 7.30

ALL INTERESTED CITIZENS ARE URGED TO

BE PRESENT

For four months five churches of
Rockland through the Knox County
Association for Rural Religious Edu
cation have been offering the boys
and girls of Glencove, Benner Hill
and Old County road the opportunity
of attending Sunday School by pro
viding transportation. Are the boys
and girls accepting this opportunity?
Special mention is made of five
who have not missed one Sunday
since the opportunity was given them.
They are Warren Barrows, Edgar
Barrows and Margaret Barrows from
Glencove; Blanche Thomas and Lil
lian Pendleton from Old County
road. Besides these mentioned Bar
bara Kennedy was present every
Sunday during December, January
and February. During January and
February Richard Brown and Arthur
Thomas were present each Sunday.
Those who missed only one Sunday
during December, January and Feb
ruary were Robert Gregory, Hazel
Kirkpatrick, Erma Thompson, John
Gamage, Edna Gamage, Ernest
Gamage, Clayton McMann, Margaret
Winslow and Anna Taylor.

ROOSEVELT GETS ’EM

AMERICAN LEGION

PUBLIC SUPPER

SATURDAY, APRIL 2—5 to 7
MINSTREL SHOW
Undercroft, St. Peter’s Church
Beans, Cold Ham, Hot Rolls, Cabbage Auspices Williams-Brasier Post No. 37
and Potato Salads
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Cake, Doughnuts, Coffee
MONDAY, APRIL 4
35 CENTS
39-lt

MINSTREL SHOW
FRIDAY, APRIL 1
8.00 o’clock
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM

Auspices Junior Class

DANCING UNTIL 12 O’CLOCK

ADMISSION 50 CENTS

NO CHECKED SEATS

J. A. JAMESON CO.

LYNDONIA LUNCHEON

Maine Delegates Are For
Him By Small Margin—
Resubmission Wins

stituency, found itself unexpectedly
thrust into the spotlight this week
when the 14,000,000 readers of 1400
daily papers served by Arthur Bris
bane's column had an opportunity
to read the much appreciated com
pliment which the internationally
famous editorialist paid to this pa
per. Brisbane’s article follows:
* * * *
Miami Beach, Fla., March 28—
Cyrus Herman Kotzschmar Curtis
has spent his winters here for many
years aboard his big yacht Lyndonia.
From Miami he sails in the spring to
his place at Camden, Me., not far
from Portland, where he was born,
stopping on the way at Philadelphia,
New York, Boston. The 38 men that
man the yacht are kept busy and
happy polishing the brass.
President Coolidge asked how
much such a yacht costs for upkeep.
Mr. Curtis replied "it costs me noth
ing, my great-grandchildren pay for
it,” Meaning that he would not
leave the great-grandchildren as
much money as he would have left
without the yacht.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis' luncheon on
the Lyndonia yesterday included Mr.
and Mrs. W. O. Fuller, who own
the Rockland Courier-Gazette, ex
tremely able tri-weekly newspaper.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Shutts.
They own the Miami Herald. Col.
Shutts wishes the Miami Evening
News would sell out to him. Gov.
Cox, who owns the Miami News,
wishes Col. Shutts Miami Herald
would sell out to him, so neither win
sell out.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis has nothing to
wish for. Nineteen years ago with
rare wisdom he turned over his peri
odical publications to Mr. Lorimer
and other associates, saying “let's
see what we can do with them.”
Confining his personal attention to
daily newspapers.
Mr. Curtis, thin, very active, will be
82 years old next June.
While guests ate rich and beautiful
food concoctions that looked as
though they came from a jewelry
shop, Mr. Curtis ate Boston baked
beans with fish cakes.
The “Herman Kotzschmar” in
Mr. Curtis' name is that of a musi
cian who played the organ in the
Portland church long ago. He wrote
the music for Mr. Curtis' favorite
hymn, “Softly Now the Light of Day
Fades Upon My Sight Away.”
Mr. Curtis’ profits this past year
are off about $8,000,000, dropping
from $20,000,000 to $12,000,000, but
that means to him nothing at all. If
he continues to let the others do the
worrying, and troublesome work,
while he lives on his yacht, eating
beans and fish cakes, that light of
day will "not fade softly upon his
sight away,” for another score of
years at least.

Tlie Democratic State Convention
yesterday by a vote of 286 to 245 in
structed its 12 delegates to the na
tional convention to support Gov.
Roosevelt for the Presidential nomi
nation—a Roosevelt victory, but
barely so.
Planks for resubmission of the 18th
Amendment, economy in government
and lessened taxation, and for an
amendment to the State Constitution
eliminating the September election in
presidential years so that the State
election may be combined with the
presidential election were contained
in the platform adopted.
Judge Elisha W. Pike of Rockland
was elected presidential elector at
large and Edward C. Moran Jr., was
elected a delegate to the national
convention in Chicago. Mr. Moran
won in a three-cornered contest re
ceiving 178 votes, to 116 for Herbert
E. Holmes of Lewiston and 105 for
Stanley G. Waltz of Waldoboro.
Charles M. Richardson of Rock
TO OPEN SATURDAY
land and Mrs. Evelyn Tewksbury of
Camden were elected members of the
Local Companies Combine
Democratic State Committee.

and Will Have Fine Store
In Chisholm Block

Fancy Native Fowl.............................................. lb

-28

WAS FATALLY BURNED

Shankless Smoked Shoulders.......................... lb

.12

The Celebrated Canadian Bacon................ pkg

.20

Roy Hart of Burkettville Re The G. A. Lawrence Co. and Maine
ceived Injuries Through Distributing Co. have joined drives,
and will open their attractive new
Gasoline Explosion

Fresh Native Eggs.............................................. d°z

-25

Fresh Native Eggs (30 dozen case) ........... doz

.22

Water Glass........... ....................................... qt can

.20

Nice to bake or boil.

Very popular with our best trade.

2 Pound Package Prunes............................................... 17
Large Can Superba Brown Bread................ can

.15

.10; 3 qts

.25

Superba Canned Ripe Prunes........................ can

.18

With or without raisins. Don’t make brown bread when
you can buy a good one for this price.

California Pea Beans................ qt

Best Canned String Beans................. 12%; doz 1.25
Superba Diced Carrots.................................... can

You should try them.

.10

When Roy Hart, 44, of Burkettville,
used gasoline instead of kerosene this
morning to start the range fire in his
home an explosion resulted which
sent Mr. Hart to Knox Hospital with
very severe burns and started a blaze
which destroyed the large set of farm
buildings.
With Mr. Hart lives his brother
George, one of whose children sus
tained light burns. The Injured man
was carried to safety and willing
hands saved the live stock from the
burning bam. Rockland was ap
prised of the trouble by the scream
ing siren of the Bowes & Crozier am
bulance as it hastened toward Bur
kettville with Dr. C. B. Popplestone
in hot pursuit.
Latest: Mr. Hart died at 11 o'clock
at the hospital shortly after his ar| rival.
A WALDOBORO SUICIDE

5 Pound Bag Graham Flour........................................25

Herbert G. Winchenbaugh, 64, of
South Waldoboro, ended his life with
the aid of a rifle yesterday at his
home. Mr. Winchenbaugh had been
despondent for some time because of
ill health. He was the proprietor of
a country store. Upon discovery of
the body Medical Examiner D. J. E.
Odiorne was called and pronounced
it a case of suicide. Funeral services
will be held Sunday at 2 o’clock from
the home. Interment will be made
in Sweetland cemetery.

5 Pound Bag Granulated Meal...................................18

ROLLER SKATING

5 Pound Bag Quix-a-Wink Flour............................. 35

RINK

Dry Lima Beans................................................ Ib

Eat Lima Beans; they are good food.

.10

2 Pound Jar Peanut Butter...... ................................... 25

4 Pound Jar Raspberry Preserves ........................... 70

Superba Pineapple...................can

Sliced or Grated.

.25; 3 cans

.60

You will be pleased with this graham, a very high grade
one.

Self raising for Cakes or Biscuit. Alice says this is the
best prepared flour made. Make him some nice biscuit.

Nice Maine Bantam Com.............................. doz 1.00

This is nice corn.

1 Pound Davis Baking Powder (1 lb Soda free)
Nice Canned Peas...................can

.16; 3 cans

.25

.45

Tonight—Private Party with
Prizes.
Saturday Night—Skating races
for men and women, with prizes.
Good floor, well heated, and
police officer at the door.
39-lt

2 Pound Package Soda Bread..................................... 25
Nice Canned Shrimp.................................. 2 cans

.25

.25; 2 cans

.47

Superba Bartlett Pears......... can

1 can Vegetable Chop Suey 25c and 1 can Noodles
Free

store in Chisholm block Saturday.
The official opening, however, Is
scheduled for April 9 when officials
of the concerns whose merchandise is
represented, will be on hand to dem
onstrate the 1932 models of electric
refrigerators, oil burners, electric
washing machines, ranges, vacuum
cleaners and many other appliances
so interesting to the modern house
wife.
The business of the G. A. Lawrence
Co. and that of the Maine Distribut
ing Co., managed by R. E. Estes of
14 Summer street, will now be known
as the G. A. Lawrence Co., Inc. Glenn
A. Lawrence is president and Roy E.
Estes is treasurer. Their appointment
as local dealers of Westinghouse
electrical appliances. General Electric,
Westinghouse, Norge, Copeland and
Buckeye electric refrigerators, with a
full line of commercial refrigeration,
oil power and range burners, includ
ing the famous Nu-Way and Silent
Glow Burners, gives them a display
to be proud of, as these lines are
known to be of highest quality. Con
ditioned air furnaces and equipment
of the newest type will be displayed
and demonstrated.
The store will be known as the
“Easy Housekeeping Shop” and will
also specialize in a full line of soda
fountain supplies and equipment in
cluding modern up to date soda foun
tains for the retail store trade of
Greater Rockland.
The company's many oil customers
throughout the local territory will
continue to receive the same prompt
service of oil deliveries and the added
force of skilled oil burner engineers,
and electrical experts assures them
of the best of service, night and day.
Rummage sale Universalist Church,
Saturday, April 2, at 9 a. m.—adv.

R-A-D-I--O-S
The best selection and service

OLD FOLKS’

DANCE

House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.

28-tf

at

ODD FELLOWS HALL

J. A. JAMESON CO.
FREE DELIVERY

TELEPHONES 17 OR 18

THREE CENTS A COPY

TO GO ON THREE SHIFTS

Volume 87.................. Number 39

ALDERMEN STATE POSITION

Subscriptions *3.00 per year payable In Brisbane Tells of Miami So
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
cial Event In Which Rock Lawrence Portland Cement Company Announces An Are Willing To Confirm Six Officials, But Thumbs Down
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
On Four Others
Important Change In Its Employment Policy
The Rockland Oazette was established
land Couple Figure
In 1848. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
The Courier-Gazette, which ail
in 1882. The Free Press was established
in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to
The undersigned members of the [ baggage and the sooner we get rid of
Commencing tomorrow the Thom classes of labor, one working by daythe Tribune. These papers consolidated these years has been doing its ut
March 17. 1897.
most to faithfully serve its large con aston plant of the Lawrence Port I time, and one which devotes its effort Board of Aldermen offer the follow- . it the better.

SIX BOXING EXHIBITIONS SIX
Every One a Snappy Go
ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES INTERSPERSED

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, March 31, 1932

TONIGHT
C’mon Up!

BCM CIGARS
34tf

land Cement Company will inaugu
rate the basic eight-hour day, and
the participants of the plan will find
themselves working on three shifts,
the hours of which are 7 a. m. to 3
p. m.. 3 p. m. to 11 p. m. and 11 p. m.
to 7. a. m.
Coincident with this radical change
the company, which has been operat-

I to a branch of the work which goes
on continuously 24 hours a day, week
days and Sundays the year around.
By agreement among themselves
the day men have been working 10'a
hours by day and 13% hours by night,
alternating on two-week shifts. This
was in order that the day workers
might complete their labors in season

There are four candidates for com
missioner of public works and two for
Rockland:
solicitor. We are willing to vote for
At the last city government meet- i all candidates at one time and the
ing Mayor Richardson stated his po best man wins, also candidates for
sition in regard to the appointment I solicitor in the same way.
and confirmation of city officials.
Below we give a list of the officials
The Republican members of the whom we will confirm or not confirm:
I council wish to briefly state their ' Will confirm—Chief of police, tax
position. We have been ready at all' collector, chief of fire department,
times to confirm all of the officials health officer, city physician, city
presented by the Mayor, with the ; engineer.
exception of commissioner of public j Will not confirm—Treasurer, solici
works, solicitor, treasurer, and audi- [ tor, auditor, commissioner of public
tor.
works.
If the council is of no use in select
(Signed),
ing officials to run the city, but must
Oscar S. Duncan
Maynard L. Marston
confirm, all candidates presented to
them, irrespective of their merits, we
Guy M. Johnson
consider the council so much excess
Ralph P. Conant

ing explanation to the taxpayers of !

SIX EXPERIENCED MEN
Form Nucleus of the Team With Which Vinalhaven
Expects To Win Another Championship

Plant Manager Carl H. Sonntag, Whose Announcement of a Three-Shift
Plan Marks Another Advanced Step In the Affairs of the Thomaston Cement
Plant

Vinalhaven High, champion cf
1931, expects to have a high class out
fit when it takes the field in the
opening game May 4. Six experi
enced men are available. Capt. Hop
kins, who will be at his regular posi
tion at short is one of the best short
stops ever to play in the Knox-Lin
coln League. The battery of Middleton and White was one of the best
last year and should be even better
| this year. Middleton, especially, has
improved very much, while White has
been outstanding for two or three
seasons. Other veterans are Guil
ford, second base; Coombs, center
field and Lyford outfield.
The two hardest places to fill will
be first and third base. Possibly
Coombs will be placed in the infield
as he is an all around player and
covered second in some games two
years ago.
The new men trying out are Teele,
Bickford, Woodcock, Young, Torfason, Claytor, Conway, Arey, Staples,
Wahlman, Smith , Erickson, Baum,

Gilchrist, Bennett, Thomas, Snodgras, G. Healy, R. Healy. Bloomfield,
Williams, Christie, Tuomi. Lloyd aftff
E. Coombs. It should be a real
battle for the first base job. Teel,
Gilchrist, and Coombs seem to be the
outstanding men.
Thomaston, as usual, will be in the
thick of the fight. Ifemey, with his
fast ball, will give all the teams plenty
of trouble. Greenlaw of Camden is
another good pitcher and the Cam
den team should be in the running
from the start. The battery of Free
man and Flanagan of Rockland
looked good during the last few
games last year.
Lincoln Academy seems to lack
pitching, but may be the surpriso
team. St. George is the dark horse
team and it will be interesting to
watch its showing. Report from
"Stivie” says it has a good pitcher
and catcher. This is a good start,
especially on a High School team
where pitching is so important.
It should be as usual an interesting
and close race for that K.-L. cup.

AN OUTSTANDING HOMEMAKER

ing at only half its capacity through to have a full night for recreation,
the winter will light its second kiln, or other duties as the case might be. j Mrs. Lizzie R. Hawes of Union Is Honored By Maine
and New England’s only cement mill
Under the regime which goes into
Farm Bureau Federation
will be operating at 100 percent ca- effect April 1st (and this is no jokei
pacity—this highly desirable state of' the men will work theoretically eight
Names of Maine's outstanding He has about 800 apple trees in his
affairs to continue as long as the , hours a day, and if they work longer
market demands that extent of pro- than that specified time on some i farmers and homemakers for 1932 orchard.
Mrs. Lizzie R. Hawes. Union, Knox
duction.
; days, they will be given sufficient I were announced last night at Uni
County, mother of nine children, four
The labor at the plant is all of ' time off on Saturday to make good I versity of Maine in a special and ap boys and flve girls, has demonstrated
native American stock. Most of the ! the 8-hour schedule. No one corn- propriate program of recognition her high qualities as a homemaker.
men have been for years a part of ing under this arrangement will work sponsored by the Maine Farm Bureau One of her friends wrote the follow
Federation.
Those receiving the ing: "Her home has been run with
the local community, and are gift- ' more than eight hours a day.
as much system as any large institu
ed with the Yankee thrift and in- I The obvious benefits of the plan honor were: Ira J. Porter, Houlton, tion. Each day had its regular work
genuity for which Maine is famous.
which Plant Manager Sonntag has Aroostook County; Mrs. Evelyn D. and was not varied. Each child, boy
This is an unusual situation in the ! been able to authorize, after a Goodhue, Sidney, Kennebec Co.; Ed or girl, had their daily tasks and
plenty of them. The fact that they
cement industry, and has caused thorough study of conditions are: gar B. Lord, Lebanon, York County; were
always well done and cheerfully
Mrs.
Emma
J.
Thorne,
St.
Albans,
President Smith to give much more The employment of additional men,
done proves her ability as a leader
than ordinary attention to labor rela- an opportunity for them to have the Somerset County; Wilson H. Conant, and an executive."
Since her husband's death, and her
tions in the local mill. Thc change recreation and rest which obtain Buckfleld, Oxford County; Mrs. Liz
children have become older, she has
in working conditions now announced under an 8-hour day, and the im zie R. Hawes, Union, Knox County.
William V. Dennis, professor of transfeired much of her invaluable
is the result of his careful considera- proved morale which exists when the rural sociology, Pennsylvania State ability to outside activities. She is
tion of the matter from many angles, bond between the employer and em- College, delivered the principal ad one of those rare women who are al
and particularly from the national ' ploye has been strengthened by a dress entitled “The Way Out—The ways to be depended upon and is the
Rural America of Tomorrow.” Arthur backbone of everything. The most
viewpoint which is his naturally, as beneficial arrangement.
L. Deering, director of the Extension up-to-date and approved methods are
well as through his position as Chair- j
. . • .
Service, explained the plan under used in her home in the preparation
man of the Board of the Portland
The adoption of the 8-hour sched- which Maine annually accords recog of meals and in the making of cloth
Cement Association. The new plan ; u]e js partly the outcome of an en- nition and honor to her citizens who ing for the family. The home is
bas been gone over by President i deavor to carry on the work of the have contributed significant service to equipped with a vacuum cleaner,
washing machine, electric pump, and
life.
Smith in detail, and goes into effect cement industry with absolute safety. rural
Certificates, bearing individual ci a motor driven churn. A bathroom
with his advice and support.
One year and nearly four months tation of the achievement of each has been installed in her home for
The adoption of the three-shift have now passed since the safety person honored, were presented by over 25 years and an individual light
schedule and the firing of another flag was last raised to full staff, and President Harold S. Boardman of the ing plant was in use long before any
Arthur P. power line was near. Recently she
kiln will naturally mean the employ it is the desire of all concerned that University of Maine.
Stearns, Jr., South Paris, president of assisted a committee with two others
ment of additional men, and tho it will not be necessary to lower the Maine Farm Bureau Federation, in raising $14,000 for a new high
restoration of unemployed to posi it for many months.
school. She is active in the interest
Working presided.
Ira J. Porter, Houlton, Aroostook of the church.
tions they formerly held.
on the 8-hour plan the men are much
Ail of her children have been in
Lest this should bring about a great less liable to injury than if they County, has aways been engaged In
4-H Club work, some of them win
influx of men seeking employment had worked the much longer period. farming.
He has reared a family of eight chil ning championships. She is a former
Plant Manager Carl H. Sonntag de They face their tasks in a much dren, five boys and three girls. All county foods project leader for the
sires it understood that provision has better mental as well as physical of the girls are wives of farmers in Farm Bureau.
the community.
already been made for the desired condition.
A belated Provincetown despatch
The farm comprises approximately
extra help.
Because of the enthusiasm which 90 acres. He was the flrst in his town says that Commander Donald B.
is being shown over freedom from to use a silo and cream separator.
MacMillan will not go North this
The wage question naturally enters ' lost time accidents, and bearing in
Mrs. Evelyn D. Goodhue, Sidney, summer, but will be a lecturer at
Bowdoin College instead.
All of
into the equation, for while shorter j mind the jubilee which is to mark Kennebec County, mother of six chil which
was exclusively told in these
hours would seemingly make for de the dedication of the trophy awarded dren, has successfully superintended columns a week or more ago.
the work on the farm since the death
creased earnings it should be ex to the plant when it had been one of her husband eight years ago.
plained that the hourly wage rate year without a lost-time accident, Along .with the work of superintend YOUR FAVORITE POEM
which was cut 10 percent last August the plan is well worth advocating In ing the farm. Mrs. Goodhue has very
If I had to live my life again I would
will be restored, which means, in the opinion of O. E. Wishman, who capably managed her home and fam have made a rule to read some poetry
ily. The milk from her herd of
effect, that while the men are work as safety engineer of the plant, has registered Guernseys is made into and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes ls a lose
ing fewer hours they are not only en done so much to bring about, that de cheese and sold. Mrs. Goodhue does I of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
joying the privileges that the short sirable end. And the satisfaction all the work of the cheese making
BLACK SHEEP
<*
er working day embodies, but are which he feels is, of course, fully and delivering.
From their folded mates they wander far.
Edgar
B.
Lord,
Lebanon,
York
Their ways seem harsh and wild.
finding their pay envelope not ma shared by every other official from County, is the father of seven chil
They follow the beck of a baleful star.
President Frank H. Smith down.
terially altered.
Thetr
paths are dream beguiled.
dren. One is county agent leader for
In spite of conditions which pre the Extension Service, one is manager Yet haply they sought but a wider range.
At the present time the Lawrence
Some loftier mountain-slope.
Portland Cement Company is em vailed last year the Lawrence Port of a grain store, and another re
And little recked of the country strange
ploying about 205 men at its Thomas land Cement Company shipped from mains with Mr. Lord on the home Beyond the gates of hope.
farm. Mr. Lord, himself, is a high
ton plant, as against a maximum of its Thomaston plant 4500 carloads of school graduate.
And haply a bell with a luring call
i
cement,
and
Manager
Sonntag
smiles
about 235 found on the pay roll in
Summoned their feet to tread
A herd of ten registered Guernsey
the cruel rocks, where the deep
the more prosperous times.
j assuringly when he says that the cattle and 350 bearing apple trees are Midst pitfall
among
the
chief
enterprises
on
his
And
the lurking snare are spread.
The wages, as they will exist com- ' company hopes to do better this year,
mencing tomorrow, will range from
The unexpectedly large output of 200 acre farm.
In spite of their tameless days
Mrs. Emma J. Thorne, St. Albans, Maybe.
Of outcast liberty.
35 cents an hour to 75 cents an hour. I the Thomaston plant—and here Somerset County, is the mother of They
’re sick at heart for the homely
ways
the general average being between 40 ■ again one cannot refrain from the seven children. Her skill and execu
Where their gathered brothers be.
and 50 cents an hour, which com- ‘ statement that it is New England’s tive ability in managing her home is
at night, when the plains fall
pares, very favorably, it is said, with , only cement mill, has been due to revealed in a statement from one of And oft
dark
her neighbors. It follows: “How,
the wages now being paid by many certain market conditions and to the with her large family, she manages to
And the hills loom large and dim.
Shepherd's voice they mutely
industries throughout the country. fact that because of its faborable keep up her work with no help except For the
hark.
And their souls go out to him.
The schedule under the three-shift location and exceptionally good raw what the children do is a mystery."
Wilson H. Conant, Buckfleld, Ox Meanwhile. "Black sheep! black sheep!*
plan Is not easily explained to those materials it is able to market in New
ford County, is known perhaps best
not familiar with the somewhat com England a superior product at a price for his outstanding ability as a fruit SafeweIn cry,
the inner fold:
plicated wage arrangement found in that compares favorably with that grower and as a prime mover in co And maybe they hear and wonder why,
And marvel, out In the cold.
the cement industry, which has two paid for cement made elsewhere.
operative activities in his community.
—Richard Burton,

_______ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______ j
Rockland. Me.. March 31. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. |
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office ol The Courier-Gazette. |
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 29, 1932, there was printed a total
of 6184 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Every good gift and every perfect
gift is from above, coming down
from the Father of lights with whom
is no variableness, neither shadow of
turning.—James 1:17.

BIRD AND ARBOR DAY
Governor Jardiner
proclaimed
May 6, as Arbor Day and designated
the same date as Bird Day.
"The forests of the State of
Maine have always meant much to
her people and her visitors,” he
said. "Our fish and game, our wa
ter power and our large industries
depend upon our forests. We have
placed upon our State seal the pine
tree as emblematic of the great
natural resource and the great
beauty of our State. In our settled
communities we may well remem
ber to provide and to safeguard the
trees that give us beauty and
shelter.
“In the hope that the importance
of our forests and our trees may be
brought more forcibly to the at
tention of our citizens and in ac
cordance with the statutory re
quirements, I hereby proclaim Fri
day, May 6. as Arbor Day in Maine.”
it having become the custom to
designate one day in the year as
Bird Day, the Chief Executive said,
"It seems appropriate that such an
occasion should be noted upon the
same day as Arbor Day. Those who
find cheer and happiness in the
presence of our birds, and those
who appreciate the fact that birds
are the natural enemy of crop de
stroying insects, may well lend
their support to the movement to
recognize and encourage the study
and perpetuation of bird life.”

Every-Other-Day
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Son of Noted Mariner, He Longed For the Sea, But Pros
pered In Business Ashore

of Thomaston to the far corners cf
the world. It was such men as he
who inspired Rufus Choate to declare
that "a shipmaster belongs to an
eminently respectable profession.”
A wife and children make a sailor’s
thoughts turn longingly towards
home, in spite of the call of the sea.
So, when the hard won profits of sev
eral voyages to foreign ports enabled
Capt. Creighton to acquire some of
the valuable limestone quarries with
which nature has endowed this sec
tion of Knox County, he retired from
the sea and founded the firm of J.
A. Creighton & Co., which has manu
factured lime in Thomaston for up
ward of 75 years.
Although Capt. Creighton had put
the sea behind him. the old love of it
was still strong in him, and he could
not escape the inevitable. He had to
build ships for others to sail. Soon
square riggers were taking form in his
TTiomaston shipyard.
Such was the environment into
which Capt. Creighton's eldest son
John was born. His young eyes saw
the freshly quarried limerock carted
through the streets of Thomaston and
dumped into his father's kilns dow-n
at the old Fort Wharf at the foot of
Knox street. He watched th.e oxdrawn hayracks, creaking under their
load of lime casks, deposit their bur
den in the kiln sheds and saw the
filled casks rolled to the caplog of his
father's wharf and stowed in his
father's schooners. He saw the
loaded schooners standing smartly
down river under a northerly breeze,
bound to Boston and New York where
"eastern lime" was in ready demand.
His thoughts went with that fleet
of coasting schooners and the tall
ships that went down the river to the

sea. The force which pulls the ocean
towards the moon is no stronger than
that which in those days drew Thom
aston boys towards the sea. John
Creighton looked forward to a life
at sea, and had already made prepa
rations for it when his father's need
of him in the business made him
abandon his ambition to be a ship
master. Instead, he learned the mys
teries of lime burning and devoted
himself to making and marketing the
best quality of wood-burned lime that
could be produced.
After graduation from the Thom
aston High School, he attended
Bryant <& Stratton Commercial Col
lege in Boston and then entered his
father's office in 1876. In 1881 he was
married to May Robinson of Worces
ter, Mass. For a short time he en
gaged in business in Brooklyn, but
his heart was in the country, and
especially in Thomaston. He could
not be happy away from his native
home. So with his wife and daugh
ter Emilie, he returned to Thomaston,
where he lived in contentment for the
rest of his day’s.
In partnership with his father and
his brother Charles, he carried on the
lime business until the death of his
father in 1893. Then, as senior mem
ber of the Arm, he continued, until his
death, the business in partnership
with his brother.
Mr. Creighton's first wife died in
1893. In 1906 he was married to Mabel
Hewett of Thomaston, daughter of
the late James H. H. Hewett, Esq. He
is survived by his wife, his daughters
Emilie (now Mrs. Albert T. Gould),
and Katherine, his son John, his
brother Charles A. Creighton, and
his sister Mrs. Emily C. Smith.
The 50-odd years that Mr. Creigh
ton was engaged ln business in Thom
aston is a goodly stretch of time. He
had the satisfaction of seeing the
business expand and prosper. He
was faithful in his attention to all the
details of the business; but also !
found leisure to pursue his fondness
for farming and the raising of live
stock. The splendid record he es
tablished and maintained of honest
dealing in business is an enviable
reputation to leave when one's life
work is done. So also is the reputa
*nich
justly enjoyed for uprightness and fairness in all his re
lationships in life.
All too often the encomiums which
are pronounced over the dead are
mere platitudes; but, in a very real
sense, it can be said of Mr, Creighton
that he was one of those whose great
est pleasure in life was to further the
interests of others. Self-abnegation
was a keynote of his character. The
welfare of his wife and children was
of more vital interest to him than
any material reward for himsslf. He
was an honored and respected citi
zen in his town; but this reputation
was earned by sheer merit and not
through any -self seeking. Though
manly and ever ready to stand firmly
for what was right, regardless of
whether it was the popular cause, he
had a woman's tenderness and understanding, a quick sympathy for other
Pe°Pie s troubles.
Loved by many, respected by all, his
sterling integrity made a deep im
pression on those who associated with
him. His was the true simplicity of
a noble soul. No one's life can be said
to be complete, for life is essentially
a striving for the unattainable. Yet,
in one sense, Mr. Creighton’s life was
complete; it was a practical demon
stration over a period of threequarters of a century of the essential
goodness of human nature, an en
during example of right living and
right thinking. Such a life cannot be
said to be extinct when the spirit
passes.
a. T. G.

STRAND THEATRE

WITH THE BOWLERS

A stellar comedy trio, composed of
Buster Keaton, Jimmy "Schnozzle" i
Durante and Polly Moran does its
share to attempt to lift the current
depression blues in “The Passionate
Plumber," Friday and Saturday.
Keaton as the willing but bungling
plumber gets into one absurd situa
tion after another. Chortles galore
are promised from the moment the
plumber, soaked by his inexpert
activities in the bathroom, appears
before the distraught heroine, in
nothing more than a rowel—to the
delirious episode in which, encour
aged by Durante, he engages in a
duel with an insulted Frenchman
only to turn the encounter into the
most madcap sort of farce. The ro
mantic affair between the longnosed Durante and the belligerent
Polly Moran also holds ils share of
laughs and the note of high-keyed
merriment is carried through various
scenes which reacli topmost pitch in
a furious domestic battle in which
crockery and glassware are hurled
about much in the manner of the
highly amusing quarrel sequence of
“Private Lives."—adv.

'Twas nip and tuck between the
Burpee Furniture and Perry’s Mar
ket at the Recreation alleys Tuesday
night, with the former on the long
end. The only man to hit for 300 was
Stewart, who carried off another
medal with his high single—114. The
summary:
Burpee Furniture—H. Crockett 257,
Gross 280, Leighton 278, Stewart 300,
Lawry 283. total 1398.
Perry's Market—Schofield 281, Ab
bott 263, Melvin 283, Hanson 279,
Brewer 276, total 1382.

j John Creighton, who died March
j 26, in his 76th year, was torn in
Thomaston on Nov. 8, 1856. His
father, Capt. James Alexander
Creighton, was born and bred to the
sea.
Starting as cabin boy at 14, Mr.
Creighton's father rose to the com
mand of a ship at the age of 21. Dur
ing the years Capt. Creighton sailed
the seas, Thomaston was in the flood
tide of its maritime enterprise. Every
j shipyard in the town was ringing
' with the sound of the caulker's mal
let and the shipwright's broadaxe.
As soon as one ship was launched
the keel of the next was lkid. Capt.
Creighton belonged to that splendid
group of bold and capable sea cap;
tains who carried the name and fame

Ex-Senator
Dwinal's
proposed
plank for the Republican platform,
which would bind the party candi
dates to stand by that platform, in
stead of openly opposing some of its
provisions, evoked favorable editorial
comment as might be expected: “This
does not seem unfair,” said the Bath
Times, “for certainly the man who
takes the leadership of his party in
a campaign should be willing to stand
by the principles of the party whose
representative he may be.” "Mr.
Dwinal has the right idea" said the
Press Herald. “By compelling can
didates to seek office on the basis of
the stand taken by their party,
which they hope to represent if
nominated, a step is taken toward
pledging them to represent the peo
ple according to the party principles
the public endorses at the same time
it elects them. In this way the peo
ple will have the right to not only
say who is to serve them but how
they shall be served. And it is only
when they have that right that they
are actually enjoying self-govern
ment.”

Show a man where he can fish and
catch something, and you have boost
ed Maine materially in the eyes of
the non-resident sportsman. This is
evidently the principle on which the
Maine
Development
Commission
worked when it provided that striking
exhibit at North Station, Boston. It
consists of a huge map of the Pine
Tree State, with the lakes shown in
frosted glass. Electric lights placed
beneath the miniature, glass-surfaced
lakes will be lighted as soon as the
water of the various fishing regions
are free from ice. Thus the angling
enthusiasts among the many thou
sands of travelers and commuters
passing through the terminal every
day will know when each of the seven
lake and river systems is open.
Tanks of live trout and salmon,
specimens of the large fish that were
planted in Maine fishing waters last
year by the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game, are included in
the exhibit.
In a few widely scattered sections
of Rockland the property owners
have taken the situation by the fore
lock and burned the dry grass which
is always a menace at this season of
the year. Properly handled it is an
easy thing to do, and greatly lessens
the fire hazard in residential sections.
Insurance companies might exploit
this idea to mutual advantage.
The Central Maine Power Com
pany, apparently nowise dubious
about the State's future, continues to
add to its impressive holdings.
Through a subsidiary company, the
Central Securities Corporation, it has
just bought the stock of the Liver
more Falls Power & Light Co., the
Turner Light & Power Co. and the
Dennistown Power Co.

Belfast is so well satisfied with the
city manager form of government
that it has re-elected Harrie D.
Eckler for a two-year term. Reduc
tion of taxation, with the progress of
city departments unimpeded, is a
powerful argument with the tax
payers.
As a part of the Nationwide ex
hibit of General Motors the local
dealers will open a display in Rock
land April 2 with a parade showing
all the new models of Chevrolet,
Chevrolet trucks, Pontiac, Oldsmo
bile, Buick, LaSalle, Cadillac, G. M. C.
trucks and Frigidaire. The start
will be made at 1.15 from North
Main street with the Camden Boys'
Band in the lead. The route will be
through the principal streets and to
the several show rooms where ail
the latest models will be displayed.

The Late John Creighton of Tliom‘
aston

PUBLIC FIRE INSURANCE l'O.

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Mortgage Loans ...................... $332,100
Stocks and Bonds ............... 4.486.324
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 253.565
Agents’ Balances ................... 1,113 518
Interest and Rents ...............
41.768
All other Assets .....................
85,372

00
46
92
06
91
49

Gross Assets ........................$6,372,649 81 •
Deduct items not admitted .... 662.527 02

Admitted ..............................$5,710,122
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $491,538
Unearned Premiums ....
2.568,888
All other Liabilities ............... 449.199
Cash Capital ........................... 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,200,496

82
00
34
78
00
70

Lowest Price Even Burpee Ever Offered for
So Fine a Walnut Veneered Dining Suite
Isn’t it a real pleasure to find, at a low price, a Dining Suite that meets your most critical
requirements—that far surpasses in beauty of design what you expected a limited budget
to buy! Vnder these ornately decorated genuine walnut surfaces are principles of con
struction used in all furniture that looks like this suite but sells for twice the price. If
you wish an altogether charming Dining Room at exceptionally low cost, you can make no
better selection for it than this Suite!
SPECIFICATIONS
FI'ILL
I Bl
Kl'RPFF
Buifet^Top
60x20 inches.
Tabicexten
TopFI
RPEE mvflTBiTTlftX
CON STRl CTION
Fnrn|shed
in 6 or 8 foot
Five-ply tops and three-ply fronts and slons, extra leaves included. China Cabinet
ends surfaced
-T°P 3»Door
x16 glass
i~h^30x16
n inches. Two ad, in genuine
. American
„finished
, .Walnut
. .to inches.
Aeneers. „Balance
hardwood
justable sheheSt
Chairs-Removable
slip
match. Clever cross-hatch diamond over- Keat 1714x1414 in. upholstered in small
lavs on buffet doors and novel bat-wing de- taupe and black figure on a multi-colored
sign on apron, and graceful route lines, background Cotton Jacquard Velour Back
, ...to contrast
. . with
... „finish
, , add
.. much. to
. 20
in. high from seat.
Arm,4 Chair
shaded
fhair
19.)XlG
in. —Same as
the attractiveness of this suite. Top drawer
Each
partitioned and velour lined for silverware. Table—6 ft extension ............... $25 75
Hiavy turned legs, trim metal hardware Buffet—Tcp 60x20inches ............ $26.75
and comfortable chairs, specially designed China Cabinet ...................... $24.85
and constructed are features which make it Chair ................................ $ 3 95
outstanding.
Arm Chair ................ .... ..... $ 4.95
YOU SAVE MOST WHEN YOU BUY COMPLETE SUITES
BUY NOW
PAY OUT OF INCOME
EASY PAYMENTS

9-PIECE SUITE

$9750
Cash Price
Buffet, Table, China,
Five Chairs and
Arm Chair

n

t

CL

BURPEE’S

BURPEE’S

ROCKLAND
MAINE

Rockland. Maine |

361 Main Street

301 Main Street

Rockland Maine J

117

gregational parish house Friday eve the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Wil-!
ning and the hostesses will be Mrs. liam G. Stover.
The athletic coach of the High
Ora R. Brown and Mrs. Guy CuciNews has been received of the
School and the members of the girls’
death in Boston of Charles Messer, notta.
Alvin Jagels of the U. of M., is one , basketball team, will be guests of the!
a former resident of this place. Mr.
I Camden Rotary Club April 12 at a [
Messer was a barber by trade and of the students enjoying the Easter j supper at the St. Thomas parish i
vacation
at
home.
resided here many years, coming
■ house and in the evening to the lec- I
Frank Pearse is driving a large | ture in the opera house by the Arctic i
from Union. He leaves a wife and
daughter. He was about 75 years of Studebaker truck.
explorer, Commander Donald B.,
Mrs-. Calvin Smith of Tenant’s MacMillan. The girls are champions |
age.
Mrs. Agnes Knowlton entertains Harbor has been the guest of her sis of the Knox-Lincoln High School
the Friday Auction Club this week ter, Mrs. Gerald Dalzell.
Basketball League, having won the
at the home of her sister, Mrs. D. J.
Robert, the four-year-old son of pennant without the loss of a single |
Dickens.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Jr., game.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas are who has been ill at the Camden Com
Mrs. Frank Mansfield of Brookline, t
spending a week in Boston and vi munity Hospital, has returned home. Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
cinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jamieson John Curtis.
There will be a social at the Con- leave Friday for Lewiston to spend
Regular meeting of the ladies of
I
the G.A.R., Friday night. Supper at,
6 o'clock.
• * * •

V'r?

CAMDEN

WILLOW STREET MARKET
FRIDAY & SATURDAY SPECIALS
Chuck Roasts ................................. lb .09 .12 .15
Cube Steak, 2 pounds for.......................... -............... 35
Pot Roast .............................................................. lb .15
Pork Chops ................................................ lb .15 .20
1 Pound Bacon, 1 Dozen Eggs................................... 35
Sugar...................................... lQlbs

Mrs. Carrie Aldus

Don’t Gamble
Let Me

Insure Your Car

NOW!!!
INSURANCE (ALL KINDS)

TEL. 98

425 MAIN STREET

None better at any price.

A Nice Prune................................................... 3 lbs .25
Macaroni and Spaghetti.......................... 3 pkgs .25
Davis Baking Powder, 1 Pound Soda...................... 25
Plea-xing Salt...............................................3 pkgs. .25

Nice and free running.

Bisquick, the new biscuit flour................... pkg.

TEL. 556-R

.35

3 Palm Olive Soap, 1 P. O. Beads.............................. 25
Oxydol, one dish cloth free.......................................... 25
1 Spatula Free with one tin Crisco .25 .38 .75
Spinach, Lettuce, Cukes, New Beets, New Cabbage,
New Carrots, Tomatoes, Sweet Peppers, Celery
Frozen Strawberries and Raspberries

The old Bird & Hart store at Rock
land Highlands, now owned by Ves
per L. Packard, was burglarized
Tuesday night by somebody who had
a penchant for confectionery, cigars
and soft drinks. Mr, Packard figures
his loss at about $25 and hopes this
burgling habit will subside. An un
successful attempt was made there
a ffw weeks ago, it will be remem- |
bered.

FRANK A. WHEELER

.75

Peerless Flour ................................................... bag

Carrie, widow of Fred Aldus, died
Tuesday night following a long ill
ness. She was born in Belfast 87'
years ago, daughter of Capt. Joshua j
and Elmina (Hall) Bramhall, and re- ■
sided in Camden for over 60 years.1
She was a member of the First Con- |
gregational Church, W.C.T.U., Cam
den Garden Club and a charter
member of Joel Keyes Grant Circle,
Ladies of the G.A.R., Maiden Cliff
Rebekah Lodge, and the first noble
grand of that order. She leaves only
nieces and nephews. The funeral'
services will be held at 2 o'clock Fri
day from P. J. Good's funeral parlors,
Rev. A. E. Luce officiating.

» ' ** •' A

.47; 25 lbs 1.18

MRS. SABIN’S BEANS. BROWN BREAD AND
ROLLS from 3.30 to 6.00 SATURDAY
FREE DELIVERY
WILLOW STREET MARKET, TEL. 1230

rn

National Exhibit General Motors Products

April 2nd to April 9th
»

n.,-!

..A

r-

As a part of the Nation-wide exhibit of General Motors the local dealers will open this ex
hibit in Rockland on SATURDAY, APRIL 2, with a parade showing all of the new models
of Chevrolet, Chevrolet Trucks, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick, Cadillac and La Salle, Frigid
aire and G. M. C. Trucks, the parade starting at 1.15 P. M. with the Camden Boys’ Band as
escort, will form on North Main Street, proceed south through Main Street, up Park Street,
to Broadway, returning to their local Show Rooms, where all of these latest models will be
on display for the next seven days. The public is most cordially invited to visit the show
rooms and inspect these latest models at the following dealers:

Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,710,122 82
33-TA-39

CHEVROLET

PONTIAC

OLDSMOBILE

SAVE 15 CENTS

Sea View Garage, Inc.

C. W. Hopkins

Munsey Motor Co.

This Week Only We Are Selling For 15 Cents
a Regular 30 cent can of

689 Main Street

712 Main Street

21 Limerock Street

BUICK

CADILLAC AND LA SALLE

FRIGIDAIRE

Lewiston Buick Co.

Leon H. Kelley

Lime City Sales, Inc.

Brunswick, Me.

503 Main Street

SLIKUP ENAMEL
The new quick drying, easily applied Keystone
Product that is in such demand
FREE DEMONSTRATION ALL THIS

WEEK

Tell Us Your Paint Problems

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main Street,

Rockland

51 Park Street
»

'A

CHEVROLET TRUCKS

G. M. C. TRUCKS

Sea View Garage, Inc.

C. W. Hopkins

689 Main Street

712 Main Street
rqnjjty-r-
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Evcry-Other-Day

Mrs. Irene Farnham has two large
brown butterflies which she found
parking in the garage Easter Sunday.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

March 31—American Legion smoker at
Legion hall.
March 31—Rockport-Musical enter
tainment at Town hall by school pupils.
April 1 (3 to 9 30)—Woman’s Ed'u'l
Club meets. Copper Kettle.
April 1--P H. S. Minstrel Show.
WEATHER

The lesson in civics for the meet
ing of the Educational Club Friday
1 will be on “National Courts.” Mem
bers having books are asked to be
prepared to answer questions.

Just 50

DRESSES
1/2 Price

Although Thomaston voters eave
the proposed firemen’s muster a
chilly reception Monday the squirt
ing may take place after all. Public
subscription is creating a fund.

Regular $2.98 Dresses

Miss Emily V. Hall of Glencove SUS'
tained a broken ankle last night at
her home.

$2.50

Regular $9.50 Dresses

Regular $14.95 Dresses

$4.75

Capt. Herbert Philbrook who re
cently underwent an appendicitis
operation at the Baker Memorial
Hospital in Boston is convalescing at
113 Beaumont avenue, Newtonville,
Mass. Capt. Philbrook had been
running all winter between Portland
and New York on the Sandwich.

$7.50
Sizes 14 to 46

The L. T. L. will hold its regular
meeting at the Central Maine club
rooms Saturday at 2 o'clock.

Silk Slips

Thomaston’s rifle team defeated I
the Eastern Division marksmen 845 ,
to 793 in a sharply contested match
last night.

New Damask Draperies

The annual meeting of the Camden
& Rcckland Water Co. was held this
morning, when these officers were
elected: President, William T. Cobb;
vice president, Alan L. Bird; treas
urer, A. F. McAlary; directors: |
Charles H. Berry, Alan L. Bird, Henry i
ts. Bird, Fred C. Black, William T.
Cobb. Richard O. Elliott. Arthur B.
Packard and Vernon F. West.

All Sateen Lined, with Tie-backs . . . Pinch Pleats

only

Clifford H. Gardner died suddenly
at the home of his mother Mrs Edna
Gardner, Union street, as this paper
was going to press. He was 43, apcl
leaves a wife and three children.

$079
pair

A private skating party will be held
nt the roller rink off Water street to
night, and Saturday night there will
be prize races for both sexes. Nice
lloor, plenty of heat and an officer
at the door.

There will be a special meeting of
the Garden Club Wednesday after
noon, at 2.30, at The Thorndike grill
when Dr. Watson of Swift & Co., will
give a lecture on gardening, illus
trated by lantern slides. Dr. Wat
son is an acknowledged authority on
gardening, and his appearance here
is awaited with interest.

Colors:

The annual meeting of Community
Chest will be held tonight in the
Chamber of Commerce rooms, called
at 7.30. All interested citizens and
those connected with the participat
ing organizations are urged to be
present.

Rust

Wisteria

Rose

Gold

Blue

Green

SPECIAL
FLOOR LAMPS

Ex-Senator Sherman S. Scammon
of Franklin will address the Edu
cational Club Friday evening on
“Famous Maine Men and Women."
He is district superintendent of
Franklin, Hancock, Eastbrook and
Lamoine schools. No one should
miss this or the full program of pic
tures.

$1 00

Be sure and visit our

French Crepe, Lace
Trim

The baseball schedule of the Knox
and Lincoln League, published in ,
Tuesday's issue, reversed the order
of things, through a misunderstand
ing. In each instance the team
credited with playing elsewhere will i
be the home team, instead.

Third Floor

Bodice or Built-up Shoulder
Style

For One Week

$1 &$1.98

Frank Hanrahan, a former Rock
land boy, who has been a traveling
salesman out of Boston for many |
years, is convalescing gradually from
a severe infection. His territory has
been covered meantime by his son
Charles, who comes frequently to :
Rockland in that capacity.

Sizes 32 to 46

■xrsonal representative ol

Quilt
Remnants

j

i
I

j

New
Coty Depl ‘ %

STARTING MON., APRIL 4
M iss Sabra Baker

Total,

$1.50

89c

will be at our toilet goods
counter for free advice and
consultation.

Take advantage of this
Big Remnant Sale

.50

This Week Only—

whose Products are
Nationally Known

15c to 89c pc.

■
.
I

Perfume, reg.

Gillespie

For Cribs. Single and Full
Size Beds

"Best wishes to the office staff from
'The Sunshine State’ and R. J. An
drews" read the card inside of a
mysterious package received at The
Courier-Gazette office yesterday.
And the newspaper workers said nice
things about Florida and Bob as they
munched the delicious orange Mos
ul Candies which were enclosed in
e package.

Face Powder, reg $ 1.00

Madame

The inmates of the Home for Aged
: Women were cheered by the thought- ]
fulness of Rev. and Mrs. H. H.
: Marr who on Easter Sunday afternoon, accompanied by 17 young folks
of the Methodist Church, gave a
service at the Home. Mr. Marr’s
Zg fine sermon was augmented by
Edster hymns .and the women were
highly appreciative.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

[

Rev. Walter S. Rounds was in I
1
; South Bristol Wednesday to partici
pate in the installation of Rev. Mr.
Clifford into the pastorate of the
Bristol and South Bristol Congrega
All set for the Legion smoker to tional Churches.
night. Should you read the bill ol
fare you would discover boxing and
BORN
wrestling bouts, music and whatnot? BARTLETT—At West Appleton. March
If tlie crflwd insists upon it George
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bartlett,
a son.
Jackson will make a speech. One at
traction will follow another with CURTIS—At St. George. March 20, to
Mr. and Mrs Edward Curtis iFrances
dizzy speed and when it is all over
Harriman), daughter. Gloria Mae.
they may truly say—“a good time was
liad by all."
MARRIED

The Katahdin Mountaineers who
appear at Park Theatre again today,
invaded the Lions den at Hotel Rockland yesterday and gave the members
of that club a delightful 15-minute
entertainment. Droll in appearance
and droll in action, they are mar
velously melodious with the human
voice and a myriad of instruments,
and there was real enthusiasm, not
to say power, in the roar which the
Lions gave them as they departed,
•’’ho speaker yesterday was Rev. Mr.
Bubar the evangelist who is conduct
ing revival meetings at the Littlefield
Memorial Church. Mr. Bubar comes
BRITTO-PRATT — At Rockland. March from King Lion Annis' home town of
Enrcute from Miami, Fla., to
28. by Rev. Fr James A Flynn. George Blaine. His talk largely concerned
W. Brltto and Mrs. Caroline Pratt, both the last tribes of Israel and he con
Washington. D. o.. Dr. R. W. Bick
ford attended the Easter sunrise ■ of Rockland.
____________
jured much significance out of the
service at Mountain Lake Sanctuary. |
died
figure 13.
"It was the most impressive and most flARDNER„At Rockland. March 31, Cufin'piring service I have ever wit
ford H. Gardner, aged 43 years.
The “Minstrel Show" which ls be
nessed." writes Dr. Bickford. "Seated THOMPSON—At Staten Island. N. Y..
around the tower were 2000 or more ' March 28 Ellis G. Thompson of Thom- ing coached by Miss Adelaide Cross,
pcople waiting for the sun to come j. aston. aged 71 years, 6 months. 28 days promises several distinctive features,
up over the horizon. Just as it did 1 CURRIE—At Lewiston. March 25. Jessie rather out of the ordinary. In the
fYork). wife of Michael Currie, for Grand Minstrel Howard Crockett
Anton Brees, bellmaster began to ! merly
of Rockland, aged 24 years. 11 makes a fine end man and soloist,
play, very softly, "Lead Kindly .months. 4 days.
I,ight." There was perfect silence | POLAND — At Friendship. March 29, having a natural poise that is ex
The other ends
=__ __ of
_____
____
Harry Poland, son of Capt. Frank tremely fetching.
save for the singing
the early
Then followed the
and the late Helen (Simmons) Poland, are also well worth seeing and hear
morning birds
men ionoweo me
Funeral Priday at 2 o'clock at the Ad ing. In the olio Bunty Pendleton
program rendered most impressively.
vent Church in Friendship.
It was mv great pleasure and privi ALDUS—At Camden. March 29. Carrie and Mary Stockbridge do an eccentric
lege to be personally conducted in the ■ widow of Fred Aldus, aged 87 years. Fu dance. "Their costumes and dancing
neral Friday at 2 o'clock from P. J. are sure to win favor. Among the
tower by Mrs. Edward Bok. whom I
stars are the Harden brothers, espe
met after the service." Dr. Bickford, 4 Good's funeral parlors.
atts—At Haverhill. Mass.. March 30 cially “Sid," with a black face skit.
who has been spending a very bene WSeth
Watts, a native of Thomaston.I Bernadette Snow, too, will captivate
ficial month in the South, plans to
aged 82 years.
resume his Rockland duties next MrKINDSLEY -At Thom-ston. March 30. you with her personality as "The
Emellne. widow of Reuben McKlndsley, Leading Lady of the Town.” See
Monday.
It’s well worth
aged 90 vears, 8 months. 26 davs. Fu this performance!
neral Saturday at 2 o'clock from the your time and money.
„
The public is invited to attend the
home on Dunn street.
wedding of Jake and Lena at G.A.R. WARDWELL—At Rockland. March 30.
hall. Thursday evening, April 7.
Arietta Amelia, widow of Georee A
Wardwell. aged 72 years. 2 months. 14
Other attractions. Admission 10
days. Private funeral services Friday
cents.—adv.
at 2 o’clock from 32 Rankin street.

Jessie L. (York) wife of Michael
Currie of Lewiston, formerly of this
city, died March 25 in a Lewiston
Hospital following an operation.
Her death came as a distinct shock
to her many friends and relatives
here who were unaware of her illness.
Funeral services were held Monday
from the Conley parlors in Lewiston,
Mrs. Currie, who was but 24 years
old is survived by her husband, three
daughters. Ruth, Dorothy and Bar
bara and sisters Mrs. Elizabeth
Columbus of Massachusetts, Mrs.
Hilda Niles of Sab’.t’us, Mrs. Edith
Smith of Northport and Mrs. Helen
Heath and Miss Ethel York of Rock
land.

j

The public supper at St. Peter's
Church in the Undercroft Saturday
from 5 to 7 will be in charge of Mrs.
Ella Hyland. Mrs. Roy Estes, Mrs.
Robert House and Mrs. Margaret
Decrow.—adv.

BLAKE’S WALL PAPER STORE

Great Clearance Sale of 1931 Wall Papers

Is Still On
BUNDLE SALE, ROOM LOTS $1.00
Reg. 1 2'/2c to $1.25 per roll Papers, now 5c, 10c, 15c
Our 1932 Papers Are In—Very Low Prices
Just Received—One Lot of
S ANIT AS

Suitable for Kitchen or Bath Room, 22c per yard

For forty years - - every package

has been absolutely guaranteed

nreclatlon to our nelchbors and friend

Rummage sale Universalist Church, for their many kind deeds and words of
sympathy during our recent bereave
Saturday, April 2, at 9 a. m.—adv.
ment.
The sons and daughter of the late Mrs

Time to paint inside and out and A. H. Withee.
Swan's Island. Me.
whiten ceilings. Paint and labor are
---------------cheaper. D. J. Dorgan. Tel. 106-R.
CARD OF THANKS
36’Th-42
We wish to express our sincere thanks

to relatives, neighbors and friends Tor
their many acts of kindness, cards, let- |
ters. fruit and for the many other things I
Union Junior Farmers 4-H Club that were sent to make our sad davsI
we especially thank the Men's
will meet at the home of their lead brighter;
Bible Class, the Mission Circle of the
er Saturday at 2 p. m.
Littlefield Memorial Church, the pastor,
and his wife. Bowes&Crozler. the Masons,
Odd Fellows, the employes of the RorkWILLIAM E. DORNAN
land & Rockport Lime Corp . Dr Brown,
and those who offered cars for the fu
neral; also those who sent thc many
& SON, Inc.
beautiful floral offerings.
Mrs. Charles Atherton. Mrs. Walter I
Cemetery Memorials
Drlsko. Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Colcord. Mr. ,
and Mrs. Walter Colcord, Mr. and Mrs.1

UNION

Chester Black.

JESSIE L. CURRIE

Those Educational Club members
wishing to see Alfred K. Ames'
movies of the Machias River logging
should reach the Copper Kettle Fri
day not later than 5 o'clock, and
those wishing to see "Well Born,"
Health Through Nutrition and Ex
ercise," "Strengthening Our Nation"
and “General Hygiene,” should be
on hand before 8 o’clock, same place.
Miss Edith Soule who will show these
pictures is director of State Health.
Mrs. Carillio presents Marian Rackliffe’® play, “Spice Cakes." Dorothie Harvie has charge in the eve
ning.

1892--1932

RIPLEY—At East Liberty. March 14. Eva.

Mrs. Grace Rollins is chairman of
wife of Oren W. Ripley, aged 74 years.
5 months. 23 days.
the rummage sale which Miriam Re
WINCHENBAUGH
bekah Lodge is to hold Tuesday at, -------„ —At Waldoboro. March
Odd Fellows hall. Articles
should
be
i
.
j
vears. Funeral Sunday at 2 p. m. from
left at the hall Monday, and any- , [^e residence.
(Providence papers
one having articles to be called for I please copy).
should notify either Mrs. Rollins or i
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Josephine Burns.—adv.
We wish to extend our thanks and ap-

4-tf

Quite likely some of the local golf
ers will attend the Patriots Day tour
nament in Brunswick, April 19. En
tries should be made to John Bax
ter. Brunswick, and no playing times
will be reserved unless accompanied
by fee.

Regular $5.95 Dresses

$1.50

The Rockland Fire Department will
hold its monthly meeting Friday
night instead of Saturday.

EAST UNION, MAINE

Mrs. Florence F. Ellis of the home
service department of the Central
Maine attended a home service con
ference at Hotel Statler, Boston.
Monday and Tuesday of this week.

All smart ... all desirable for wear right now and for weeks
lo come. Included are plain crepes, wools, printed crepes,
mostly one piece, though there are some two piece dresses.

Wanted: Twenty-five Odd Fellows
at Odd Fellows hall tomorrow night
at 7.30.

The Pine Tree Outboard Association meets next Tuesday night in the
American Legion rooms at Camden.
where a light lunch will be served
after business affairs have been diso’ * <1. Alex. Daugherty is chairman
< jhe committee on arrangements.
I 1 with him are associated Jasper
L.iapin and Guy Heal.

Miss Vada Clukey, clerk to Tax
Collector McInnis was back at her
desk yesterday fully recovered from
! a week's illness.

For Fifty Thrifty Women

Arthur D. Pish has had the tele
phone installed—number 1181-W.

•

K ENDS FOODS

Lucien Green Jr. is home for the
Easter recess, returning to Higgins
Classical Institute the latter part of
the week.

“It’s Smart To Be Thrifty”

Although the March lion has done
plenty of roaring, the month ends to
day on a gentler note. Mercury was
up 'to 40 at 7 o'clock and is 48 as we
go to press, wind southwest. Stories
are coming in of robins and blue
birds glimpsed in nearby towns Sun
day and though none of these feath
ered songsters have paid a call at
this office, the spring song of the
seagulls is frequently heard as they
soar above Lermond's Cove, now free
of ice and likely to remain so. The
lorecast suggests showers tonight, to
morrow fair and colder. Yesterday
was fair, west wind, 36 at noon and
not much is left of Monday's snow
drifts.

Jerome C. Burrows, who was ad
mitted to law practice in this State
some weeks ago, is occupying a most
attractive office in the Cobb-BerryChase block, over the Western Union
telegraph office. In his canvass for
the Republican nomination for county attorney Mr. Burrows is receiving
strong support.
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"SALADA
”
TEA

Whole or Half

MEAT SALE
Rib Corned Beef,

lb 08c

Fancy Brisket,
Thick Rib,

i

i6“

Pot Roast, boneless,

YOUR CHOICE OF THESE
2 LBS. 25'
Sausage Patties
Lean Stew
Beef
‘
I
Stewing Veal
Pocket Tripe
Stewing Lamb
Beef Liver
Lamb Liver
Lean Hamburg
Sliced Bacon

Pork Steak,
Lamb Chops,
Veal Rump Roast,
Veal Shins,
Beef Soup Bones,
Fresh Pig’s Feet,
Pig Liver,

ROYAL GELATINE

Your Choice of Flavor
lb 12c
lb 18c Split Peas,
2 lb pkgs 19c
lb 19c Fig Bars,
2 lbs 23c

Rump Roast,

Cube Steak,

GROCERIES AT
WHOLESALE
6 Packages 25c

Chuck Roast, ,

Top Round Steak,
Boneless Sirloin,
Rump Steak,

lb 15c

pkg 25c

Mother’s Oats,

BUTTER FLAKE CRACKERS
2 Pound Package 27c

CALUMET BAKING POWDER
Pound Can, 35c
Trial Size Swansdown, One Pie Plate
(FREE)

SUGAR

10LBS 45c

Peaches,
3 large cans 47c
Pineapple,
2 No. 2 cans 29c
Bantam Corn,
3 cans 25c
3 cans 25c
lb 25c Stringless Beans,
2 lge cans 25c
lb 30c Tomatoes,
lb 30c
NEW MAPLE SYRUP
lb 25c
One Quart Syrup
7Qz*
lb 25c Pkg. Pancake Flour /
lb 19c
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES
lb 15c
4 Packages, 25c
lb 08c
4 cans 23c
Ib 05c Old Dutch,
lb 08c Diamond Crystal Salt, 3 pkg 25c
2 lbs 15c

MANY KINDS OF CHEESE

NOW IN SEASON

Mild Cheese,
lb 19c
Tasty Cheese,
Ib 29c
Fancy Fresh Asparagus
lb 69c
New Potatoes
Radish Roquefort Cheese,
Imported Swiss Cheese, lb 59c
Rhubarb
Cauliflower
lb 29c
Green Peppers
Parsley Sage Cheese,
Young American Cheese, lb 29c
Ripe Tomatoes
Celery
Green Limes
Pears
POTATO SALAD
Spinach
Mushrooms
Large Jar, 25c
Prepared by S. S. Pierce Co.
Lettuce
Squash
New Beets and Carrots
FANCY EATING APPLES
Mild Eating Onions
Dozen,* 29c
A New Low Price
Green Peas and Beans
Chicory
Cukes
Selected Eggs,
doz 19c
New Cabbage
Grapes Sweet Potatoes,
5 lbs 25c
Cocoanuts
Honey Dews
Blood Oranges,
doz 29c
Bananas,
Fresh Strawberries
4 lbs 29c

Fancy Norwegian Sardines 3 cans 25c
Pink Salmon FANCY PACK
3 cans 29c
B & M Fish Cakes
2 cans 23c
Gorton’s Codfish
pound can 15c
Fancy Shrimp
3 cans 29c
Slack Salted Codfish
lb 12c
Slack Salted Hake
lb 9c
Crab Meat
can 23c
ALL KINDS OF FRESH FISH

PERRY’S MARKET

“Fresh From the Gardens”

Watch for Anniversary Sale prices at your grocers

Fresh Hams

Cut From Little Pigs

A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE
381

inigfit run Into an ambusli; or Tvd
might attack them, reckless fellow
that he was, practically lone
handed, and get killed.

HEART
OF THE

The chase was entering the
Thal-Azzah itself, that watery wil
derness of lakes and labyrinthine
channels and muskeg thousands of
square miles In extent. Not far
ahead, the branch split into a doz
en channels leading in every direc
tion. Pursuit would end there. A
few miles more, and those canoes
would be swallowed up in tbe wa
tery oblivion of the Thal-Azzah.
But then, as he skirled around
a headland, his prophecy yesterday
to Haskell, and his conviction,
founded on long man-hunting expe
rience. that those bandits would
surely follow this left branch,
were suddenly proved true to the
letter. On ahead, a scant thou
sand yards, he caught one fleeting
glimpse of two heavily laden
canoes that carried six men.
Pipping faster, deeper, lie and
Bill and Larry paddled at a fu
rious pace to comp up within rifle
range. The river was so winding

slNOl^l

that they could see only a few
hundred yards in front. There was
danger, a terrible danger of run
ning into a blind ambush where
all three of them would be killed
outright and their canoes sunk be
fore they even could start to stioot
back. Every stroke, every curve,
every clump of flags they skimmed
close past, was a deadly peril.
They knew lt, but they dared not
slow up. They were taking their
chances.
As they skirted out upon a shal
low little lake fringed about with
tall flags, Larry suddenly heaved
back on his paddle.
“Lift out!

BY

WILLIAM

W.N.U.
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I
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William 04-e»\ Mou,<ri|

THE STORY

CHAPTER I —Six bandit!, come
aboard the steamer, Midnight Sun,
while she is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry In
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmonton.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spenl
years with the Canadian Mounteo,
draws his gun in the face of the
covering rifles and fires upon the
ruffians. He is shot through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
peltry.

I

;
I
j

CHAPTER II.—Corporal
Rill j
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
Endurance. After a brief dispute
over plans with his incompetent ]
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after the bandits in the
big police launch with the corporal !
and four constables.
CHAPTER III—Reaching the
Midnight Sun. they stop long
enough for Alan to hoard her and
consult witnesses of the crime. Alan
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearold daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her in thp care nf Alan’s
fiancee. Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
Alooska. Joyce MacMillan is alone,
awaiting the return of Dave, her
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
is thrilled when the police launch
ties up there for the night, as she
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him: then she was stunned by the
news nf his engagement to Eliza
beth. She is happy now to perceive
from his halting talk that tie
planned marriage Is not definitel.i
certain.

'

I
i
]
.
!

j

CHAPTER IV. CONTINUED
__
"As he TitTrileil back down to tbe
launch, lie began to realize that ’
the two canoes bad traveled more
swiftly than be bad thought pos
sible. For tbe first time In bis po
lice experience Alan found himself [
111 at ease and uncertain of wbat i
be was running into. Though he i
could understand, on the assump
tion of Pave MacMillan’s guilt, how
the bandits knew just the right
moves to make in this dimly known
country, still lie was utterly unable
to explain how six absolute stran- !
gers could get into this country un
seen. Who tliey were, where they
had come from, how they had got
ln here unknown to everybody—the
whole thing was uncanny. He
hardly knew what to expect of
them next.
Splashing hack upon the launch,
he told his men tersely: “They’re
not in sight yet, and I could see for
twenty miles. We’ve got to meet
up with them before they reach
the Forks. They’re making tracks,
l’ed, you’ve light to drive by now.
We’ll take our chances."
Twice more that morning, be
tween Pedneault’s reckless dashes,
he hurried ashore and futilely
searched ahead. Something had
gone wrong. The patrol should he
within sight of them. Estimating
their speed and the speed of tlie
pursuing launch, he knew the po
lice craft should have overhauled
; them about eight miles above the
MacMillan trading post. He had
come a hundred and twenty, and
; no sight of them yet. Tliey had
either dodged aside, or had done
something to give them a hig edge
over wliat he thought possible.
It was afterward, when tlie wa
ters of the Alooska had given up
their ghastly secret, that Joyce
MacMillan listened to the accounts
of several Yellowknife men and
gazed upon certain grim evidence,
nnd pieced together the story of
how those bandits were able to
’ keep in the lead. But Alan knew
nothing of that harrowing story
now; he knew only that something
had upset all ills calculations.
Fifteen miles from the Alooska
Forks he went ashore a last time
and climbed a squat tree, lie had
a clear view to the Forks. Tlie
glasses picked up a sight that set
his heart pounding madly against
his ribs.
Far ahead, three short miles
from the Forks of tlie Alooska. a
pair of tiny black objects, like bugs
crawling along a silver ribbon. . . .
He jumped out of the tree, leaped
down the slope.
Splashing aboard he flung all
caution to the winds. . . . "Throw
Into lt, Pedneault! We’ve got to
beat them to the Forks. We’ll
close ln on them ln the launch. Got
to! j&ey’Jl tear us but they won’t

stop, won’t tignt. it they can make
lt there. Open her up! To h—I
with rocks and mud bars now!’’
His last words were drowned ln
the engine roar as Pedneault
opened out the launch. With the
wind stinging hls eyes and the
spray lashing him. Alan clutched
the painter to keep from being
flung bodily overboard, anil gave
Pedneault what help he could.
The craft careened around the
last bend, a scant mile from the
great Y of the Alooska. A clear
open stretch lay in front. Dashing
the blinding spray from his eyes,
Alan rose precariously to his feet,
looked ahead; and liis heart sank
as tbe truth was borne in upon
him.
Those canoes had beaten him
to the Forks.
It was maddening, his defeat—
doubly maddening, for its close
ness to a smashing triumph. He
had come within five minutes of
overhauling them in the launch,
and then had missed, had missed
by a mile that loomed gigantic as
two hundred. They had beaten
him. They had heard the thunder
ing boat, had flung their whole
strength Into the race; and now
were whipping on eastward along
one or other of the Alooska
branches.
The launch would have to be
abandoned at the Forks. He knew
the police boat would be stranded
or wrecked within half a mile if it
attempted to go up either of those
shallow streams. He would have
to take to paddle canoes and split
his party.
Unbeaten, he planned swiftly.
The chances were ten to one that
the bandits had darted up tlie left
branch leading northeast into the
Thal-Azzah. He decided quickly:
“I’ll follow that left branch. I'll
take one canoe and two men. I’ll
take Bill with me; lie’s a red-haired
devil in a fight, he’s our best shot,
he’ll be dependable in whatever
comes. But the third man—Ped
or Larry?” Both splendid men,
both experienced veterans of many
a patrol.
He made up his mind: “I’ll send
Ped up the right branch with Bur
goon and Whipple. Bill and Larry
and I’ll shoot up the left. We’ll
be the ones to do the business."
As the great Y of the Alooska
loomed up, he turned and gestured
to Hardsock and Larrv. Silently
understanding, they crept back to
the stern deck, unlashed the canoes
nnd had them ready by the time
that Pedneault, slowing down the
launch, steered It In between two
little willow Islands at tbe Forks
and stopped.
Alan ordered him: “Ped, take
these two men and whip up the
south branch. Larry and Bill and
I’ll cover the north. If you sight
them, don’t pitch into that pack.
You'd be fighting six men singlehanded. If they did happen to go
that way, you drop hack here to
the Forks and wait for us. We’ll be
able to track them In that timber
country. Let’s pile out. They can’t
be over a mile and a half away.”
Bill
snarled: “H—l’s
blue
blazes, Alan—let’s stick together.
Us splitting up like this, it’s the
d—dest fool trick I ever heard
of!”
"Shut up!" Alan snapped. ‘‘Gen
eral’s orders, not mine. Every
d—d thing you say or do will be
tattled to him." He tossed the.
■ launch anrdior Into the mud. “I
I said pile out. Let’s be moving.”
He stepped down into a canoe,
stood rifle between his knees,
! caught up a paddle.
Cursing beneath their breath,
I Bill and Larry clambered in with
! him.
Tlie two canoes separated.
*

1
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Alan’s estimate that bis quarry
could not be more than a mile and
a half in the lead, was true
enough; bnt a stern chase is a
long chase, and if those bandits
were aching from exhaustion, they
had the fear of death in thelr
hearts to goad them on.
A whole hour, an hour of terrible labor, went by, and still no
sight or sound of the bandits,
With the responsibility of tills pa
trol on him, with human lives, the
lives of comrades, at stake, a fear
gripped Alan tliat those bandits had
taken the south branch of the
Alooska. If they had, Frank Ped
neault and those two raw recruits

Look!

ers. Yard Tty cnulTous yard TTie
two men slipped back into the
rushes till they were a safe dis
tance from the lake.
Then they began the long hard
Job of circling around the bandits
Wet, muddy, tortured hy insect
pests, they pushed steadily on,
mindful of coming twilight.
It took nn hour and a half to
make the wide careful circle and
start coming in toward the bandits
from the north. With the sud cut
ln two by the western horizon and
the chill of twilight In the air.
those six men would shortly be on
the move. But Alan’s hopes had
risen again: it seemed that he
Indeed "had taken liis luck along.”

The bandits did not know they
were being stalked. In half an
hour more, if luck held, he and Bill
would he in position to open on
them all unawares.
Dropping at last to hands ami
knees, the two of them crawled
along through muck and water,
keeping only their guns dry. They
came up within a hundred yards
of their quarry.
As lie parted the reeds ln front
of his face Alan saw the tops of a
clump sway suspiciously. A mo
ment later he glimpsed the dim
outline of a tnan standing up.
stretching himself, sitting down
again.
In actual sight now, those men
who hnd killed Jimmy Montgom
ery! And only a pistol shot away!

Alan, look

over there!”
Alan looked where he pointed, at
the north shore, at the wall of
dense reeds. A path had been
broken through the flags there;
the reeds were parted, some of
them trampled, their tops bent to
either side.
It told the story to him. Hardpressed, those men had whipped
ashore to shake off pursuit; had
lifted canoes to shoulder, and
were trying to cut north and hit
another channel.
Oblivious to ambush danger,
they skimmed over to the telltale
break in the flags and drove out
upon the mud. Alan and Bill
slung the canoe upon their shoul
ders; and with Larry in the lead,
following the signs, they started at
a lope back through the flags.
Within a hundred yards they
came to a little creek, a sluggish
They Came Up Within a Hundred
muskrat highway that led north.
Yards of Their Quarry.
The bandits had taken to it. Too
shallow for a canoe, they had had
But to take them . . . Alan cursed
to wade. So recently had they
savagely at the thought of Ped
passed, the water was still roiled
neault and those two men a hun
from their boots.
dred and forty miles distant. As
The little creek took Alan’s party
he remembered what Haskell said
a thousand yards north to a lake,
about the Law being behind his
a deep blue lake covering several
patrol, his lips curled in scorn at
acres; and there, within the Thalthe cant expression. . . . “The
Azzah Itself, late In the afternoon,
Law that’s supposed to be back
the long relentless chase came to
of us, I wonder where In h—1 it ls
its end.
now! What does it mean to Bill
Larry, a dozen steps In the lead, , and me now?" Here in this wa
glimpsed the silvery sheen of wa- ! tery wilderness in this creeping
ter ahead: and stopping dead-short,
twilight, he and Bill were going
motioned Bill and Alan to be cau- j up against six men who bud stood
tions. They bellied forward to- ! off fifty and who hnd murder
ward the lake edge where the flags
charges hanging over their heads.
were thin and they had clear view. , And if tliey broke away, Larrv*
After several minutes of waiting,
single-handed would have to stand
Larry pointed across the lake and I the whole brunt of stopping "them.
stated quietly;
At this gesture Bill slid cautious
“You see that big patch of s ly up beside him: “Bill, we've got
brownish flags over there, about j to get closer. We’ve got to get
thirty or forty yards back from the | across this pond. Those muskrat
water? See that little run leading i houses out there are particularly
back into them? That’s where our j good luck for us. By keeping down
men are hiding. They’re laying j in the water, with these little
low along that little run. I noticed i reeds to help hide us. we can sneak
a rat start up that run. He came : from one house to the next. Tbe
hack in a hurry. Then, there’s a
last one isn't a dozen yards from
silent spot over there where I don’t I those men. If we make it we'll
hear any bird or animal calls. And j have point-blank range and the
then some other signs. . . .” He
best kind of cover to shoot from."
was silent for half a minute. ,
Taking off their hats ami Jackets,
Finally he whispered: “I'll show
they wriggled carefully out of the
you a sign. You see that pair of
tall flags, eased into the water and
canvashacks a-coming this wav? ■ squirmed toward the first muskrat
They’re flying low, making for this
housp, which stood up four feet
lake. Canvashacks like blue wa
above the surface and entirely hid
ter. Watch ’em close.”
their approach. Behind it they
Skimming just over the flags, the
stopped a moment, chose ttieir next
pair of graceful ducks came on; i one, and sank back into the water.
but just as they stopped beating !
As they crouched down behind
and started the glide down upon the j the third little dome of mud and
lake, they suddenly breasted high
reeds, a towering red-bearded man
up in the air, exactly over the spot
parted the flags they were staring
Larry had Indicated.
Veering , at, bent and scooped up a hatful of
away, they winged swiftly out of
water, took a swallow, threw the
sight into the west.
rest down with an oath at its vile
Lying there In the reeds and
taste; and then, shaking tlie wa
bog, Alan studied the bandit co
ter out of his hat, he disappeared
vert and tried to plan. If all flve 1 again.
of hls men had been along with ■
Alan’s last secret doubt about
him. the outcome would have been ' these bandits being utter strangers
swift and certain. He could have ; in the country was dispelled now.
come at the bandits from either
He had had a clear viejv of this
side, cut off any chance of escape. : huge redbearded leader; he could
boxed them between two fires and ! say positively, ns Ashmun and all
deliberately shot them down. But
the passengers had sworn, that he
he had split his party at the Aloos
had never laid eyes on the man
ka Forks, as Haskell ordered. Now,
before.
at the crucial hour here in the
To Bill he whispered: “When we
reach that last house. I’ll splash
Thal-Azzah, Pedneault and those
other two men, uselessly following
or do something to draw their at
tention. They’ll come out to the
that south branch, were a hundred
flags’ edge again to see what lt Is.
and forty miles away.
He
planned,
re.!" ted
and
Don't shoot when just one man
shows up. We’ll wait till we have
planned again, and finally came to
three of them in plain sight If
a decision.
‘‘We’ve got to carry the fight to
we get three of them at tlie first
them and we’ve got to keep them
crack, we’ll be fighting the other
three on even terms. Now, Bill,
from getting away by that creek
yonder. There's only one way we
when you're looking down a rifle
can do both those things. Bill and
barrel at those men, don’t hesi
I are going to circle around them
tate. Aim straight. We can't
on foot and come at them fiom
make prisoners of that outfit. This
is a finish fight. One or the other
the other side. We’ll get there
somehow, even If we have to swim
party is going to get wiped out."
part way. With any luck at all we
They started for the fourth
ought to get into a position where
muskrat house.
we can put two or three of them
Halfway there, disaster over
whelmed them, sudden and stun
out of business at the very be
ginning, before they wake up to us.
ning.
They won’t fight if they can help
It came from the air, in the
it. Why should they take chances
shape of a pair of red-throated
on some of them getting wounded
loons. Flapping heavily out of the
or killed, If they don't have to?
west, the birds dropped with a
They’ll try to whip back across this
loud splash not ten feet away from
the two men.
lake nnd dodge into that channel
At the splash Alan heard a
yonder. Now. Larry, you'll stay
muffled oath over in the flags;
here to head that off. Keep out of
then a rustling movement, as
si^ht yourself; have a couple or
though the bandits had nervously
three extra magazines handy, and
Jumped for their guns; then si
wait till they get Into the middle.
When they get in good range, open
lence. And then a voice from the
twilight among the reeds:
up on them. Sink those canoes.
“Nothin’. Jus’ a pair of divers
We don’t care about those men.
plumped down.”
Let them swim ashore and hide if
The alarm would have blown
they want to. On foot a man can't
over if the loons had swum off. But
make ten miles a week in this
the birds, crop-heavy and indolent,
muskrat country. IVith no tent,
stayed where they were, showing
no shelter, the mosquitoes and
no intention of moving away. As
flies would drive them crazy in
the female started preening her
less than a day, and they'd fall in
self, the mate turned its eye sus
to our hands. If you understand
piciously at the two strange ob
now what's cut out for us, we'll bo
jects sticking above the water.
starting."
Wbat startled it Alan never
Both men nodded.
knew. Bill did not move; he him
Bill nnd Alan backed away with
self did not bat an eyelash. But
Infinite caution, for one flushing
in that Jumnv taut silence the
waterfow] would rglse all the oth

male suddenly threw open Tfs beak
CASTINE
and sent up a raucous maniacnl
shriek, as though some animal
A very effective pageant “Shining
hail seized it by the neck.
Armor," was given at the Federated
Instantly its mate Joined in. The Church Sunday evening by the Sun
Jarring, ear-splitting discord set day school, assisted by the choir,
1 11
15
1
1
3
4
S
7
fc
9
muskrats diving off their houses j Rey Oscar L. Olson, Mrs. Olson,
and flushed every waterfowl in tlie . Hattie Grindle, Arnold Vcague, Edith
IO
II
lake a hundred yards d.stant. With Colson and Elizabeth McKennan.
Philip Perkins, a student at the
a Inst frantic peal the loons taxied
J 15 ll
11
13
over the water, finally managed to ! U. of M., arrived home Friday night
14
take wing, and flapped heavily I to spend the Easter vacation.
away.
News has been received here of the
W 18
20
17
19
But the damage hnd been done I death of Mrs. Abbie Payson in San
R
beyond retrieve. All tliat hour and i Diego, Calif.
a half of careful stalking, all tbe
23
21 22
B 24
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Small and three
great caution and pains of slipping
i
children
returned
Friday,
from
unawares upon the bandits, had
2b
25
been set at naught by the crazy Nashua, N. H., where they have been
visiting their parents.
shriek of a crazy loon.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gross of Belfast
Over in the murky twilight of
1X>
29
tlie flags there was a commotion, were guests Sunday of his mother
sharp orders, the click of rifle Mrs. John Gross.
30
31
32
bolts. At the edge of the flags a
Mrs. Eva Lowell will hold the posi
gun cra-aa-ehek, a rope of flame tion as matron at the E.S.N.S. dormi
reached out, a bullet ricocheted off tory during the illness of Miss Nellie
r
I 35
3b
33
34
the water.
Gardiner.
It was a shrewd maneuver from
Mrs. John Ames and daughter
the bandits, a tentative shot to Dawn are spending the week at the
40
41
55“ 39
42 43
draw the fire of thelr stalkers and home of Mr. and Mrs. Rochelle Con
W
discover where they were. Alan ner.
4b
45
47
44
was quick-witted enough to see
Mrs. Margaret Hackett, who has
their motive and to lie low; but been passing the winter in Bangor is
Bill jerked his rifle against hls at the heme of her son Porter Hack
49
46
cheek and shot point-blank at the ett for a few weeks.
spurt of fire.
The lovely weather of Easter Sun
I5'
50
A cry of pain went up. His bul day turned into a northeaster on
let had scored. But the shot gave Monday.
away their hiding. With all hope
Tlie Easter vacation for the schools
gone now of getting the drop, is finished. The High School began
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
1 HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Alan scrambled behind cover of a Monday morning, the grade schools
7- Rubbed out
1-Produce
35-Sever
muskrat house, fairly dragging Tuesday, and the Normal School on
8- Segment
5-Dress material
36-A negative
Bill after him.
10- Selfish grudging In 38-A lofty mountain
9- Penetrate
;
Wednesday.
Half a dozen rifles exploded in
13- Pronoun
view of what
40-Damp
Mrs.
Boyd
Bartlett
has
returned
to
the flags. Alan thrust his rifle
14- Trap
another enjoy*
42-Raw metal
over the top of the house and her home in town after being away
15- Mischievous child
11- Group of islands off 44-A machine for
for
the
winter
months.
She
was
ac

emptied it at the flashes. A bullet
16- Pronoun
sowing seed
the coast of
companied
by
Prof,
and
Mi
’
s.
Wheeler
from a Savage, a sharp-cracking
19-Superlative suffix
Ireland
46-A native of
Bartlett
of
Brunswick
and
the
latdeadly Savage, hit his weapon,
12-Takes away (Law)
22-Musieal drama
Normandy
1
ter
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Allen.
smashed the mechanism, numbed
24-Harbor
15-To bestow
48-Pitch
A stag party was held at the new
his hand, and drove jagged fiery
17- Male descendant
49-Combinlng form air 26-Employ
camp
owned
by
Henry
Devereux.
bits of steel into his fingers.
27-Kitchen implement
18- Foe
50- Flnlshed
29- Dress material
For several minutes the bullets Those present were Harlan Bean,
20- Sainte (abbr.)
51- Viper
Walter
Robinson,
Gustine
Wardwell,
30- To add
of the bandits beat a thudding
21- Towards
31- Aleoholie beverage
tattoo against the mud mound. As George Coombs, Henry Devereux and
23- Poisonous snake
VERTICAL
24- Exlst
32- Condemned
best they could Alan and Bill lift Carl Dunbar. A steak dinner was
33- Sew loosely
25- Squirt
ed their belt-guns over the top of served.
1- An Ingredient in
Roger Danforth returned to North
35-Worthless dog
|
27- lnsane
their shelter, and fired back. They
bread
28- Point of compass
37-A title (Sp.)
heard no more yelps of pain. They Haven Monday to resume his duties
2- Combining form
(abbr.)
39- Boy’s name
were shooting wildly, aimlessly. as principal of the High School there.
Indian
2?-Maritime distress
40- Pronoun
Realizing this, believing the ban Owing to a fire that destroyed the
41- Act
' signal
3- Episodes
dits had crept into the run and school building the sessions will be
43-Scarce
?O-Metric land measure 4-A solution leached
were sheltered by its banks, Alan held in the K. of P. hall.
from ashes
45-Seotch river
31-Moves fast
stopped shooting and checked Bill.
6-To strike gently
47-Radlcal (abbrj
34-Father
Yonder ij^ tlie reeds the fire died
Dolly—“But you wouldn't marry a
away raggedly. A silence fell. A man just because he is a good, dancer?”
-K
(Solution
to Previous Puzzle)
minute lengthened Into two, three,
Polly—“Oh, no, Jack is clever at
four. Alan heard, or thought he bridge too."—Chicago News.
ROCKPORT
heard, a faint rustling, a faint
T E A L
C O T
A R E S
gurgling of water. He listened in
R A T E
A N E
R OL E
The
spacious
home
of
Miss
Marion
tently, but did not hear it again.
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE Weidman lent itself admirably to the ET S T E E M N E E D U E
With his plans ail shattered,
accommodation of the large number
T E E
M E T EZ R
E A R
with the twilight steadily deepen
who attended the benefit card party
ing, he was torn with desperation.
•
aj
JO
held there Tuesday evening under
I* i5
If lie and Bill moved, it was sheer
• •
the auspices of the Library Building
suicide. If they crouched mueii
•11
Association. Even though the ad
longer where they were, the ban
5
mission charge was small a very sat
dits would certainly slip away from
.4 <
isfactory amount was realized, and
them in the coming dark.
1. .lb '?(
the evening was much enjoyed by all
As he fought to think of a plan
ii 3 1
G A R
A 1 D E R
S A T
attending. The committee in charge,
S3
that would break this deadlock, he
1 T E
T
1
E
L
E
c
s
r
N
(I
Mrs. Mae Spear, chairman, thanks
heard a long whistle, a clear shrill
|0
all who assisted in carrying out the
R O S E
L E o
E r o N
whistle from Larry’s direction. It
affair so successfully. This party
was Larry signaling.
M E r E
A s p S
E N E
He sprang up. “Bill! They've
was the first of a series which will
backed away, they’ve slipped us.
be held during the spring and sum
they’re breaking for the lake!
mer season to help swell the library the home of Mrs. Irene Sprague in
Larry’s alone. We’ve got to help
Winslow Mills, where the members
fund.
Larry!’’
Mrs. W. F. Reed of Indian Island were delightfully entertained. QuiltThey splashed out of the pond
spent Sunday the guest of Mrs. Da- craft was the subject of the day. A
nnd into the flags, in a frantic
number of interesting quilt tops were
1 .1
lora Morrill, Russell avenue.
effort to reach tbe lake edge. The
Herbert Mann and Robert Davis shown, and one made by a member of
marsh reeds clutched at them,
the Orff's Corner Girls' 4-H Club
left Monday for Portland and Bos was
much admired. Mrs. Marion
tripped them, wrapped around
ton.
At
the
former
city
they
attend!their legs. Savagely they tore
Froelich recited an appropriate poem,
ed
the
Radio
School
of
Instruction,
their way on through to get into
‘Patchwork Quilts." Several wom
and at the latter, the Ford Dealers' J en cut patterns from those furnished
the clear in time to help Larry
Convention. They returned home by the extension service.
stop those bandits.
Wednesday night with valuable in
As he swung his clubbed rifle,
Miss Mildred Kennedy has re
formation concerning the new 8-cyl- turned from a few days’ visit in St.
smashing a pathway ln front of
inder Ford car which is to go on dis George.
him, Alan heard a lone gun cr-aa-ck
play in 200 cities todav.
over the lake, and heard the snarl
Miss Eleanor Coolbroth of Ten
of half a dozen repeating weapons
Miss Elizabeth Lane spent Satur ant’s Harbor was the guest Friday of
answering it like an echo. They
day night and Sunday with Mrs. L. Mrs. Albert Elwell.
drowned, they overwhelmed tt.
Edwin and Sidney Walter of Gar- w
E. Mann at her home on Russell ave
. . . The lone gun did not speak
diner visited thelr father Sanford 1
nue.
again.
An attendance contest has been Walter Sunday.
It seemed hours to him that he
Miss Louise Leonard has returned
carried on in the Baptist Sunday
fought and tore through the dense
School since the beginning of the home after two weeks' visit with Mrs.
flags, to reach the open and help
new year, during which time there Lulu Jackson.
a comrade who was standing up
Mrs. Nettie Brown spent Tuesday
has been a constant increase in en
against six rifles. Before he broke
rollment and much interest mani with Mrs. Lizzie Shuman at Winslow
WHERE
IS
IT?
through to the clenr, the uneven
fested. At the end of the first seven Mills.
battie had ended. As he burst out
Mrs. Ada Elwell attended" the 4-H
Bessie is looking for some weeks the records showed that 48 had
to the lake edge, he had a glimpse thing for her mother. She says
Club leaders' conference in Waldo
not
missed
a
Sunday
during
that
of the police canoe drifting help
boro Saturday.
lessly out in the middle; and i Mother told her it was in the period and in their honor a supper
Mrs. Annie Orff and daughter Mrs.
was
given
at
the
vestry.
At
the
end
work-basket.
It
certainly
wasn
’
t
across at the far side he saw two I
Clifton Berry and children of New
of
the
first
quarter
which
closed
last
pins
and
needles
nor
thread
and
long blurred objects Just entering
castle were Sunday visitors at Harold
the deep-water channel.
Bessie can’t remember just what week, 26 are honor, or gold star Achorn’s.
pupils
as
they
liave
been
termed,
and
Numbed and dazed at those six | it was! If you take a pencil and
Easter was observed in the Sunday
men escaping, there was a moment
join all the numbered dots to the Sunday School will tender them School with appropriate exercises.
a
party
at
the
vestry
Friday
evening,
when Alan could only realize that gether, starting with dot num
his patrol had failed. That those ber one and ending, with dot to which all members are invited.
TENANT’S HARBOR
An interesting program has been ar
criminals had vanished Into the
twilight and were lost in this number thirty-three, you will ranged and a good time is assured.
Douglas Pratt entertained at hls
Capt. George Lane left Wednes
watery wilderness, with pursuit I have a sketch which will help
utterly hopeless now.
I Bessie remember what her day morning for a few days’ business home Monday evening in honor of
his 11th birthday anniversary the
In the next moment he heard a Mother asked hcr to fetch, I am trip to Portland.
sound, a sound like a groaning i sure.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynton O. Lane of following little guests: Doris Wood,
voice calling hls name. It drew
Belfast spent the weekend' with relai- Rachel Robinson, Alene Falla, Gladys
Jacobson, Ruth Moss, Margaret
his eyes to the drifting police
tives here and in Rockland.
craft. What was it doing out
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes resumed Troupe, James Troupe, Carl Jacob
there? Like a flash he understood
teaching Monday morning after son, Gerald Hawkins, Henry Cant,
what Larry had done. When tlie
being confined to her home a week Dexter Easton. The evening was
bandits started across the lake to
from illness. Mrs. Veda Brown sub spent in playing games, at which
escape, Larry must have seen he
Gerald Hawkins won the two prizes.
stituted during her absence.
could never stjop them In the semi
Edward Auspland is enjoying a va The serving of cocoa, sandwiches and
darkness except at point-blank
cation from his duties as lineman cake, candy and fruit completed a
range. In the police canoe he
for the New England Telephone and very happy time.
must have come fearlessly out at
Telegraph Co.
them, alone. This first deadly vol
THOUGHTS AT TWILIGHT
Fred A. Eddy has bought the for
ley had got him. That groaning
I For The Courier-Gazette |
mer
Ellen
Keene
house
on
Free
voice was Larry’s.
I stand and watch at twilight
street, Camden and with his family
The peaceful evening skies.
Bill came bursting through to
will soon move there. Mr and Mrs.
And see a twinkling starland
the clear. Alan whirled on him:
Resembling a paradise.
Eddy have made many friends in
“Bill! They got Larry. He’s
town during their residence here who
wounded. Hard hit Here . .
A paradise of vast nations.
will very much regret their de
To behold but ne'er to possess—
Tossing Bill hig belt-gun and brok
They mock and laugh at our efforts
parture.
en rifle, he ran out Into breastTo
escape from this world of unrest.
The advance sale of tickets indi
deep water and struck out power
cate a large attendance at the big
fully for the drifting canoe.
Could we but enter your dominion.
Ah! If for only a day.
musical to be given this evening at
By a provident mercy he reached
I'm sure this heartache and worry
Town hall by the children of the lo
it ln time. With half a dozen
Would all drift quickly away.
schools to raise money, for the
holes spouting water into it. the
for COLICKY BABIES cal
But we must be content ln watching
craft was filling, tilting, about to
athletic association and bands. An
The beauty and magic above.
overturn.
And try and make life on this earth.
. . . THROUGH CASTORIA’S excellent program of some 30 num
Larry lay at the bottom of lt,
bers has been arranged, the Rhyth
A life of cheer and of love.
GENTLE REGULATION
writhing in pain.
A Reader.
mic Band and Harmonica Band,
By heroic struggles, swimming,
composed of pupils of the lower
The best way to prevent colic,'
pushing a dead-weight ahead of
doctors say, is to avoid gas in stomach ' grades, and the High School orches- [ HAVE COLOR
CHEEKS
him, Alan got the craft into shoal
and bowels by keeping the entire tra and Band taking part. On this j
water, put his hand under its keel
occasion
the
two
latter
organizations
intestinal tract open, free from waste.
then, and kept it afloat.
If your skin is yellow—complexion
But remember this: a tiny baby’s'^1 give their first public presenta
He dragged it to the bank just as
tender'little organs cannot stand 9on
^he selections they will play pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor
Bill came splashing around the
you have a bad taste in your mouth
harsh treatment. They must be during the contest of State bands —
lake edge to join him,
gently urged. This is just Uie time and orchestras in Camden, May 13 —a lazy, no-good feeling—you should
“Alan! What happened? Where'd
Olive Tablets.
Castori
Zastoria can help most. Castoria, and 14. The orchestra will offer tryDr.
they go?”
Edwards Olive Tablets—a sub
you know, is made specially for babies Martini's “Gavotte Celebre in F stitute
for calomel—were prepared by
“They got away. They’re gone—
and children. It is a pure vegetable ! Major” and the band will play the I
Dr. Edwards after 20 years of study.
gone. Forget it. Help me. Bill—
preparation,
perfectly
harmless.
It
!
overture
from
“
Attila.
”
Thirteen
I
with Larry—”
Olive Tablets are a purely vege
contains no harsh drugs, no narcotics. solos will be played during the eve- J table
compound. Know them by their
Together they lifted their stricken
For years it has helped mothers ning, also a saxophone trio and a !
comrade ashore.
olive color.
through trying times with colicky brass sextette.
To have a clear, pink skin, bright
babies and children suffering with
eyes, no pimples, a feeling of buoy
digestive upsets, colds and fever.
TO BE CONTINUED
ancy like childhood days, you must
ORFF’S CORNER
Keep genuine Castoria on hand, with
get at the cause.
the name:
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets act on
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Jackson were
the liver and bowels like calomel—yet
Boxing Instructor (after first les
in St. George Sunday.
son)—“Now. have you any questions
George N. Hall of Camden visit- ' have no dangerous after effects.
They start the bile and help over
to ask?"
ed Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell Wed
come constipation. Take nightly and
nesday.
Beginner (dazed)—“Yes; how much
the, pleasing
results. Millions
of
An interesting meeting of the note
,
i
„
is your correspondence course?”—
Id)yearly. loc, joc, txt.
Farm Bureau was held Tuesday atl boxes sold
CHILDREN
CRY
FOR
IT
Wall Street Journal,

COMFORT

IM

CASTORIA
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| KATAHDIN MOUNTAINEERS AT PARK 1

WARREN

by CA. Voig/vt-

UirffW tatrras
Winter erased spring’s smile on
❖ Monday after a balmy Easter Sunday
presenting a howling northeaster
which changed to a hard rain at
noon Monday. The one session sig
nal-ringing of the Baptist Church
bell was used for the first time, but
the blustering winds prevented sev
eral from hearing it but threequarters of a mile distant.
A flock of wild geese was seen
northward bound 9 o’clock Saturday
morning and the correspondent also
saw a robin Sunday night, which
added to the springlike feeling of
Easter Sunday. It saddens one, how
ever, to learn that many hundreds
of these brave songsters are report
ed by the game wardens to have been
killed at North Adams, Mass., by
the heavy snow-storm.
Mrs. Inez Libby of Thomaston was 1
a recent overnight guest of Mrs. i
Myra Kenniston.
Mrs. Lillias Jones is now occupying i
her home at the monument.
George Haskell and daughter Mrs.
Clara French of Lincolnville Beach
were callers Friday on Mr. and Mrs.
aT.azin9 am°unt of work," says
George Teague.
,
HER SECONO WASHDAY
Good enough for “big time” are the . ciated until they have been seen.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood ,
Katahdin Mountaineers who yester- | “Shorty” Long, stands exactly 69 accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. C. j
WE ALL USE IT FOR
DOESNT IT GET
1
'I FINISHED THE WASH
day made their debut before enthusi inches high. Dave Hamby, his “side Frank Berry recently motored to |
DISHES,TOO. ITS
THE CLOTHES WHITE!
astic Rockland audiences. This tal kick” stands six feet, four inches Auburn.
must
IN NO TIME TODAY
AND IT'S SUCH A SAFE
THICK SUDS LOOSEN
ented quartet was recently discov high. Here it a combination that
id
”,%~
on.
|
Mrs. Cassie Means of Rockland
I'M
GLAD
YOU
TOLD
SOAP FOR COLORED
GREASE LIKE MAGIC
ered in the Maine hills, and even as gets a hearty laugh at the start and spent Sunday afternoon with Mrs.
7 bedJ spreads
_
I.
ME
ABOUT
RINSO
22 towels
THINGS,
Rudy Vallee crooned his way into , puts your audience in the right frame John Teague.
7 bureau scarfs
12'NH"'n>ni»thicio1h„
20 dish towels
12 doilies
national fame, they are destined tfl '■ of mind to enjoy every minute of the
20 children s underwear
9 nightgowns
Mrs.
Evelyn
Vining
of
South
Hope
20
face
cloths
25 shirts
Hank Stebbins, who never
22
socks
be one of the season’s hits with the ' act.
20 nankins
12 aprons
men's pajamas
“cracks” a smile, will get plenty of is caring for Mrs. George Teague
22 pillow cases
theatre-goers.
11 dresses
^"^e^biefs
20 sheets
J
"25?? un<fcrwear
The Katahdin Mountaineers offer 1 laughs throughout the act. Newt during the absence of Mrs. Nina :
18 children's dresses
50 children's stockings”
some of the mountain songs to be, Goddard, the other member of Taylor, who has returned to her
,X:,w.%?x
P
sure, but for the most ”>art their songs the act, will win audience approval at home at South Hope for a few days. ,
Ernest Hilt and Mrs. Hattie Moody I
are new and original, the rendition once with his unusual display of
decidedly different their playing talents in singing, dancing and the of Augusta called Sunday on Mrs.
and dancing singularly novel, a’l pre playing of musical instruments, and Laura Starrett who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gammon have
sented in a manner that cannot help on the same program is a delightful
feature with Norman Foster and bought the Benjamin Perry place
but merit approval.
There are four characters in the June Clyde titled Steady Company, near Russell’s Corner and are now
living there. Their telephone num
Rinso in tub. wosher ond dishpan
act, characters who cannot be appre with no advance in prices.—adv.
ber is 15-4.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry and
near future. It is hoped that all
PORT CLYDE
family
are now living with Arthur C.
' those who were present Sunday will
Perry, planning later to move to the
also
attend
the
regular
services,
and'
Easter Sunday evening at the Port
Ida Stevens place as soon as it is va
Clyde Baptist Chapel there were they will receive a hearty welcome. cated by Wilder Mcore.
HOPE
UNION
SOUTH WARREN
Mention
also
should
be
made
of
the
more than 130 in attendance. After
Miss Edith Frerch is ill.
!
fine
decorations
which
adorned
the
Elmer True returned from Boston
a few brief remarks on the Resur
Wilder Moore has been doing some
Miss Anne Thurston Ls home from
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair and Mrs.
rection by the pastor, the time was ' chapel, consisting of Easter lilies and papering at the Dunroming Inn.
last Thursday. Miss Wilma True,
Maud Overlock were visitors last Fri Vermont for the Easter vacation
evergreen.
>
Br F. H. CHELEY
/
given over to a program presented
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach of Rock day at Mansfield Robinson’s, Spear
Miss Elizabeth Leach of Rockland who is attending Perkins Institute
by the Sunday Schoo! and a large
land visited relatives in this place road.
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. came home with him for the Easter
choir. It was one of the finest pro
Shanghai optimists are looking for Sunday.
holidays.
•
Pomona meets with Good Will Maynard Leach.
WHY THE AVERAGE HOME WILL NOT DO
grams ever given in the chapel and ward to" a spring building boom —
George Newbert has been quite
Several from this place attended
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig en
Grange
April
2.
others are looked forward to in the Toledo Blade.
lame from a bad fall sustained the
the vesper service at the Uni versa tertained Mr. and Mrs. Clifton RobMr. and Mrs. Malcolm Watts and list Church in Rockland Sunday aft- bins at dinner and bridge Wednesday
latter part of last week.
E ARE living in a world of^as It was formerly under absolute
Mrs. Laura Partridge was able to daughter of Thomaston were guests ernoon.
j evening of last week.
’PHSPfl knnwlprlfzp
change. InCl
Increased
knowledge ilnmlnufinn
domination. Qn
So thatthat tha
the flu-on
three fac
take a short ride Sunday, the first Sunday at Rufus Overlock's.
Many friends here of George NorPeabody Qf Appieton sawcd
In ever realm haa moved us all up tors which are the basis of home
The traveling on the cross roads is wood were saddened by the news of
since she came home from Knox
j ,
« D
i<Tct
forward. Better knowledge and life, fathers, mothers and children
his death which occurred in Rock- wood for A p A1‘en last *et*
Hospital. She also has been able beyond description.
understanding of factors Involved have undergone such a radical
I Another of the popular Grange
to work for a very brief time at the I Lawrence Harper of Rockland has land Saturday.
has given us improvement In every change that a whole new start must
Mrs. H. H. Stickney of Belmont and whist parties was held at the hall
telephone exchange and friends were 1 bought the Jones place located in
realm. It is so In Industry. It is be made and upon a broad new
South Union is planning a trip to Saturday evening with 13 tables filled.
pleased to hear her voice once more I the edge of Cushing,
so In business. It Is so in educa basis.
after an absence of several weeks.
! Maynard Condon and daughter Europe. She expects to be away Homemade candy was served.
K ou’Il enjov stopping at
tion. It Is so In boy training. It
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Thurlow and
Out of these changes has come a
Mrs. Sarah Russell, who has not I Virginia were weekend guests of through the month of May.
tins ullra-inooern Hotel.
Is so In home making. The old of fourth fact, which is one of the
A large congregation greeted the Miss Ruth Thurlow were Rockland
been in very good health this winter, i Miss Marguerite Condon in Portland,
Located "a step tiom
even one generation ago, will no most encouraging signs of the
was pleased to be remembered with j Mr. and Mrs. Harry Levensaler and pastor, Rev. Mr. Moyle on Easter visitors last Thursday.
Broadway”, overlooking
Hope Grange held a very Interest
longer do. The extreme simplicity times, namely, a brand new and
cards from friends last week.
son Albert and Mrs. Rosa Copeland morning. The special music bv the
world-renown limes
of life nnd relationships character very genuine reverence for person
Albert Whitmore of the University 1 of the Meadows were visiting Sunday choir was exceptionally Rood and the ing meeting last Saturday. Dinner
Square. Hie city s most
istic of the homes of a generation ality, even in youth. Out of the
of Maine has opened his home here '• at O. A. Copeland’s. Mrs. Rosa floral decorations were beautiful. was served at noon and an Interest
interesting places, thea
ago, has given way to complexity general change we have come to
for the Easter recess.
’ Copeland remained for an extended The church school is gaining in num ing Easter program was presented in
tres, smart shops, busi
bers
and
interest,
attend
inee
Sunday
the afternoon. Visitors were present; and expansion of contacts that Is have a new regard for the Inalien
Vernon Packard of Orono is visit- 1 visit with relatives here,
ness centers arc all near
being
125.
from Tranquility Grange of Lincoln
ing h>s father Loring Packard this
The program was carried out at
well nigh marvelous.
able rights of every member of the
by 1400 outside rooms,
ville.
week.
the Grange last Thursday evening by
In this connection three sig household, so that It may be readily
each with a private bath
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wright of
SOUTH
BELFAST
Miss Louise Ames of Rockland was j Mrs. Rosa Cutting, lecturer protem,
nificant facta must he tnken Into seen there is a broad, new basts
(tub and shower), a radio
China are receiving congratulations
guest Sunday of Mrs. NeLson Moore. the ladles only taking part. This
consideration, that are far reaching for a type of actunl home partner
and servidor. Note sur
on
the
birth
of
a
daughter.
Mrs. Fred Herrick is confined to
Austin Eugley went to Knox Hos- ’■ Thursday evening O. A. Copeland
ship that was never even guessed
in thelr Influence.
prisingly moderate rales.
Miss
Callie
Payson
who
was
in

pital Saturday for eye treatment. 1 will put on a program by the men. her home with grippe.
at before.
SIAGLfc •3-4-T..TJ-*t
jured last Saturday as the result of a
The regular child health confer- Judges are to decide which one the
Mrs.
Thelma
Wood
has
recently
Women
everywhere,
mothers,
luutiek.. g i.
In the old home mother was edu
fall, was taken to Knox Hospital for
ence is postponed until the first week best, and the losing side will furnish bought 250 chickens.
are no longer happy lo make
cator, cook, dressmaker and doctor,
treatment.
I refreshments.
in May.
their
home
ronrems
and
responsiMrs. Percy Herrick Is ill at her
while father was the provider and
Mrs. Aubrey Pearse was taken Sat
Several members of the Warren 1
hilitiea iheir only occupation.
home.
held the money bag. Father was
urday to Community Hospital in
Women’s Club are planning to at-1
Women
are
stepping
oul
in
the
CLARK ISLAND
Grand View Grange will hold an Camden.
the “contractor” with the big, busy
world to such an extent that home
tend the joint meeting of the Cam
other of its public suppers and socials
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Herrick and
world und brought such contacts
is a different place, and who is
den. Thomaston and Rockland Gar
There
were
between
80
and
100
next
Thursday
night.
On
these
oc

44 is 45 sti
as he would to the home circle.
there hut will say it is a splendid
den Clubs which will take place at present at the church Sunday night, casions cards, games, beano and children who spent the winter in
thing for all concerned.
Now we turn on the radio and
•tttfcAva^N.Y.
2.30 next Wednesday at The Thorn- j and the following Easter program dancing are enjoyed. The committee Camden have returned to thelr farm
everything from political propa
dike Hotel in Rockland. An illus- was carried out bv the Knox County ls Mrs. Alice Sheldon. Lovisa Pendle here.
The
second
major
change
which
Billie Hardy went to Camden Fri
ganda
to church services are in
trated talk will be given by Dr. Wat- j Association for Rural Religious Edu- ton and Madeline Salisbury.
day to spend the weekend with hls hag come about la the rapidly dis stantly available. A ten-mile drive
son, horticulturist of the Vigoro catlon of clark Island: “I Am the
appearing notion that man la su
The Friday night dances held at
in a horse and buggy used to take
Research Department of Swift & Co. Church,” Madeline Johnson; first the Grange hall are drawing large cousin Austin Rankin.
herwin illiams
Mrs. J. B. Marriner spent Wed perior and a self appointed king In folks to the end of thelr world—
on the care and feeding of plants. speaker, Mrs. Seymour Fuller; sec crowds.
hia own domain. A broad, new
nesday
of
last
week
with
Mrs.
H.
O.
Dr. Watson will also answer ond speaker, Margaret Rogers; third
now the whole family make a two
Mrs. Fred Jones and son Harold
in Lincolnville.
democracy has come and home as
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
1 questions pertaining to the subject speaker, Mrs. Fred Magnuson; Sun-| spent last Thursday with her mother Simmons
Miss Mary C. Barrett is visiting her never before. If lt survives at all, or three hundred mile trip In the
Miss Lillian Russell of Boston spent day School, Mrs. Leroy Jackson; j Mrs. Fred Herrick,
cousin Miss Lizzie Bartlett in Rock is much more of a democracy. In auto In a day to visit grandma.
the weekend with her mother Mrs. marchers, Earl Rogers, Edwin Baum ; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkwater land for an indefinite time.
The whole family outlook and ex
the third place youth (boys) are
Ilda Russell and sister Mrs. Dana with open Bibles in their hands; | visited Mr. and Mrs. Grover DrinkEthan Partridge of Camden spent experiencing a freedom from old perience is brand new; consequent
Smith. She was accompanied home candle bearers,
Marion Larson,' water Sunday at Lincolnville.
last week at the home of hls sister restraints 'and Inhibitions which ly a whole new family Ilfs and
by Mrs. Russell who will be the guest Catherine Caven; the Twelve Dis- j Mr. and Mrs. George Hardy re- Mrs. Benjamin Nichols.
philosophy must he evolved.' Hav«
of her daughter for this week.
ciples, Charles Simpson, Doris Caven. cently called on the latter’s grand
Among those from this place who threatens to swing as far away you faced those facts frankly?
In spite of the stormy night sev Herbert Maker, Shirley Johnson, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick. attended the recent Knox County from all sense of parental control
<©, 1*31. Western Newspaper C'nlom*
eral braved the elements to attend Kenneth Malstrom, Minerva John
The ladies of the Farm Bureau Democratic get-together in Rock
the regular meeting of Mystic Re son. Leslie Simpson, Doris Malstrom. held a very interesting meeting Fri land were Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs.
bekah Lodge, Monday evening. Victor Blomberg, Marion Graves, day at Mrs. Fred Jones.’ The sub Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Noyes, Mr. and Bartlett were invited guests of Mrs. |
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
Three candidates were received into Dorothy Jackson, Glen Simpson, ject was “Quilt Craft” and many Mrs. A. S. Harwood and M. B. Hobbs. Nellie Fish and daughter Laura in
tism. Sciatica. Neuritis. Muscular
Rockland
Sunday
and
enjoyed
the
patterns
were
cut.
At
noon
a
square
Mrs. A. J. Pearse and Herbert
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
membership.
Bethel
Lodge
of ! hymn; scripture reading and prayer,
opportunity
of
attending
the
Easter
METHYL BALM
meal
for
health
was
served
consist

Pearse of Camden are staying with
Union had been invited to attend, j Rev. J. L. Corson of Rockland; dediwill bring almost Instant relief?
services.
but the storm prevented a large at- , cation of the offering by the primary ing of roast pork, gravy, potatoes, Aubrey Pearse and family during the
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
tendance although two members were | children; song, "Hear the Joy Bells turnip, beets, coffee, jellv, tea and illness of hi? wife.
S-W SEMI-LUSTRE is ideal for
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
This ts truly an age of change,
present from there. Oyster stew, Ringing.” primary department; an- dark bread. There will be a district , Mrs. Julia Harwood, Mr. and Mrs.
SO
cents
18-Th-tf
kitchen, bathroom, basement and
mostly
small
—
Dayton
Journal.
doughnuts and coffee were served.
[ them, “There Is a Light Uoon the kitchen improvement meeting at the Arthur Harwood and Miss Estelle
laundry walls. Semi-Lustre is one
Hollis Starrett has so far recovered Mountain,” juniors; hymn, “Rejoice, Baptist Church under the supervision
of the quickest and hardest drying
from his surgical operation as to be the Lord Is Risen, Christ the Lord Is of H. D. A., Miss Agnes Masse.
able to walk to the village and re Risen Today,” choir; “Loving, Lov
wa finishes known. Use Semiturn.
BURKETTVILLE
ing,” primaries; processional, “Fair
Lustre for furniture and woodwork.
Miss Beulah Starrett, University of est Lord Jesus,” disciples meeting;
too.
Maine student, will be the guest of songs, “Just As I Am, Young, Strong,
Schools ln this vicinity reopened
Per qt.
$ .90
honor at a four o’clock tea Saturday Free;” “Blessed Is He That Cometh;’’ March 21 with Mr. Smith of Orland
afternoon served by the girls of the quartet, “There Is A Green Hill Far as the grammar school teacher and
W. W Guild at the home of Mrs. Away,” Ralph Caven, Swen Larson. Mrs. Drinkwater in the primary
FREE “Joy ol Color” decorative booklet aa
Boyd Caler.
Leroy Simpson, Herbert Lenstrom; grades.
oflercMl In Shervviii-Willlnms program “Keep
Robins, bluebirds, wild geese, and
recessional, “Forward Through the
ing Cp With Daughter” over 5BI red network
The really big story of the current Ages;” benediction, Rev. J L. Corson. a woodchuck have been seen here,
station!* every Wednesday morning.
war will come when Japan presents
also a beautiful full sized butterfly
was recently caught by Jesse Miller.
China with a bill for reparations.—
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
Color for Modern Floors
Members of Medomak Valley
Arizona Producer.
TOWN OF OWL’S HEAD
The subscribers. Assessors of Tnxes. of Grange visited Seven Tree Grange
A good looking, hard drying and permanent enamel finish tor floors—S-W RapidProperty owners—individually and collectively—create the
the Town of Owl’s Head, hereby give March 19, for an all-day session, also
Dri FLOOR ENAMEL.
notice to the Inhabitants of said Town with Georges Valley in the evening.
10 charming colors, per quart............... ....... .................................................... $ .90
conditions which determine the cost of their fire insurance.
and other persons having Taxable Prop Each visit was much enjoyed.
erty within said Town, to make and
USE SHERWIX-WTI.I.IAMS QUALITY WMJSHKS
Mrs.
King
who
has
been
very
ill
is
bring ln to said Assessors true and per
FOR BEST PAINTING RESULTS
fect lists of their polls and all their now much improved.
There is nothing secret in the making of fire insurance rates.
estates, real and personal, in writing in
The remains of Charles Atherton
cluding Money on Hand or at Interest,
of
Rockland
were
brought
here
Sun

Quick-Drying Varnish Stain
and debts due more than owing, and all
Several major facts enter into the determination of these charges,
property held ln trust as Guardian. day for burial. Mrs. Atherton was
Executor, Administrator, Trustee or formerly Eugenia Sukeforth.
Just take those worn furniture pieces and see how auickly you can bring them
then to
such as construction, occupancy, the quality of private and

4>

D°mS

SS55S55a=j

Thetfome amfThat Qoii ofVows

W

S

-W

This is the
Finish to Use
For Your Bath
room Walls!

Who makes your

Fire Insurance Rate?

V)

Don’t Take
Chances/

life again with FLO-LAC—quick drying varnish and stain combined. 1n
popular wood effects including Extra Dark Mahogany.
$ .70
Flo-Lac, per pint..................................... .. ............................

Refinish Your
Hardwood Floors
If they need to be sanded, we have a small Electric
Sander you can use yourself, for a small rental
charge. After sanding use Pure Shellac, followed
by Quick Drying Floor Varnish or Wax applied with

MAINE
MADE

tors, Trustees or Guardians

ORGANIC

our Electric Polisher.

W. H. GLOVER CO,
453 MAIN STREET
TEL. 14

ROCKLAND

otherwise (except as ls by law exempt
from taxation which they were pos
sessor of on the first day of April, 1932.
and to be prepared to Make Oath to the
truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested to
notify the Assessors of the names of all
persons of whom they have bought or
to whom they have sold taxable property
since the first day of April, 1931.
And for the purpose of receiving said
lists and making transfers of all prop
erty bought or sold, the undersigned
will be in session at the Town Hall,
from 1 o’clock to 4 o’clock in the after
noon
MONDAY, APRIL 4, 1932
Special Notice to Executors, Administra

See your dealer or

Rockland Tallow Co.
Rear 456 Main SL Rockland, Maine
Tel. 226
Portland Rendering Company, Mfrs.

The statute provides that you must
bring ln to the Board of Assessors a true
and perfect list of all taxable property
ln your possession to date of April 1,
1932, otherwise n will be taxed as the
statute provides, and any personal ex
amination of property by the Assessors
will not be considered as a waiver of
neglect of any person ln bringing in true
and perfect list as
by law.
, required
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a tax j
according to the laws of the State and ;
be barred of the right to make application either to the Assessors or County
Commissioners ’ for any abatement of
taxes, unless such person offers such
list with hls application and satisfies the
Assessors that he was unable to offer It
at the time appointed
H. S MONTGOMERY
Chairman
J. DANA KNOWLTON
GEOROE W. HASKELL
Assessors of Owl’s Head
37-40

GROSS NECK
Mrs. Ernest Eugley and little
daughter have returned home after
spending several weeks with her oar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stewart of
Bremen.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Light of Cam
den were recent visitors at Melvin
Genthner’s.
Mrs. William Gross spent Sunday
with her daughter, Mrs. William
Winchenbach at Dutch Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sprague and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eug
ley and three children of Newcastle
spent Saturday evening with McClel
lan Eugley.
Mrs. Annie Nash of West Waldo
boro and Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler s Corner spent Sunday afternoon
with »h .

public fire protection, exposure from other property and general

loss experience.

ELIMINATE

HAZARDS

Stock Fire Insurance Companies maintain bureaus to assist in

eliminating fire hazards or correcting defects which may affect
your rate. The advice of such bureaus is offered to you free of
charge through your insurance agent.

, . M
AIfrpri waltv
sls“f “*rswa*?z-,

Mrs. Alden Waltz visited Mrs. Perle
Waltz recently at Damariscotta.
______________

Awnings are cheaper. Let us make
your awnings now—help create em
ployment and save money at the
same time. This is a local concern
all year round service. Rockland
Awning Co., 16 Willow street, H. E.
Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
21-23

THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS
85/e6» Street, NEW YORK

CHICAGO, 222 West Adams Street

•

SAN FRANCISCO, Merchants Exchange Bldg,

A National Organization ofStock Fire Insurance Companies Established in 1866
These Companies are represented by Capable Agents in your community.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 31, 1932
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been guests of their aunt Mrs. Fred
Overlook at thc Wilson home on Main
street, and Earl Wilson Jr., who has
been visiting his uncle Frank Jacobs.
Knox street, have returned to Gray,
Mr. and Mrs F. L. S. Morse entertained at a waffle party at their home
at Morse's Corner Sunday evening.
Their guests were Mr. and Mrs. Orett
Robinson
„ , and daughter Lois. Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Chaples and Mr. and Mrs
Elvin Richards. Mr. and Mrs. Robinson who have been at the home on
Mam street have returned to Castine.

MERIT BADGE CLUB

In Everybody’s Column /

FOR SALE

A A,»1
Advertisements
In FVxio
this /Anlnmn
column nnt
not tnto'
Services at St. John Baptist Church
Scout Executive McCartney exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 •
‘*1 adore pretty
(Episcopali for Low Sunday, or the
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- R
j
octave of Easter, will be Holy Eucha
Outlines Year’s Work and tiona1 lines. five cents each for one time, I APPLES 8tarks and Ganos for eating
j
10 cents tor three times. Six words I and cooklng 75c per bu j F CALDER
aren’t new, it’s just
undies—wish I
rist and sermon at 9 a. m.; choral
make a line.
,
WOOD, Union._________________ 36*41
Gets “Grats”
i
vespers and sermon at 7 p. m. In
:
the way I take care
could get as
BABY CARRIAGE for sale. In excel
| response to a general request, the
j At the semi-monthly meeting oi
lent condition. MRS. HOWARD NOR
, Easter music will be repeated at both
WOOD. Warren.
39*41
' of them. Here’s my
many new ones
the
Merit
Badge
Club
of
Honor
at
' services, with Corinne Kenney of
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 snd $14;
home of Eagle Scout Robert Al'
Rccklar.d
as
soloist.
The
offertory
secret
—
Junks.
$12;
small
round
wood,
stove
as you do, Faith”
i ien ty,e cjuj, votecj to initiate Execu; will be Gounod's Ave Maria, and
ieneths. $10: fitted soft wood. $8
O H
t
j
Ve
A
Kenneth
McCartney
not
as
”
•
i
CRIE.
Thomaston.
Tel.
122-2
26-tf
Mrs. Kenney, Mrs. Sayward Hall and
LARGE tick rabbit hound lost, name
an honorary member, but as a regu Dick.
Miss Irene Young will also sing an
Suitable reward. NATHAN PEASE,. USED CARS—Studebakers. Nash. Whiplar member. Mr. McCartney has all Hope. Tel. Lincolnville 12-19.
38*40 P<*»- Chevrolet, Ford. Jewett. Prices
old carol. “By Early Morning Light.”
>
range from $20 to $500. Will exchange
the requirements, and will have full
A Clever Entertainment
1
Friday of this week. Holy Eucharist
for anything of value E. D. LINSCOT1'.
I at 8 a. m.; Litany at 7 p. m.; Satur
73 Crescent St.. Rockland. Tel. 812-W
The program given by the junior voting power.
At a special meeting at the home
_________________________________ 38-40
day. preparation for the Holy Com and primary departments of the Bap
THE CHARLES ROKES farm Is to be
munion at 7.30 p. m.
tist Sunday School following the of Scoutmaster Kimball Mr. McCart'
•
sold. Fine condition, well equipped.
The funeral services of John I adies' Circle supper Wednesday eve ney outlined the Scouting plan for L — — —
Tools
Include manure spreader, brand
. Creighton who died in Boston March ning drew a large number and gave the year. He had so many interest K
new separator, cooling tank wagons, etc.
1 26. were held Tuesday afternoon at delight to all present. The children ing things to tell, and so many mat
TWO MEN wanted for permanent sales For details see ARTHUR ROKES. Phone
39-41
his late residence on Main street. A were directed bv Miss Gladys Doherty ters to discuss, that there was no time work. Good wages, good future. Apply 880 Rockland .
to 12. MR. KNAPP, corner
Union and ,AXMlNblBR
vxitnrtpp pun
hi,,1..',
Power Pn
RUG 9x12. oak dlnln;;
I large number were in attendance, es and Mrs. Edith Kilborn. The junior to give him the first degree. The 9Willow
Central Maine Power
Co.
Sts.
and mahogany stand, all In good
pecially of business men. Noteworthy program: Violin solo. Russell Young; club presented Mr. McCartney a brief
38,40 table
condition, at reasonable price. MRS.
was the presence of several employes chorus, juniors: recitation. Raymond case, and hearty congratulations on
KENNEDY 92 Cedar St
37-39
TO
RENT
building
suitable
for
auto
of J. A. Creighton Co. who had spent Anderson; playlet. "Getting Ac his approaching marriage.
repair shop In Rockland. Write AUTO
BABY CARRIAGE for sale, in good
A public district rally will be held REPAIR, care Ccurler-Gazette
twenty and more years in their serv quainted." Wilhelmina Watts, Mil
37*39 condition. Price right. TEL. 1197-X
*"Of course, I wash them after
ice.
Flowers laden with sweet dred Rich. Marie Clark. Dorothy in April at the High School.
__ _________________________ 39-41
LONG HAIRED KITTENS wanted at
The club thanks the ladies for the once.
1 perfume and abundant in quantity. Wallace, Russell Tabbutt, Lewis TabGARAGE Cash Register for sale In flrst
7 to 16 weeks old—male or female.
every wearing, because perspira
| were tributes of esteem. Rev Hubert butt; recitation, Richard Moore? fine lunches they provide at the D. YORK. Rockland. Tel. 293-W. 37-39 Class condition. E. J. ELWELL. Camden.
tion left in silk will fade it and
Tel. 630.
38-40
i F. Leach of the Federated Church monologue, "Hester's Caller," La- meetings.
MIDDLEAGED woman wanted for " parm tn t tnppt nutt i p nt ha .......
actually rot the threads. And I
The next meeting will be held April &
I was the officiating minister. The vonr.e Sawyer; piano solo. Kathleen
CUBWc^ ^‘omce800"
°Ia^.
always use Lux. You know it
bearers were Capt. James E. Creigh Anderson; "illustrated song, “St. Pat 6 at the home of Scoutmaster Kim MRS. F. C. B.care this office.-------- iSJ?! apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
ton, Capt. John Brown, A. J. Bird. rick.” Richard Mcore and Madeline ball. Charter members will initiate
SALESMEN: Sell Arrow Touring Charts i MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
just
floats
out
perspiration
acids
is them like
keeps
21-tf
John Hewett. Frank Elliot and Paquin: dialogue, "A Boy's Troubles.” honorary members. Mr. McCartney of New England. Just out. Easy sellers, j St., Camden. Tel. 2597 .
and odors and leaves the color
Big
money. Sample 25c. ILLUSTRATED
will
be
duly
initiated
with
the
hon

Charles
C.
McDonald.
Interment
BroadSEVEN-ROOM ho/'e for sale. bath, fine
new in spite of
Lewis
Tabbutt
and
Estelle
Moore;
STATIONERY
CORP..
235
East
Broad,
and silk lovely looking. Just a
14 acie Jleld, JJllver St.,
was in the Thomaston cemetery.
way. New York.
J________ 39*1
39-lt1 ,j cellar, liebarn,
playlet, "Where's Mv Cake?" Leah orary members.
from postofflee. Quick sale
swish through the Lux suds, a
frequent washing,
General Knox Chapter. D.A.R. will Tillson, Hester Foster. Celia Stone,
MEN wanted to establish and conduct $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
rinse, and my undies come out
meet next Monday at 2 o'clock with Kathleen Anderson, Madeline Paquin,
Rawlelgh City business in Cities of Lis Tel, 1080.________
18-tf
WITH THE BOWLERS
bon Falls. Bath and Belfast. Reliable
Mrs. R. E. Dunn. A report of the Eloise Williams, Carleen Davis; pan
cy
fresh, sweet and pretty as new! ”
ROOM bungalow. Just off Main
The Federals took all five points hustler can start earning $35 weekly and St.FOUR
In Thomaston for sale. Ill perfect
Maine State Conference held in Lew tomime, "Mrs. Grundv's Calendar.”
Write Immediately, i
last night from the Barbers in a Increase rapidly
large lot of land. Many other
iston will be presented.
Flizabeth Crowley, Olive Rowell, runaway match. Four men on the RAWLEIGH CO . Dept. ME-39-V, Albany, ' condition,
desirable
DR ALLYNE W.
N. Y.
____________________ 39-lt1 PEABODY.properties.
Newell
McLain
has
a
crew
moving
Estelle
Moore.
Tel. 52-11 Thomaston.
Jones. Funeral services were con charmingly depicted by Freda Dalton
Federal team had better than 300.
WALDOBORO
the
large
fishing
boat
he
has
built
LARGE
or
small
lots
of
hens
wanted.
28-tf
By
the
primary
department;
Reci

ducted by Rev. A. G. Davis at her as the Angel; Arlene Anderson as
PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St.
winter, from the shop on tation. "Baby Logic," Beverly Kirk The summary:
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
late residence Friday afternoon. In Love; Beulah Day, Faith; Shirley this
Tel.
806J.
_______________________
37-39
Federals
—
Perry
302,
Philbrook
316,
$10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON. West
There will be a puDlic speaking terment was in the family lot in the Burnes, Joy: Barbara Lovejoy, Serv Thatcher street to the wharf for patrick; "Trials of a Teacher," Dudley 319, Benner 267, Rackliff 300,
SMALL SLOOP or cutter wanted, with Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
31-tf
Pauline Burnham, teacher, Malcolm
contest by the students of the Wal Rural cemetery.
ice; Betty Stahl, Despair; Dorothy launching.
auxiliary,
and
cabin
to
sleep
two.
Not
Miss Elizabeth Creighton who has Carney and other pupils; "The Sick total 1504.
doboro High School Friday evening
more than 26 foot over all. Short rig.
Stetson.
Joanna;
Helen
Oldis.
Mary;
A beautiful Easter pageant was
Barbers—Cavanaugh 283. Allen 267. Must be fairly new boat In excellent
in the Methodist Church at 7.30
Ethelyn Whitehouse, Mary Magda been spending the Easter vacation Doll," Estelle Moore and Lewis Stone;
sound in every particular. [ •
o’clock. No admission will be charged presented in the Baptist Church Sun lene; Virginia Rowe. Salome; Bar with her grandmother Mrs. Herbert "The Comical State of Things," Marshall 268. Stewart 293, Shute 267, condition,
Will pay cash In writing give all dl-, ,
day evening by members of the church bara Benner. Easter. The parts of R. Linnell. returned to school at Howard Miller: “The Elopement.” total 1377.
and the public is invited to attend.
menslons. price, make of engine, type I '
Mass., Wednesday Lewis Johnson; exercises, "What
of rig. when built and by whom, and ! i
Mrs. Ada E. Storer, widow of Guil school assisted by a large choir. The the soldiers guarding the tomb were Northampton,
where boat can be seen. Address SLOOP. ((
...
.<. ...
... ... .. ~
BY LIMEROCK POMONA
Jesus Did For Us," Eskimos. Everett
ford Storer, died March 22. She is auditorium was decorated appropri taken, by Charles Greenlaw and morning.
39-41
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlshed and
Mrs. Virginia Anderson and family Condon, Billy Condon; Indian girl.
At the recent meeting of Limerock cure Courier-Gazette.
survived by five children. Mrs. Etta ate to the occasion, the platform Maurice Hilton and several groups of
reasonable rates; reprodueH. Litteney, Miss Susie M. Storer and transformed into a lovely Easter primary department children added who have been occupying a tenement Esther Achorn; Chinese g!71. Leona Valley Pomona Grange in Camden, ---------- ---------------------------------------------*remodeled,
1 tions made. Satisfaction guaranteed. W.
Mrs. Ida Morgan of Everett, Mass., garden with Easter lilies, jonquils, to the ensemble. The singing by the on Green street have moved to Cam Frisbee; Japanese girl. Everol Elwell; this action was taken;
I
_ _
__
• P "BILL” SIMMONS. Tel. 1003-J Dun• | ton Ave., or Tel. 802-R South Main St..
"Setting An Example," Barbara
Miss Lottie Storer and Brooks Storer hyacinths and other spring flowers. choir and the special solo work by den street, Rockland.
Voted, that Limerock Valley Pomcna
, j City.______________
38-tf
Ellis G. Thompson, a native of Carney. Glenice Carney, Virginia Grange hereby appropriates $6 or one
of Waldoboro, and a grandson Homer The characters in the pageant were Mrs. George Pratt and Guy I. Waltz
I paper
PAPER hanging
HANOING done; also have
weie features contributing to the Thomaston, died March 28 at Sailors' Fester. Fverol Elwell. Florine Burn cent per capita of its membership,
paper to sell from 6c roll up. Will call
PRACTICAL nurse, best of references, with
success of the entire program. The Snug Harbor, Staten Island, N. Y. ham; recitation. "A Visit,” Sally Gray. for the purpose of advertising "100%
samples upon request. E. L. AMES,
I costumes of the several characters, aged 71. Interment will be made in Of special interest were the original Tuberculin Free” or “100% Disease would like cases. MRS. C. L. ROACH, Ingraham Hill. Tel, 1184-R_______ 38-40
132 Park St. Tel. 441-J
38-41
delicately colored and flowing, in ori the cemetery at Staten Island, fol Eskimo costumes from Labrador worn Free Maine Butter" on condition that
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
POSITION wanted as housekeeper for Prompt
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
ental styles, were very lovely under lowing funeral services held there to by Everett and Billy Condon.
similar action is taken by 25,000 mem elderly
person, or helper or companion
day,
March
31.
26-tf
the lights that gradually deepened
bers
of
Pomona
Granges,
in
providing
lor same. References. 88 CAMDEN ST.
A gentleman who is interested in
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING ls a
Tel.. 180-J. ___ __ _____________ 37-39
j to purple twilight and changed again
one
cent
per
capita
of
their
mem

VINALHAVEN
of CRIE HARDWARE CO, 409
of the Eighteenth Amend
~ASSISTANT cook. chef, shore dinner specialty
g to the rose-hued dawn of Easter the results
bership.
26-tf
and who travels quite exten
experienced, or dish washer American, Main St.. Rockland.
It’s certainly interesting these days putting tlie beautiful New g morning. Much of the success of th? ment
Voted,
that
the
executive
commitWE WILL RENT to you an Electric
age 27. CHARLES GORDON. Glencove.
sively
in
this
section
of
the
State,
has
George
Holland
of
Biddeford
is
the
affair is due the efforts of the able
39-lt Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
iee of the Maine State Grange be
Spring Goods in stock. And you'll be pleased, too, when you see k committee,
Mrs Helen Perry. Mrs. kept a record of any drunken per- guest of his sister, Mrs. Ambrose notified of this action and requested
npAi-Tir at~nt:rsf wants to care for 1 'nod<‘rate c°st for your spring cleaning
them. May we show them to you.
sons he has chanced to meet. In the Peterson.
„na°
rom HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electrlmaternity or mild Insanity fclans.
year ending April 1. 1931. he reports
The annual meeting of Union to secure the cooperation of all Po inVallds,
Phone 721. next to Ford Agency.
cases.
$16
week
Doctor's
references.
SPRING WASH SUITS—Just come in and see them. It doesn’t
31-tf
meeting seven; but for the year end- Church Society will be held Tuesday mona Granges to this end.
Write E. M. Box 243 Camden.
39-41
pay to make them when you can buy them at ... 59c, $1.00, S1.50
Voted, that a committee of one
AGENTS' COMMISSIONS
Sell high
ing March 30, 1932. only three were , April 5. at the vestry.
grade
razor
blades.
Cost
you
one
cent
Mrs. William Fraser of Quincy and from this Pomona Grange be appoint •t
JUVENILE SUITS—ages 5 to 8: very pretty.
seen.
•
■ each. Make 100 per cent profit. Send
ed
to
cooperate
with
a
committee
little
sen
Robert
arrived
Saturday
for
E.
K.
Winchenbach
has
received
j 25c for 10 sample blades and paiticuBOYS’ SUITS—ages 8 to 18; Coat, Vest, 2 Pants; in colors and
| lars. JONCO SALES CO.. P. O. Box 263,
notice of the death of his brother a visit of several weeks with her par from each Pomona Grange.
patterns sure to please .......... .......... $7.75, $10.00, $12.00
Rockland.
23-tf
Jesse A. Tolman was appointed the
Herbert G. Winchenbaugh in Waldo ents Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mullen.
STUDENT’S SUITS—ages 16 to 20: with two pairs long Pants S15.00
—. * * * -^ ♦ W
HARNESS and leather goods, also reMrs. W. Y. Fossett returned Tues committee from Limerock Valley Po g, • *. boro Tuesday.
TENEMENT of six rooms to let. newly I pairing. JAMES H HALL, 231 Main St.,
CHILDREN’S TOP COATS—each with Cap ... ....... S3.98, $5.00
The Eastern Star circle had their day from ten days’ stay in Boston mona Grange.
nanered and painted. Inquire FRANK ! opp. foot Pleasant St.
30-tf
second card party in the Masonic > and Somerville, Mass. She attended
BOYS’ BLOUSES AND SHIRTS—we sell and recommend only
BUTLER. 155 South Main St.
39-41 I —i——
the
performances
at
the
Metropolitan
banquet
hall
Tuesday
evening.
There
the Best Blouses and Shirts made for boys—the Kavnee
TWO rooms for light housekeeping and k, ...
~
~ ...
FRIENDSHIP
were five tables of auction, three at Hotel Bradford and at the Capitol
Brand .................................... -.......... 79c, 51.00
one single room to let. All modern con- j 7
Harry
Poland,
son
of
Capt.
Frank
veniences.
11
UNION
ST.
Tel.
735-W
i
’
Theatre
in
Allston.
where
Miss
Avis
tables of 63 and two of 500. In auc
BOYS’ PANTS—never have we had such values or sold so many
38-40' ♦
tion first prize fell to Miss Helen Johnson was soloist. I-ocal interest and the late Helen (Simmons) Poland
as we have lately ............................ $1.00, $1.50, $1 98
USED
EIGHT ROOM house at 42 Pacific St.. t
Killeran, second to Mrs. Charles also was manifested in the young art of Friendship died suddenly at his
let. Cemented cellar, lights, fur
Shorey, third to Mrs. Rodney Brasier; ist. and the numbers which she home here early last Tuesday morn to
t
that counts'
Pleas? remember, we do not buy or sell “cheap” goods, but we
nace. toilet, in good condition. A M.
in 63 to Warren Knights; in 500 to broadcast were closely followed and ing. He is survived by his father, a FULLER. 260 Broadway____________ 39*44 ;
do sell High Grade Goods, Cheap. Let us prove it to you.
sister, Mrs. Eva Fiske of Bristol. R. I..
ARS
Mrs. Harry Slader, Mrs. Bowdoin I much appreciated.
LARGE room to let. suitable for light ,
--------------------I
The Four As were entertained a daughter Mrs. Helen Sawyer of housekeeping, also a sleeping room, good
Grafton; others William T. Smith
Thomaston
and
a
son
Frank
Poland
location.
TEL. 1067-W.
39-41
Mrs. Warren Knights. Mrs. Wednesday evening by Mrs. Marion
----- - £ SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc. Jr.,
of Friendship. Funeral services will
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms
Emma Young and Mrs. Margaret Littlefield.
held at the Advent Church Friday and toilet to let. Unfurnished aprtment
It
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 125(1 Lakeman were the committee in The Needlecraft Club met Wednes be
of five rooms and toilet. Inquire 12
at 2 o’clock.
ROCKLAND
day with Miss Faye Coburn.
charge.
KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W.
33-tf
56-tf
W. E. Lincoln and Miss Hannah AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE CO.
Mrs. Chester Spear (Ruth Stack33-tf
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
pole) who fell while visiting a friend Anderson of the Lincoln Bakery reUNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms
..$6,402,581 27 to let at 17 Warren St., good repair,
in Rcckland fracturing her left leg. | turned Tuesday from a short stay in Stocks and Bonds ......
242,263 02 garage if desired. Inquire 12 WARREN
Cash in Offlee and BanK
has returned to Warren.
, Boston and vicinity.
HAWES BARRED ROCK chicks 1«c
. 561.985 55 ST. Tel. 577.
Agents
’
Balances
......
...
38-tf Every
... f
chick from large hen’s eggs of high
The members and friends of the | Mrs. Edith Vinal entertained Che Bills Receivable ...........
97.429 87
MISS
ROOMS
to
let
at
32
School
St.
egg
production. Let me hatch your eggs
76.019 00
Auxiliary of Williams-Brasier Post Tuesday Sewing Club.
Interest and Rents ......
34-tf
ANNE
V.
FLINT.
Tel.
1013-M
l
’
fcc
each,
guarantee vour chicks tree
57
044
10
are requested to furnish candy fcr ‘ Mrs. Flora Ames returned Tues All other Assets ............
all diseases. ALFRED C. HAWES.
TWO furnished rooms for light house* of
sale at the minstrel show April 4. j day from Rockland.
Union.
28-39
Gross Assets ...........................$7,437,322 81 keeping to let: water, gas. lights. E tt
The trustees of Union Church will Deduct items not admitted .. . 886.431 02 SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-.I
Tickets will be checked at McDon
| EGGS for setting, breed. Rhode Isiand
■Bill
________________________ 38-tf Red. for sale, at 30c dozen. BURLEIGH
serve a public sueper Friday evening.
ald's tomorrow.
Admitted .............................. $6,550,891 79
• * * •
]fiveROOM furnishedapartment to
j MANK Tel. 8-23 Warren._________ 39*1_t
Mrs W. S. Davis of Waldoboro is
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
let. good location. rent reasonable ! WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C. Reds. We will
spending the week with her daughter
Fred II. Burns
ROBERT
COLLINS,
375
Main
St.
Tel
deliver by truck or postpaid. April chix
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $371,525 00
Mrs. Vernon Achorn.
26-tf i for $16 per hundred. State accredited
Fred II. Burns died March 26 in Unearned Premiums .............. 3 098.958 18 11.
Word has been received here that i Rockland, aged 57 years. He was All other Liabilities ................ 208.526 56
“
F. ~~
H. WYLLIE &
AVAILABLE for rent four medium son
Thomastoi? R ~
Harry Poland, father of Mrs. Maurice | born in Vinalhaven, son of the late Cash Capital ............................ 1,000.000 00 price
30-tf
tenements. $15. $20. $25 ERNEST * gg1? Lh2T?st.on' R 1.
Sawyer (Helen Poland) died sudden- 1 George W. and Sarah (Paige) Burns, •Surplus over all Liabilities 1.871,882 05 C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
26-tf
R. I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100, State
Accredited.
Trapnested and
lv Tuesday in Friendship.
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St tested.
and attended the local schools. Mr. Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,550,891 79 electric
lights, toilet, garage.
MR. ‘ {’redfoi-heavy laying and eL-g size W,
' Warden’ Ray E. Thurston, Joseph i Burns by trade was a paving cutter.
• Bonds and Stocks are valued at the SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888
L- MERRIAM. Union, Me.__________25-tf
Paquin, N. F. Andrews went to Port- | For the past five years he had been prices of the 31st December 1931. On the
28-tf ] BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
land Wednesday to attend the Re- | caietaker of the Franz Hermann es basis of the values authorized by the
Convention of Insurance Com
TENEMENT to let at 38 Meehan.e m
V h™"?"
Wil
publican State Convention. Mr. and j tate. Mr. Burns was a member of National
u?S'
missioners the Surplus over all Liabili Inoulre of MRS W S. KENNISTOH. 176 '
Mrs. A. J. Elliot left this Thursday j Star of Hope Lodge, I.O.O.F., Pequoit ties would be $2,769,590.18.
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
26-tf i ?7LBI2N,
207' Friendship,
|
Me.
Tel.
128-11.
26-45
36-Th-42
morning for the same purpose.
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. 25
Tribe of Redmen and the Paving
8 C. R. I Red baby chicks. Hatcuing
ing
Mrs. Emeline McKindslev, widow Cutters' Union. He possessed a '.arge
Fulton St Inquire ROSE PRESt OTT
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
240
Broadway.
26-tf | eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100.
of Reuben McKindsley, died March circle of friends. Besides his wife, he
C.
TEAGUE,
Warren.
Tel.
13-42
War

CITV OF ROCKLAND
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar
30, aged 90 years. Funeral services is survived by a brother William H.
27-tf
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra ren.
will be held Saturday at 2 o'clock Burns and two sisters, Mrs. Lizzie of the City of Rockland, hereby give large veranda, large yard. Adults only
from the home of her son, Frank D. Hopkins and Mrs. Michael Landers notice to the Inhabitants of said City Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
26-tf
rnd other persons having Taxable Prop
Hathorn, Dunn street.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
of this town.
erty within said city, to make and bring
Ralph Hoffses is clerk in the A.&P.
of two or three, at 15
Thc funeral services were held tn to said Assessors true and perfect able for family
St. Apply to MRS. FROST
store in place of David Libbw
; Tuesday at 2 o'clock at Mr Burns' lists of their polls and all their estates Summer
Tel.
318-W.
26-tf
real
rnd
personal.
In
writing
Including
Mrs. Alma Hamilton of Holbrook.
hcme Qn thg esta[ Rgv p j
Money on Hand or at Interest, and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Mass, is visiting her daughter Mrs. c)
p
q{
n
chu
debts due more than owing, and all
pastor
Whereas. Julius Leppanen of St. ' Now is the time to cull your flocks.
Oliver Hahn.
officiating. There was an abundance property held In trust as Guardian. George* in the County of Knox and State
Winthrop J. Whitney of Friendship of beautiful floral tokens which re- Executor. Administrator, Trustee or of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated With the low price of eggs you can't
afford to keep “boarders.”
(except as ls to* ’aw exempt
who is representative to the State : called the deceased's love of flowers. rtherwise
1926. and recorded In Knox
from taxation) which th*- were posses January 13th.
Registry of Deeds. Book 208.
For highest prices call or write
legislature w-ill go to Augu
- , interment was at Ocean View ceme- sor of on the flrst da’ of April. 1932, County
256. conveyed to the undersigned.
to be present at the spe .til sess.on of | tery
bcapers were wjlliam end to be prepared to Make Oath to tlie Page
Matti L. Toorpakka of South Thomaston,
truth of the same.
COHEN BROTHERS
the legislature.
! Lawry, Ralph Clayter, George Gray
And they are particularly requested in said County of Knox and State of
PHONE 2-3, WARREN
Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land,
to
liOtify
the
Assessors
of
the
names
of
and Robert Georgcson. There was all persons of whom they have bought situated In said St. George and bounded
her home in Dorchester, Mass
Trucks will be in Warren all
also an escort from the Paving Cut or to whom they have sold taxable and described as follows, to wit:
News of the death of Seth Watts ters’ Union.
winter
Beginning on the West side of the
property since the flrst day of April,
road leading from Tenant’s Harbor
of Haverhill, Mass., brother of Mrs.
9Th-tf
1931.
And for the purpose of receivin'? said towards Thomaston, and at Samuel
John Brown of this town, has been
Hawkins
Southerly
line;
thence
Westerly
lists and making transfers of all Dropreceived. The remains will arrive
erty bought or sold, the undersigned will two hundred sixteen (216) feet to land of
here Friday afternoon and will be
be In session at the Assessors’ Room. Ellas J. Ranta; thence Southerly fiftyNo. 7. City Building, from nine to twelve four (54) feet to land of said Ranta;
accompanied by Mrs. Watts and
o’clock In the forenoon, and from one thence Easterly one hundred (100) feet
daughter Mrs. Noves, and Mrs. Brown, j
to four o’clock In the afternoon of each to the Town Road; thence Northeasterly
' A prayer of committal at the ceme
Keys made to order. Keys maoe
one hundred forty-five (145) feet by said
day.
road to place of beginning. See deed of
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
tery will be the only service here.
to
fit locks when original keys are
Charles A. Slingsby to said Ranta dated
APRIL 1, 2, 4, 1932
At the Baptist Church Sunday the
lost.
House, Office or Car. Code
all over the State of Maine
December
2.
1911.
and
recorded
In
Knox
Special Notice to Executors, Adminis
choir will sing at the morning serv
books provide keys for all locks
Registry of Deeds. Book 167. Page 244.
trators, Trustees or Guardians
ice, anthem, "The Choir Angelic."
without bother. Scissors and
Also another certain lot or parcel of
The statute provides that you must
bring in to the Board of Assessors a true land together with the buildings thereon,
Hansom; baritone solo . "Gloria."
Knives Sharpened.
THE TWENTY THOUSAND FOUR
as long as people continue to use
artd perfect list of all taxable pronerty situated In said St. George, and bounded^’
Buzzi-Pessia; response. “O Master,"
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
In your possession to date of April 1. and described as follows, to wit:
eleelrieity to light their homes; to
HUNDRED ODD STOCKHOLDERS
Smith, Raymond K Greene. At the
1932. otherwise It will be taxed as the
Beginning at a stake and stones at the
statute
provides,
and
any
personal
ex

shore
of
Long
Cove,
so
called
at
land
evening service the junior choir will
wash and iron their clothes; to
IN CENTRAL MAINE POWER
amination of property by the Assessors of Samuel Hawkins; thence west north
sing "A Story of Love." Gabriel.
will not be considered as a waiver of west by land of the aforesaid Samuel’
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Marr and fam
COMPANY—a city in itself—will
properly refrigerate their foods; to
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
neglect of any person In bringing in true Hawkins about one hundred sixty (160)
and perfect list as required by law.
ily have moved from the Dr. Allyne
rods to land of Aaron H. Smalley;
Telephone 791
Any
person
who
neglects
to
comply
on April 1 receive over $328,000
cook; to heat water and thc many
thence
South
southwest
by
land
of
Peabody house on Main street to the
96-tf
with this notice will be doomed to a tax said Smalley and others about fortyStimpson house opposite Knox Hotel.
according to the laws of the State and four (44) rods to stake and stones;
as regular quarterly dividends on
other conveniences in the home; to
be barred of the right to make application thence East southeast about one hun
Miss Louise McIntosh of Rockland
either to the Assessors or County Com dred sixty (160) rods to the 'shore of
illuminate streets and highways; to
their Preferred Stock.
entertained Mrs. Carl Stetson, Miss
missioners for any abatement of taxes, said Long Cove; thence Northerly by said
Frances Bourne and Miss Helen L.
unless such person offer such list with shore about forty-four rods to the place
run factories and mills.
For over a quarter of a century
his application and satisfies the assessors of beginning. Said lot contains forty
Stetson Monday evening.
that, he was unable to offer it at the (40) acres, more or less. See deed from
Mrs. Allyne W. Peabody enter
A Company that over 20,000 care
Central Maine stockholders have
tlhie appointed
Ellen J Kingsbury to Lucretia L. Sca► EMBALMING 4
tained Mrs. Harriet P. Whitney. Mrs.
M. M. DAGGETT.
tena. dated March 3. 1880. recorded in
ful Maine investors have carefully
been getting their dividend cheeks
Donald P. Whitney and Mrs. Helen
Chairman.
Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 59. Page
MOTOR AMBUIANQ
L. A. THURSTON.
Hahn, members of the Rug Club, at
306. Being the same premises, except
considered, carefully investigated
four times EVERY year with elock
H. W. KEEP,
ing one-half (V2) acre, more or less, sold
dinner Wednesday evening.
Assessors of Rockland.
Since 18-10 this firm has faithfully
to Albert and Hannah Slingsby, as
Miss Marian E. Starrett was the
and carefully invested in is likely
Rockland, Maine, March 1. 1932.
like regularity—102 consecutive
by their two deeds.
served the families of Knox County
31-39 shown
guest of Mrs. Loretta Glendenning in i
Excepting and reserving also lots sold
lo he a pretty good place to invest
LADY ATTENDANT
times.
by Elias J. Ranta. from the above de
Rockland Wednesday.
scribed premises, to Julius Pasanen. to
Hay
Telephone 450—781-1
Mrs.
Donald
Whitney
was
the
guest
some
of
your
sav
ings.
For
complete
These dividends should continue
Alex Hendrickson and to F. W. Bardi.
of Mrs. Charles C. Wotton, Taibct ,
It is estimated that the farm as now
BURPEE’S
details, write our Augusta office.
to go out four times every year just
avenue. Rockland, on Wednesday.
conveyed contains thirty-five (35) acres,
more or less.
Fred Morse and Mrs. Ellen Barry
ROCKLAND,
«iE.
And whereas, the conditions of said
ROLLINS & STRONG
motored to Orono last Saturday and
mortgage have been broken.
on their return were accompanied
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach
FOR YOUR
of the conditions thereof I claim a fore
by Miss Jane Barry and Miss Blanche
VINALHAVEN Sc ROCKLAND
closure
of said mortgage.
Henry who are at home for the Easter
Dated at Rockland, Maine. March 30th.
STEAMBOAT CO.
vacation. Stephen Barry is in New
1932.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Britain, Conn, for the Easter recess.
MATTI L. TOORPAKKA.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30
Rockland. March 30th. 1932.
Mrs. Margaret Ahern Lakeman fin DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
Personally appeared the above named Vlnalhaven
8.15, due to arrive at Rock
ished her duties at the Senter Crane
Matti L. Toorpakka. and made oath that land about 9.30.
store Saturday and on Monday be
DENTIST
the foregoing foreclosure notice, by him
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M.,
Is true.
came bookkeeper for Rodney Feyler 302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland Tel. 824-M
Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3 30, Ston
Tel. 1009-W signed. Before
me,
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan's
at his office on Tillson avenue, Rock
GILFORD
B.
BUTLER
Island about 6 00 P M
139*60
Rockland, Me.
land.
Justice of the Peace, i
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
Sarah and Ross Wilson who have
39-Th-45
MO-tt

"Heavens, these

: LOST AND FOUND •

WANTED

Lux for
underthings

MISCELLANEOUS

SITUATIONS

AYER'S

;

TO LET

___________________

EGGS AND CHICKS

, WILLIS AYER ?

POULTRYMEN,
ATTENTION!

D"iden'
1

1O2»

C. M. P. Dividend Day

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Big League
Stuff

Crie Hardware Co.

H\tl/AIS[RVICI

Budweiser

CALL

MALT

ELECTRICAL
TROUBLES

CENTRA

feMPANY

Every-Other-Day

New Styles

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 31, 1932
Robert C. Burns arrived Monday
BOOZE AND HUMOR
j from Ormond, Fla., where he spent
several weeks as guest of his uncle,
Raillery and Satire Find
John W. Burns.

Page Seven

By Gregory’s

HOME TOWN HAL

Place In Newbert’s Answer
on, i ioow * ne'e
"DOT YELLS me Ht
Edward C. Moran, Sr., of Beech
NOT WEftRtNGr THAT"
OO T IT AT
street is ill with pneumonia, and a
To Esten Porter
SULKY OV^RCOftTtrained nurse is in attendance. Mr.
ANYLONG-eR. •
GREGORYS
and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., returned Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
early from the Democratic State Congo wp nQW have tw> humorists
YOU OO&HTTO TOLL
of his condition.
.
In addition to personal notes regard
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., iwill vention because_____
YOUR BOYFRieNO
from Maine, coincidentally coning departures and arrivals, this depart meet Monday afternoon at 2.30 at
ABOUT THAT STORE
ment especially desires Information of
Donald H. Fuller, who has been ’ tributing to the same publication,
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. the home of Mrs. E. F. Glover, Clare
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be mont street, with Mrs. Eugene E. spending the past three months in The compliment (?) Mr. Porter regladly received.
Stoddard, Miss Jennie Blackington Mlami, Fla., returned yesterday wear- cently handed me is all the more
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 or 794-W and Mrs. George L. St. Clair as as ing the near chocolate hue which be- appreciated, coming from one huinort0 another as it were. And he
sisting hostesses. The subject for spoke liberal patronage of the Miami.
Henry A. Howard arrived home the program will be “George Wash bathing beaches. An enjoyable so- goes me a few better in general edufrom St. Petersburg, Fla. Tuesday ington, the President," and Mrs. journ has been rendered doubly in- 1 cation, being an authority on such
with opinion unchanged that “The Hester Chase will act as program teresting by frequent encounter with things as fleas, poetic license, dirt of
Sunshine City" is an earthly paradise chairman.
other Knox County residents who various kinds and messes,
for vacationists in general and
were including Miami in their itiner\ye return to John Barleycorn,
Our new Spring Topcoats are here! New
, checker players in particular. There
whom I left buried. According to
Mr. and Mrs E. L. Brown have re ary.
styles,
new fabrics, new quality and new
| was one week when the weather was turned from Boston.
------my critic, the ghouls have been
values. Get into one of them today and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of gone an’ £pread his remains over the
i a bit chilly and when overcoats
seemed kinder comfy; also one day
Mrs. Edgar J. Southard who has Framingham, Mass., are visiting Mrs. country creating a stench and enyou’ll feel like a new man!
SONS CO.
dangering the health of the public.
when the sun modestly retired be been very ill the past two weeks, is Forrest E. Cottrell.
COOD CLOTHES
------The only remedy the Wets can find
hind the clouds, but on the whole it slowly gaining.
416 410 HUH ST.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White returned £5 (O assemble these putrid remains,
was a marvelous winter, as viewed
ROCKLAND
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R., Tuesday from New York where they spray them with political antiseptic,
through his rose-colored glasses.
Florida is feeling the depression had a card party Tuesday evening at had apartments at the new Hotel anj place him again on his throne,
more keenly than the North, but the the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, Essex about six weeks. While Mr. whence will come wafted the pleascost of living has declined rapidly. Orange street, Mrs. Annie Alden and White underwent a hospital experi- ant odors of alcholic beverages, even
Another “St. Pete” enthusiast is E. Mrs. Susie Newbert carried off high ence early in the winter he made as before the year 1920.
satisfying recovery and has returned
And speaking of messes. We walE. Rankin, who also arrived Tuesday. I honors.
home in excellent health. Mrs. W. i0Wed in a mess before 1920. comI
Les Bijous met with Mrs. Raymond
The Scribblers Club will meet Mon H. Day, Jr., of Dubuque, Iowa, a fre- parecj to which the present mess is Just so. Some people still believe in
ships, of which line Mr. Keene is the
SOME SOUTHERN NOTES
vice president. Returning later she
E. Thompson, Broad street, Tues day evening at the home of Mrs. quent Rockland visitor, also had a tournament of roses. During that the inherent right to hold slaves.
apartments at The Essex so that the ■ period, my critic doubtless suffered Some are against the vote for women. Concerning Koekland Folks Whose will visit her sister, Mrs. William C.
day evening. Prize night was ob Harriet Dwinal in Camden.
winter season was a very happy one a convenient amnesia. He awakens Men have an “inherent” right to
served. Miss Susan Spear receiving
Journeys llaVc Been in Dixieland Bird, who is occupying an apartment
to find someone has swiped the steal, to murder, to ravish—if the law
at Coral Gables for the winter—and
first choice.
Mrs. E. A. Dean of The Highlands for the Whites.
------flagon, to the great distress of the did not prevent. And suicide too is
entertained delightfully Monday eve
Miami advices note that a recent at which apartment last week she en
Miss Alice George who has been on Wet contingent. The crux of the taboo. We have been told that pro
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Babb have re- ning as gn observance of her birth
visitor is Mrs. Alberta Rose, who is tertained at bridge luncheon Mrs.
4 turned home after spending the win day, those present being Mr. and a four months’ trip during which she matter is: I do not care to wallow :n hibition is responsible for a flood of
Lloyd N. Lawrence, Mrs. Charles H.
on
a southern motor trip with Mrs. Berry and Mrs. George W. Snow.
visited
her
sister
Miss
Hilda
George
lae
mess
created
by
license,
ter with their daughter, Mrs. Frank Mrs. Dean, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dean
poisonous liquor. The moral is leave
in
Honolulu,
returned
Monday
and
now
comes
Mr.
Porter
’
s
roll
call!
W.
F.
Trefrey
of
Waban,
Mass.,
and
J. McAuliffe in Winthrop, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and
and children, Katherine, Kathleen,
it alone, and remain whole. “In
Mrs. Pierce of Newton, Mass,, a por young daughter Marie, who have been
Gwendolyn and Arthur, Mr. and Mrs. has opened her home in Thomaston. During the late war an Irish ser- herent right,” interpret as “desire.”
------geant (related to Finnegan, no
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Wheeler and Mr. Raymond Watson and son Maynard,
And Mr. Porteffs wind-up is a tion of which has included a visit to in winter quarters at The Granada,
Mrs. F. M. Gray, son Wallace and tjoubt), called the roll.
and Mrs. R. C. Wood of Tenant's Miss Verna Watson and George Lit
masterpiece.
immense num- 1 Havana, in which they were accom- leave today by motor car, enroute to
<.Are yez all here? All right let’s bers who have“The
Harbor were Easter guests of Mr. and tlefield. Two decorated birthday Mrs. Jennie Hemstock, R. N., have
their Rockland home.
no
personal
use for 1
. , ,
Mrs. W. C. Comstock, Limercck cakes were augmented by ice cream, returned to their home in New Haven, gOi"
such beverages,” but who believe in Panled by Mrs’ Jennle W Blrd’ ThC
• • » •
street..
repeal. The government to increase ) party has since started on the return
candy and nuts. Mrs. Dean received Conn. Mrs. Gray was called to RockDiner—“Here waitress, take this
land by the illness of her mother, the
According to Mr. Porter everychicken away, it's just as tough as a1
Mrs. Edith Hallowell entertained at' many nice gift^____
late Mrs. Hattie Wheeler.Mrs. Gray
I One west of Maine is wet, the recent revenue, must impose taxes. Shall, trip north.
Another visitor is Mrs. Wilson B. ) paving-stone."
j vote on the Linthicum resolution It be on gasoline? Law, no. I own Keene,
bridge and luncheon at her home on . The Oullng club had luncheon at is a native of Rockport.
enroute from New York to Waitress—“Maybe it's a Plymouth)
------| notwithstanding. Mr. Porter is so a car! Slrall it be on radio? Law, Havana upon one of the Munson Line j Rock, sir."—Western Farm Life.
West Meadow road Friday evening, ^,be Thorndike yesterday, with re
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mitchell Hayes' sure of bis adherents that he actu- no, I have one! Well, then how shall
honors going to Mrs. Edward Baxter, jje). sewing at tj,e home of Mrs. J. O.
Hear the
and two children have returned to t auy derives comfort from the Wick- we increase revenue?
Edward Baxter and Miss Susan, Stevens
answer from the immense num
Houlton
after
spending
the
Easter
ersham
report.
Our
optimist
is
Spear.
_____
bers: “Let's repeal the 18lh Amend
. __ I Mrs. A. S. Peterson was hostess to vacation with Mr. and Mrs. E. E.! fortunate in being able to find space ment, license the sale of liquor under
The Tuesday Night Club was en- j thg
club Tuesday afternoon, Farnham, Maverick street. Mr. Hayes. for his sympathizers. The dry side a heavy tax, and we have revenue.
tertamed at an Easter luncheon by with eight members present The who is principal of Ricker Classical would require a book. I am willing
You see. I don't use such beverages.”
Mrs. Raymond Cross, honors being time was (jevote<j to making patch- Institute of Houlton, visited the high t0 piaCe under his standard a few
—“And whose interest in the mat
Bartenders’
Black, Brown, Patent; Brown and won by Mrs. Wilbur Setter, Jr. Mrs work The next meetjng Tuesday, school, where he interviewed prospec- he has overlooked.
ter is prompted by what they sincere
tive
students.
,
Union,
brewers
and
distillers,
’
the
Lawrence
Leach
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Apri
,
12
wm
be
ftt
the
home
Qf
Mrs
Beige
------Great White Way, owners of hotels ly believe to be real temperance and Will. US
Kalloch, Miss Marjorie Kelley of Bai jj p g[otiget( Talbot avenue.
Alton Brown who spent Easter in with idle bars, those paying too much the best Interests of the country.”
AA, A, B, C, wide
Harbor was honor guest, and received
_____
Here Mr. Porter paints us a beauti
a special prize. Mrs. Cross luncheon j Browne Club is meeting this eve- this city returned Monday to Damari- «or ••good" liquor, those unable to ful picture. Behold these benefacScove,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Brown
p
uy
"good"
liquor,
and
those
hoping
,
table was a “thing of beauty. The ) ning at tbe pjrst Baptist parlors. A
) through license to reduce their in- tors of Tbe, buma" rac® cominB ,0
centerpiece was an artistic arrange- covered dish luncheon will be served who returned home yesterday.
succor the thirsty! A bar-room on I
come tax
ment of yellow tulips and green, and a^ g 30 (b which the men are invited.
____ ________
At Tuesday's
session____________
of the Kalloch
of the late Senator ______
Morrow.I_____
have every comer, everyone full of real
, a color scheme of orchid and yellow Miss Leola Robinson is in charge of Class
a comfortable was tacked, the oniy to say "pax vobiscum." Neither b°oze: no speakeasies these, swear and
; was carried out in all the other ap- : ^his feature. Members are asked to recipient of which was much pleased, j Sj(jo need go to the Great Beyond for blat as loud as you
vou wish! Go home
, pointments, the menu and the wrap- take articles for the Burma box.
drunk and broke, beat your wife,
A box lunch was served, with 13 at witnesses.
pings of the prizes.
_____
the table.
, This brain racking search for ad- abuse your children, break up the
-------Mrs. Mabel Thorndike entertained
------i herents has so exhausted my critic furniture, fight, brawl—it's all real
The meeting of the Chummy Club J the Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday eveThe
League
of
Coast
Guard
Women
that he arrives at my side of the temperance and for the best interests
Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs. j ning at the home of Mrs MiUie
conducted
another
successful
card
[
question—"out on his feet—" so far of the country.
Flora Fernald was a birthday obser Thomas, Robinson street.
The friends of repeal want liquor,)
party
Monday
evening
at
the
home
j
gone m fact that he does not tell us
vance for Mrs. E. W. Freeman. Mrs.
not the good of the country. They
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
A.
Troy,
Fulton
|
on
which
side
Zion
City
is
aligned,
Fernald served what she termed a
Mrs. Adelaide Joyce of Chicago is
are responsible for the present mess.
“luncheon” but was conceded to be visiting Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Green, street, when despite the inclement, So j surmise they must be wet; Their patronage enriches the boot
Tlie biggest step ahead in
weather there were nine tables. Hon- ) everyone else seems to be. It is a
a "dinner" by the club members. Summer street.
ors were won by H. F. Rogall, Mrs. condition to be expected where the legger. If they had to depend on
the radio industry in years
The handsome birthday cake was |
ours they would starve. The only j
Herman Carr, Capt. Albert Hays, Mr.
...RCA Victor Model R-12,
made by Mrs. Velma Marsh. Honors
Miss Pauline Scarlott returned to Carr, H. M. Davis, Mrs.' Olive Syl world is flat.
thing
remaining
after
repeal
would
After a few feints at Mr. Anderson
in bridge were won by Mrs. Bertha Castine Normal School Tuesday after vester, Mrs. Kate Hall, Ivan Cunning
an 8-tube Superheterodyne,
be
license,
and
the
country
has
had
Higgins and Mrs. Freeman, who also spending the Easter recess with Dr. ham, Miss Vitrici Carini and Miss and Bishop Cannon, he lands a light enough of it, and abolished it. Had )
uppercut
on
Mr.
Capone
(a
great
Model
R-12
with Automatic Volume
received numerous gifts.
and Mrs. E, L. Scarlott, Limerock Sally Dyer. The final party in the
prohibitionist no doubt). Next he we at the same time abolished the |
Control aud Micro Tone
street.
drinker,
there
would
not
now
be
any
series will take place Monday evening espies “One Eyed" Connelley, who
Mrs. Lorita Bicknell will be in
Control.
mess. But as long as they exist, we
at the home of Capt. and Mrs. E. M.
charge of the annual Student Day ) Mr. and Mrs. Addison Stiles of Mills, 10 Summer street, in charge of once more has “crashed the gate," will hear them plaintively yapping at
You prove this extraordinary value by look
this
time
into
the
prohibition
ranks,
program of the Rubinstein Club I Augusta spent the weekend with Mr. Mrs. Herman Carr who will be as
a dereliction no doubt due to his af the 18th Amendment. As some peo
ing into the hack, and actually seeing the supe
which will be presented tomorrow I and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch.
sisted by the usual committee. Play fliction.
Next appearing to Mr. ple are proverbially with the under
afternoon at 2.15 sharp in the Uni- 1
-------riority that sets RCA Victor Radio far above all
dog, so will they find sympathy, espe
versalist vestry. Parents and teachers ) Capt. and Mrs. E. W.Freeman were ing will begin at 8 and the capital Porter's vision are the various male cially from those with an axe to j
others... the Pentode and Super Control Radioprize will be awarded at the close of factors we have heard so muqh of,
of pupils on the program are invited. guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. the party.
L. P. Newbert.
Irons ... the rubber chassis floating ... concrete
and having assured himself of a grind.
Russell Davis, Thomaston, where a
Rockland, March 30.
majority on the wet side, magnani
evidence of the built-in quality.
Mrs. Rodney Feyler of Thomaston birthday observance for Mrs. Free
Gay Ostend
mously shoves said malefactors into
gave a bridge luncheon Friday in man was being held.
Come in tomorrow, let us demonstrate. No
Gay Ostend on the coast of Belgi the prohibition ranks—take 'em or
ATLANTIC
honor of her house guest, Mrs. Wool
obligation.
leave
'em.
Oh,
yes
and
he
allows
us
um
is
only
an
evening's
boat
ride
ard of Boston. Other guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis motored
Miss Edna Dunham and Lowell
Mrs. Harry Brown, Mrs. Benjamin to Portland Tuesday to attend the from London and is easily reached a few honest, but misguided individu
from Paris and Brussels. The finest als, etc. This is a concession grate Staples arrived home by airplane
Philbrook, Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw, Democratic State convention.
fully
accepted,
and
returned
to
thc
of
hotels
will
care
for
your
comfort
OnIv
Saturday to spend the Easter vaca
Mrs. Sumner Whitney and Mrs. B. H.
tion with their parents. Later they
Stinson of Rockland. Mrs. Stinson,
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., was as you enjoy its glorious sands and wet side—to those who are honest.
Now. as to the blots. The 18th will resume their studies at Higgins
Mrs. Philbrook and Mrs. Brown car hostess to the Contract Club Mon channel breezes. Not far up the
s
ried off honors.
day evening, when Mrs. O. E. Wish beach, laid out with beautiful gar Amendment, as a "disgraceful blot" Classical Institute.
could
hardly
compare
with
the
blots
dens,
is
the
Chalet
Royal,
built
by
Miss
Dorothy
Joyce
and
Master
j
man and Mrs. R. C. Perry carried off
Leopold II in the days, when, care cast by the liquor traffic, wearing ITailan Boardman of Rockland have
The weekly bridge party of the highest honors.
free, he walked the waterfront the tunic of license.
been visiting their grandmother Mrs.
BPW Club this evening will reflect
ROCKLAND, MAINE
"Many believe they are deprived Walter Joyce for a few deys.
the Easter recess season, and extra
Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw entertained promenade with his subjects. King
Albert also comes here in the winter of an inherent right by prohibition!”
features
are
planned
by
the
hostesses,
Friends
and
neighbors
of
Mr.
and
!
at
bridge
Saturday
evening
at
her
TI’IOI- Hi -I '
New Styles in
Mrs. N. B. Trask are glad to s ;o them
Mrs. Exie Perry, Miss Helen Burns [ apartments on Lindsey street, with months. For afternoons in Ostend
there
is
a
variety
of
amusements
to
at home again.
and Mrs. Agnes Louraine.
) three tables. Honors were won by
MEN’S SHOES
-------I Mrs. Harry Brown, Mrs. Basil Stin- suit one's fancy. Boats may be en
Mrs. Hazel Staples entertained the ■
gaged
for
a
sail
on
the
English
Genuine Calf Leather
Use the new Vicks Nose
Margery, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.) son, Beniamin Philbrook. Rodney
Ladies' Aid at her home Thursday
Kenneth
Mills, celebrated
her) min Philbrook, Rodney Feyler of Channel, there are horse races at the
afternoon of last week. The Aid 1
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
and Throat Drops with
seventh birthday Saturday by enter- Feyler of Thomaston and Mr. Brown, Hippodrome, there is tennis and golf
meets this week with Mrs. Cleveland
Vicks
VapoRub
as
directed
and many interesting motor trips to
taining in the afternoon several of
j Dunham.
Wild West Whirlwind Dramal
In the Vick Plan for better
her little friends at a jolly Easter
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone were Zeebrugee and to the quiet pictur
Easter Sunday was observed at the
“Control-of-Colds.” Un
party. All sorts’ of merry games guests of relatives in Cornish over esque City of Bruges.
Baptist Church by special music fur- |
under the direction of Miss Ruth the weekend.
less you are delighted with
j nished by a large choir of mixed
Lady (to prospective cook)—Arc you
Marston were played, with Lucille
i voices. The church was beautifully
results your druggist will
Stanley winning the prize in the
Leo Howard has returned home economical?
) decorated with Easter lilies, tulips,
refund your money.
Cook—Oh, ycs„ ma’am. I always
Easter egg hunt and Mary Frances from Boston where he has been on
pinks and jonquils. The flowers were
rolls me own cigarettes.—Punch.
Perry pinning the eye on the rabbit. business for a few days.
! a gift from Howard Rich of Reading,
' Pa. The children of the primary )
The refreshment table was festive in
| school delighted the congregation
Easter deckings, the favors for the
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Murray enter
with their voices.
guests including balloons, caps and tained at picnic supper and bridge
Rough-Riding Romance
baskets of Easter eggs. Three birth Monday evening at their home on
Mrs. Marion Herrick entertained ;
day cakes occupied prominent places Talbot avenue. High liners were Mr.
Friday afternoon with one table of
PATENT STRAP SHOES on the table. Margery received many and Mrs Charles G. Hewett, Mrs.
of Love and Adventure
bridge. Those present were Mrs. I
Directed by
|
nice
gifts
from
friends
and
relatives.
Sylvia
Stockbridge,
Mrs.
Marjorie
[
Frank
Marsh
and
J.
M.
Pomeroy.
For the Little Girls
D. Rost Lederman
Her guests were Alice Cross, Grace
Trask and Mrs. Lina Joyce.
A Columbia Picture
■
Bowley, Esther Cohen, Nancy How
Mrs. Minnie Cobb has gone to
Mrs. Joseph Cosgrove werit to Port
ard, Mary Frances Perry, Mary Wot Freedom to make a two months' visit
land
Monday.
ta ■
ton, Laura and Blanche Sylvester, with friends. Letters from Rock
A Publtx Theatre
TODAY
Poss Joyce nas his boat nearly
Barbara Newbert, Bertha Coombs, land friends will be welcomed.
ready for the water.
Lucille Stanley and Ruth Marston.
"STEADY
COMPANY
”
Mrs. Seth Stockbridge has returned
Mrs. Fred Achorn and Mrs. Austin
home after visiting her daughter
and
Mrs. Eva Flint was hostess to the Brewer carried off honors in bridge
Miss Beatrice Stockbridge of Boston.
E.F.A. Club yesterday, with bridge at the party given Tuesday evening
She also stopped in Portland to visit
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
KATAHDIN MOUNTAINEERS
and buffet lunch at the home of Mrs. by the Auxiliary of Sons of Union
friends.
Warren C. Noyes, Orange street.
Veterans. Mrs. May Cross acted as
Mrs. Ervin Torrey who has been
hostess.
ill for some time, had a pleasant sur
The Shakespeare Society met Mon
prise Friday night when she received
day evening at the home of Mrs. Eva
Capt. Everett M. Mills and Leland
a bouquet of twelve roses from Mr.
QualifySeal
on Eveiy Wheel
Hellier and the small number of Beale of the Whitehead Coast Guard
and Mrs. Howard Rich.
members who braved the elements Station were in the city Monday to
Oscar Johnson launched his boat
Saturday. It is a sure sign of spring
felt well paid by the exceptionally attend the party given by the League
when the boats begin to leave the
interesting program, which included of Coast Guard Women at the home
Select Baby’s Carriage
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
‘THE GOBLIN”
banks.
papers by Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood on of Mrs. A. A. Troy, Fulton street.
The
Variety
Club
meets
with
Mrs.
Made of Buff Colored Duck, Brown "The Brownings in Italy," and by
Merrill Joyce this week.
NOW!
The Wawenock Club met Tuesday
Mabel F. Lamb on “Browning
Saddle, Ankle Patch, Extra Toe Miss
Marjorie Johnson observed her
and Tennyson—a Comparison.” The evening at the home of Mrs. Lelia
IN
Strap.
( sixth birthday Monday by inviting a
ballad “Lady Geraldine's Courtship” Benner, when picnic supper was
)
number
of
young
friends
to
share
the
T will pay you to select baby’s carriage now—while
by Robert Browning was read by Mrs. enjoyed. The table decorations
attractive birthday cake made by her
Grace Lawrence and “House," a were Easterlike. Response to the roll
i
our stock is complete. In our wide variety of
mother. Sandwiches and hot choco
With
poem by Elizabeth Barrett Browning, call was made by quotations from
late were also served. Marjorie re
was read by Mrs. Edith Bird. Miss Maine poets, with Edna St. Vincent
styles and colors you will be sure to find just the
JIMMY SCHNOZZLE, POLLY MORAN
P. S. SPECIAL
ceived several nice gifts.
Margaret Snow, who acted as leader Millay and Henry W. Longfellow oc
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Rich
left
More laughs than the tools a plumber
proper
carriage,
sulky
or
stroller
for
baby.
All
are
cupying
prominent
places.
The
in place of Mrs. Alice Jameson, read
i Thursday morning for their home in
forgets! Keaton turns lover—and as
Dr. Scholl’s Foot Expert from “Some Memories of Robert question box and current events were
reasonably priced so that every mother can afford one.
)
Reading,
Pa. They plan to return
a shiek he’s a great plumber! Three
is here Thursday After Browning,” written by his daughter- also discussed. These officers were
j here as soon as the weather ls
lunatics for the price of one!
They are all designed by Heywood-Wakefieldwhose
in-law, Fanny Barrett Browning. elected for the 1932-33 season: Presi
i warmer.
NOW SHOWING
noon, March 31
These plays are under consideration dent, Mrs. Evelyn Snow; vice presi
100 years of manufacturing experience is your guaran
for next season, to be voted upon at dent, Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton; secre
“UNION DEPOT" with
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, J1L
Free examination of your the annual meeting of April 11: tary and treasurer, Mrs. Lelia Ben
tee of excellence.
Shakespearean plays — “All's Weil ner; program chairman, Miss Min
_
__ iL
A Paramount
foot
Look for a A Quality Seal on Every Wheel.
That Ends Well," “Measure for nie Smith; social chairman, Mrs.
Publix Theatre
Measure,” “Henry IV, Parts 1 and 2,” Abbie Campbell. It was voted to
For Reliable and Complete Elec
Show!
“Pericles, Prince of Tyre," and “The study Maine next year, with side
trical Service of Any Kind
2.00,
6.30, 8.30
lights
on
Washington
activities.
The
Two Noble Kinsman;” “Elizabeth,
First Class Work at Fair Prices
Sat. Continuous
the Queen,” a drama by Maxwell remainder of the evening was de
HOUSE-SHERMAN,
Inc.
2.00 to 10.30
Anderson, and "Green Grows the voted to literary games. This was
585-7 Main St., Koekland. Maine
the final meeting of the season, but
Lilacs," a comedy by Lynn Riggs.
Tel. 980
Rockland
313-319
Main
Street
Established 1920
GOOD SHOES
a monthly picnic will be held during
Telephone 721
Rummage sale Universalist Church the summer season as in previous
ROCKLAND, MAINE
23-tf
iiiiiomiiiniiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiinioiiiii
years.
Saturday, April 2, at 9 a. m.—adv.

I.F.GRECORV
J
I

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00
$27.50, $35.00

Step Ahead!

$3.50, $4.00, $5.00

in 1932 for
Greater Dollar Value

olgdl ink- f/te.

79

Maine Music Store

$3.95 to $5.00

BUCK JONI

bWcei>

$1.50, $2.50

PAR

BUSTER KEATON

98c

“THE PASSIONATE PLUMBER”

I

ELECTRICIANS

McLAIN IK

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
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A VACATION IN HONOLULU

With the Extension Agents \

As Interestingly Described By a Rockland Girl Who Is a
School Teacher There

— And The —
_

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 31, 1932
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Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

$
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Agricultural

Treadwell's pen of Reds from Spen
Eighteen samples of milk from the cer, Mass., for second place with 66
points.
herds of Will Bryant, Tom Genthner,
• * • •
J. A. Perkins and C. Burns were test | Poultry accounts kept by poultryed at the Nobieboro meeting last men in the county for the past year
compared very favorably with those J
week.
of 1930. The egg production this past '
Fred Heald and Harold Allen of year was 158 eggs which was only six
Camden have their greenhouses ln eggs less than 1930. There were 28
operation with early vegetables and accounts last year, compared with
22 in 1930. The expenses and re
flowers.
FROM
* » ♦ ♦
ceipts were less during the past year,
but
the
labor
return
was
nearly
the
Edward Ames of Appleton is plan
being only about 60 cents per j |
ning to build a silo this year as well same,
hen less.
|j
as a safety bull pen. He has a herd
of Holsteins, his herd bull having , A summary bv counties was made ' ‘
been bought from Round Top Farms, last year by the Extension Service of J Washington, D. C.—Maine farmers
94 flocks having 16.449 hens. are planning a reduction of approxi
Damariscotta.
This was sent to each man from mately 29,000 acres in the potato
whom a book is received.
crop to be planted this year but ex
Many farmers and home makers
from the county are attending Farm
County Agent Wentworth will give pect to cultivate larger acreages in
and Home Week, Orono.
„ talk next Monday night at the!4'1
°ther,
far,m <™P? of
meeting of the boys' club of Warren thue. State with the exception of hay.
! "hich »ill be practically the same
Hope and Union communities are Stereopticon slides will be used.
....
i as last year.
planning two orchard meetings,
The figures are from the crop rewhich will be held in the communi
With the Homes
! porting board of the Department of
ties April 5 and 6. E. N. Hobbs is in
Miss Lawrence, Home Demonstra- j Agriculture. Last year Maine farm
charge of the Hope meeting and Wil I tion
Agent, will hold a meeting in
liam Gleason the Union meeting A ! Warren Tuesday at the Montgomery ers planted a total of 196.000 acres
K. Gardner, Orono, will attend both. rooms. Coat Making will be the sub- ' in potatoes, while this year indica| tions are that the area will total
’
\ ject. Mrs. Olive Peabody, clothing ' 167.000 acres.
More open air shelters will be in , project leader, will be in charge,
Present indications are that the
use this year than last as the poultry- [ Another coat making meeting will be Maine spring wheat crop (other than
men have found them very satisfae- [ held in Union at I.O.O.F. hall Friday durum) will total 3.000 acres, as com
tory for raising of good pullets with Mrs. Ida Goss in charge. pared
___with
____ 2,000 last
_ year; the corn
Herbert Cunningham.Washington. Is I Thursday a meeting will be heldat I «w>~wiH~increase from 14 000~ acres
planning several forthe comingsea- , Mrs Fred Collamore's, Rockport, on las^ ,,ear to 16 000 this year- the oats
son.
I kitchen demonstrations, Mrs. Nina Crop' from 118.000 to 146.000: the
! Carroll, home management leader in bariey from 3000 to 5 000 and beanfi
Two very important points in the charge.
....
from 10.000 to 11.000 acres,
grow good pullet campaign which
4-H Club Notes
every poultryman in the county
Thrift, that characteristic popu
Clifton Meservey of the Seven Tree
should consider are plenty of new
range each year and open air shelters. 4-H Club of Union has 300 Barred larly ascribed to New Englanders,
iCrowding on land and in brooder Rock chickens in his brooder house. was part of the makeup of George
Washington of Virginia. An inter
houses causes many of the troubles j
land losses throughout the year.
Wendall Holmes of Work and Win esting illustration of this trait was
I Poultry Club of Damariscotta, has unearthed in the files of the Light
house Service recently when it was
.
.
,
. „ ; 200 Rhode Island Red chickens.
The first orchard spray service
----- '
moved into the new Commerce De
'news letter has been sent to all coEdwin Penniman of Mavooshen partment Building. On a contract
operators in the orchard spray serv Bovs' Club, New Harbor, starts the for furnishing a mooring chain for
ice group. It contains information chick raising project April 5 w’ith 100 a floating beacon in Delaware Bay,
regarding the 90% Clean Apple Club Barred Rocks.
is the following indorsement in
which is being organized this year
• • • •
George Washington’s own handwritln the State.' All co-operators of the
In the judging contests held this 1 ing:
spray service group are eligible. week Shirley Morton of the Happy i “April 27th. 1793. Approved, so far
There is also a very good article of Hustlers' Club of East Union won the as it respects the new chain: but is
interest to orchardlsts by E. J. Ras- judging champion ribbon in the sew- 1 there an entire loss of the old one?
mussen of New Hampshire Expert- , ing contest on pa(Ches; Gladys Ken- I G. Washington,
ment Station. These letters are pre- nedy
tbe jefferson cheerio Club
pared by A. K. Gardner, Crops Spe- WQn jn the conjest on buttonholes;
Approximately 3.300 trainees are
cialist of the Extension Service and Lillie G. York of Merry Workers.
will be sent through the spray serv Mills, won in the con- exoected to attend the four Citizens’
ice to co-operators.
i test on (b4rns: an<j Virginia Soule of I Military Training Camps in New
England this summer, according to
I the same club won in the muffin con- I preliminary plans announced by the
Last week's report of the Maine test.
War Department. Plans for the
• • • •
egg laying contest at Highmoor Farm
West Aina 4-H Club re-organized camps hinge upon the action of Con
shows another record breaker, the 10
gress where a sharp fight is being
R. I. Reds bred by Parmenter Red March 25 with Miss Winona Leavitt
Mount Farm of Franklin, Mass., led i as leader, Roger Dow president. Wal- made to abolish this phase of mili
the contest with a score of 69 points. . ter Miete vice president. Elizabeth tary training. But despite the un
iThis is the highest score in points Davidson secretary. Ruth Leavitt certainty of future plans the war dever made at the contest. A 24-ounce treasurer, and Leonard Vemey color i Partment is going ahead with the ar;gg scores one point.
' bearer. There are seven members. ! £a^gements ..
summer camps.
°n the appropriations for
L. E Carney's pen of Barred Rocks , The girls take the sewing project and [
neepscott tied with George B. < the boys garden and potato projects, these training camps is expected to
from Sheepscott
come to a head when the Army sup
ply bill is reported from committee.
THE APACHE II.
f"-------------------------------------- f If appropriations for these camps
be greatly reduced, the en
Son of the l
h H. WindTHE SAUNTERER | should
rollment at each camp would have
to be cut on a pro rata basis.
sor Becomes Possessed of j
A
Croc er
_ _
* • • •
Charles and Jerry Partridge, sons
a Speedy Cruiser
“I must go down to the seas again.
of the congressman, ■were guests of
To the lonely sea and the sky.”
Mrs. Hoover at the White House
In the Fishing and Yachting de
I found on referring to my 1931 log Easter egg rolling Monday.
partment of the Miami (Fla.) Herald that my first visit to Castle Island
♦ * • ♦
i is a picture of a new cruiser delivered was March 3. “Fair in morning, Wind
“Maine is another State which has
o H. H. Windsor. Jr., of Palm Beach N. E. Afternoon rain and snow."
nd Chicago, and whose father was That was the beginning of that old realized that a moratorium must be
or many years one of Camden's best ring-tail snorter of a no'theaster that given car owners or their automobiles
nown summer residents. With the wrought such havoc along the coast. would not be used.” said Thomas B.
Henry, president of the American
Icture was the following:
Saturday morning, March 12, 1932,
“H. H. Windsor, Jr., editor and the day opening clear with sun out, Automobile Association, pointing out
growing
public resentment
publisher of Popular Mechanics thermometer 28, wind brisk about the
Magazine, took delivery in Miami W. N. W., we put two reefs in the against the singling out of car own
recently on his new cruiser Apache fore and mains’ls, hoisted anchor and ers for taxes to be used for other
II. The craft was built by the let her run off 'fore it for South Bos than road-building purposes. “There
fore. Maine extended the period for
Matthews Co. of Port Clinton, Ohio, ton.
securing 1932 license plates to April
and was designed especially for fish
We made good weather of it, and 1," he pointed out
ing in these waters. Before proceed rounded up under the Castle and let
In Tennessee, where the gasoline
ing to his home at Palm Beach, Mr. go anchor for a look around. Looked tax was raised from five to seven
Windsor tried out the paces of the good to me after being away for sev cents, one cent of the increase to be
new boat, attaining a speed of 32Va eral months.
Inshore, “Old Blue" used for general purposes, in addition
lies an hour over a measured course. showed up through the azure—noth to a special tax of $2 per car for
“The Apache II is the latest prod ing changed there. Off shore the general purposes, registrations in
uct in a Matthews 38 and is the wind blowing a stiff breeze, a small January dropped 30% from the Janu
speediest cruiser ever built by that sailing vessel, probably a pilot boat, ary 1931 figure and tax receipts de
company. It is powered with the was cruising back and forth on her clined $597,231.
new Invader model twin Hall-Scott station; at quarantine the U S. P.H.S.
Arkansas, faced with decreased tax
motors, each of which is capable of boat was alongside a foreign steamer. collections by reason of usable cars
developing 275 horsepower. Twin
the latter came by I made out being kept off the highways due to
rudders, permitting perfect control As
that it was SS. Hans Maorsk, Danish, the inability of owners to pay regis
while using one engine at trolling from Antwerp. She must have seen tration fees, is experimenting with
speed, a large live-bait well with con some rough spots on old ocean, but the installment nlan for registering
cars. Stickers are issued for three
tinuous circulating sea water, full
width fish box at the stem, swivel she was neither battered nor iced up. months periods.
Nothing
much
doing
on
the
water.
Stressing the fact that these con
chairs, crow's nest on the mast and a
tug with gasoline barge coming in; ditions are not confined to anv one
bowsprit pulpit are numbered among A
C.
G.
171
coming
in
from
her
sta

State. Mr. Henrv said they hold true
the many items on the Apache II for
tion: a fishing boat going out; a few in virtually every section, as indicat
convenience in fishing.
gulls:
a
small
flock
of
wild
duck
—
ed bv a decrease of 583.000 motor
The accommodations consist of
[four pullman type berths in the main that was about all I could see for vehicles this year as compared with
abin, large galley and complete waterborne vessels from my point of last.
“Certainly it is evident that any
Het facilities. All exterior hardware vantage under the lee of the old fort.
"Behold how swiftly the sands changes in motor tax rates must now
s chromium plated and a commodius forward cockpit is provided. Al- run." From my own log of Tuesday. be in a downward direction.”
igether, the Apache II is one of the May 16, 1882: “Gloucester, Mass.,
ost complete play boats ever to Schooner Challenge. Got underway
LYNN RANGE BURNERS
about 8 a. m„ wind N. W. about 2.30 Rear the name Lynn Products Co. No
ave the Matthews plant.”
p. m. canted to S. E. Kept off for other burner Ls manufactured by this
Nantasket Roads, got in there and company as claimed by the repre
anchored about 4 p. m.”
sentative of some firms. If in doubt
And almost 50 years later here I am call or write
almost in the same place. But how
A. C. McLOON A CO.
times have changed since the writer
Rockland Tel. 51
was “cook on a coaster.” Lights and McLoon Wharf
30-tf
landmarks changed some; no Graves
Light or Boston Lightship in those
BAXTER’S BITTERS
days. From the log kept at that
time: “Thursday, May 18. 1882. Brig,
NOW IN TABLETS
bark, seven schooners and a pilot boat
Some sort of bitters is usually anchored here in thfe Roads now."
found in every family medicine Times have surely changed since—
chest because bitters has long been "Noah was a wise old guy who built
himself a yacht.
rightfully recognized as the one
all the animals together In
effective and safe relief from con He gathered
one spot.
stipation. biliousness and dyspepsia He marched them all Into the ark, I
guess you all know why.
Usually this is taken in liquid form.
the dam burst overhead, he
But now, the makers of Dr. For when
had them high and dry."
Baxter's famous mandrake Bit
N. C. C. 2.
Such Good Food
ters have perfected a harmless
Somerville, Mass.
yet effective tablet form of bitters
which retains the full strength and
Where Food Prices Are Lowest
efficaciousness of the liquid Baxter’s “I suppose you play golf?”
"No,” replied Mr. Cumrox. “I can't
Bitters.
say
that
I
play
it.
But
I
am
still
All Home Cooking
If your stomach feels like turn
at it."—Washington Evening
ing over and your bowels are working
Star.
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
sluggish or inactive, get a box of
Baxter's Bitters tablets today. Their
“Do you think I look all right in my j
tonic properties will astonish you.
new gown, dear,” she asked.
And they are only 30 cents a box.
Opposite Perry’s Market
“Hm! Yes," replied her husband,)
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
AT LEADING DRUGGISTS
"but I would suggest that if possible
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M,
BAXTER’S BITTERS
you get in a little further."—Boston
27Th51
Transcript.
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An Old Remedy
_ _ In A New Form

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

PENOBSCOT GRILL

FRIGIDAIRE

black hole in the earth, and not mud
but old black lava for miles around,
except about our camp, which was
beautiful wooded country.
• * * •
In Study Hall, Jan. 4
What a shock to get back to work
again after 16 such grand and glori
ous davs as I have had! Our boat got
in this morning at 6.30 and I’m still
in rather a daze, although I’ve had
three classes more or less successfully.
J— and I were most fortunate
to be able to go with a party from the
University to the Island of Haw’aii.
The trip was primarily a botanical
■expedition in search of specimens,
known and unknown. The party
Four Cubic Foot
was made up of Dr. St. John, head of
the University Botanical Depart
Moraine Model
ment; his wife, and 7-year-old son.
two JaDanese boys specializing in
botany, a professor by the name of
Bean, a voung man teacher from
Kamthamcha School, a girl about
my age who works in a sugar cane
experimental station, another Uni
versity professor part of the time,
j— and myself. So our party con
sisted of from 8 to 10 persons. An
other young man met us at Hilo, and
as his vacation coincided with ours
and he had such a good time, he
stayed with us to the end. Really it
was through him and his generosity
with his car that made us have such
a grand time.
Dr. St. John had the trip all ar- [
ranged and camping places in five
parts of the Island. Everybody just
bowed down to us—Rangers, govern
ment employes, ranchers, etc., as we
were working in the cause of science.
We had been learning one Latin
name a day and reeling them off with
Gladys Sundstrom is office girl this
a few Hawaiian names mixed in.
week.
•♦••
* * * •
’
. I
Our first camp was at the summer
Mrs.
W.
E.
Morgan
has presented
place near Kilauea volcano. We had
three davs there. The first was our Miss Hagar's room with a portrait of
•
only rainy day. which was most re Haydn.
• • • •
markable. as this is rainy season for
The minstrel show at the High,
that section of the country. We took
an all-day hike, rain or shine, going School auditorium tomorrow evening
first by cars and stopping several promises to be one of the outstanding
times to see lava caves, small craters, events of the school year. Although
a tremendous hole called "The Devil's sponsored by the juniors it ls backed
Throat" etc. We went only about by the entire student body, the cast |
four miles hiking, but was enough for of 60 being chosen from all four'
our first attempt. As we returned to classes. The proceeds will go towards
the cars we saw a most interesting completing the project for the grad- 1
Hawaiian sight.
Four Hawaiian ing and planting of the school [
countrymen had been hunting wild grounds.
• « « •
pigs, horseback. They had caught
The
Bates
Glee
Club concert April
six. two being still alive, with their
legs tied together. The remaining 8 is under the auspices cf thc senior
class, a Washington trip project.
four were cut up and cleaned.
• * • •
The men were far from handsome,
but we got a great thrill from seeing
So far there are only 11 entries
them and taking a picture. They al- j from the entire State for the Bow
ways love to have their pictures ■ doin competitive scholarship this
taken. It pleased me because each | year. This scholarship allows the
had a lei of green vine wound around winner $250 towards his first year’s
his hat. The island of Hawaii is expenses at Bowdoin. Some Rock
much cooler than Oahu, and we wore land boy should compete for it.
two sweaters most of the time. It
• • « •
seemed rather good to have a bit of
At
the
last
meeting
of The Anchor
cooler air. Occasionally we would
ride through steam which seemed to Club ‘the 8-1 reading clubi an ex
be issuing from the ground here and cellent program of Riley readings was
there. We were fortunate to have presented undcr the leadership of
one of the Rangers go with us as the president. Florence Dean. “The
a guide. He was three-fourths Ger Biography of Riley," Edwin Knight:
Orphan
Annie"
Grace
man and one-fourth Hawaiian, and “Little
knew many Interesting facts and Chaney; “The Raggedy Man," Milton
stories which his grandparents had Gamage; “Our Hired Girl.” Ethel
told him as a yc-ng boy. He was Philbrook; “The Little Red Ribbon.”
married to a Japanese woman and Margerv Richardson; “The Spoiled
Child.”’ David Hyler; “The Fishing
had two blue-eyed boys!
Another day we went on an all- Party," Carolyn Smith; “She 'Deday auto trip to Kalapana, a most splains’ It,” Margaret Pendleton;
’s Station," Milton Gamage.
interesting section of the country "Griggsby
which seemed as if it were nearer to These poems were unusually well
At the request of the president
the old Hawaiian type of countryside read.
Miss Nichols read three of Riley's
than anything else we had seen. poems,
“Bird's Fairy Story,” “A Life
There was a stretch of black sand
beach and the palm trees grew down Lesson,” and “Out To Old Aunt
Mary's.”
at the water's edge.
• • • •
(To be continued)
The typewriting roll of honor has
had two names inscribed on it this
week—Myra Watts and Lyra Cook.
Dcfrothie Harvie and Velzora Look
arc wearing new bronze pins, and
Arthur Flanagan and Sam Pipiceilo
Central Maine Now Serves 80,835 Customers and Has have trundled home the much covet
ed certificates.
• * » •
Decreased Its Rates 4 Percent
Tiie Junior High School assembly
Wednesday morning was under the
Central Maine Power Company in provide the territory with employ supervision of Miss Thompson.
its annual report for 1931. mailed to ment for over 2000 people, with an Those taking part were: Sketch, Ar
stockholders yesterday, reports gross annual payroll of around one and a line Walker; reading. Henry Wooster;
half million dollars.
piano solo, Ruth Pike; song, “Sweet
revenues for the year of $7,737,041 as
Decided progress in rural electrifi Jennie Lee," Domenick Cuccinello;
compared with $7,411,404 in the cation was made during the year with trumpet solo, Marian Harvey: piano
previous year, an increase of 4.3 per approximately 185 miles of rural lines solo. David Curtis; song, Eva Stearns;
cent. Net income for the same period completed or under construction, piano solo, Gwendolyn Rubenstein.
• * * •
which added 960 new rural customers.
was $2,388,312 as compared with The Company now has nearly 1300
Plans
for
the
Washington trip are
$2,062,830, the year previous.
miles of rural lines, serving approxi nearing completion. Forty-eight will
The outstanding event in operating mately 11,500 customers.
probably go from here, three from
activities, the report states, was the
Camden and about 15 from Wiscasset,
“Arc you going to take this lying accompanied by a teacher from
placing into regular service of two down?" boomed the candidate.
there. Mr. Blaisdell and Mrs. Jackunits of Wyman Station April 6.
“Of course not," said a voice from
From this date to the end of the the rear of the hall, “the shorthand son will be in charge of the delega
rear Wyman Station had produced reporters are doing that."—Christian tion from Rockland. Following are
the room assignments:
138,761.090 kilowatt hours, almost Evangelist.
Evelyn Segal, Ada Green and Con
equal to the output of the Company's
stance Miller.
other 23 stations combined. Not a
Mary Sleeper, Ruth Perry and Ar
single kilowatt of steam power was
lene Makinen.
generated after this Station was
Helen deRochemont, Dorothy Law
placed in service.
ry and Madeline Coffey.
It was estimated that over 116,000,Viola Joy and Anita Gatti.
'00 kilowatt hours could have been
Annie Anderson, Lucy French and
generated by the company from
Flora Colson.
wasted or surplus water oower had
Bout*
Helen Delano. Virginia Proctor and
there been a market available. The
Ruth Richards.
Company serves a widely diversified
Ednah Howard, Gladys Sundstrom
area and is now’ in an excellent posi
and Virginia Smith.
tion to take advantage of any eco
Frances Knowlton.
nomic improvement, the report
Marion Anderson, Lucy Quinn and
stated.
Mary Haskell.
At the close of the year the Com
Barbara Strout, Beatrice Mills and
pany was serving 80.835 customers, an Don
Marion Rackliff.
increase of 2239. Gas sales increased
Katherine Snow. Marion Mullen
9 percent over 1930. electric energy
for residential use increased 11 per get the best ol you... and Doris Blackman.
Kenneth Orcutt. Clinton Fickett
cent, commercial lighting and service
and Lawrence Pike.
IVE minutes after you rub on
5 percent and commercial power
Francis McAlary. Richard Knowl
Musterole your throat should begin
jumped 59 percent.
to feel less sore! Continue the treatment ton and Francis Fisher.
The total output of the Company,
Ralph Chapies, Francis Dyer and
including sales of the above named once every hovr for five hours and
Malcolm Haskell.
classes, together with sales of powpr you’ll be astonished at the relief.
Fletcher Brown, Horace Booth and
This famous blend of oil of mustard,
to affiliated companies, gained 51 per
Byron Joy.
camphor, menthol and other ingredi
cent over the previous year.
Fred Harden, Edward Palmer and
The electric consumption per resi ents brings relief naturally. Musterole
dential customer increased 48 kilo gets action because it is a "counter- Nelson Rokes.
Richard Economy, Graham Hills
watt hours with a corresponding de irritant'’— not just a salve—it pene
crease in cost per kilowatt hour to trates and stimulates blood circulation and Wilbur Connon.
Mrs. Jackson.
the residential consumer of 4 percent. and helps to draw out infection and pain.
Dorothy Dunbar, Eleanor Hills and
Rate reductions for gas house heat Used by millions for 20 years. Recom
Ruth Russell, Camden High.
ing effected a saving of 16 percent to mended by doctors and nurses.
KeepMusrerole handy—jars and tubes.
Joseph E. Blaisdell.
this class of users.
« « * *
To Mothers—Musterole is also
The report stated that rate studies
Miss Leadbetter’s pupils certainly
were being continued with a view mode in milder form for babies
toward further reductions as soon as and small children. Ask for Chil did themselves proud in their presen
dren’s Musterole.
tation of the story of Pygmalion and
conditions permitted.
Commenting upon its industrial
Galatea in living pictures at Senior
High School Tuesday forenoon.
development activities, it was stated
Margaret Sweeney conducted the de
that approximately 22,460 kilowatts
votional exercises and explained the
of new power load were added, re
play. Dorothy Harvie in a very effec
flecting gratifying progress in new
business development. It was esti
tive Greek costume acted as the read
er. By clever use of cotton batting,
mated that this new business would

(Letters from Miss Marian Norton
of Rockland, who is a teacher at
Castle Hall, Punahou School, Hono
lulu)
Honolulu, Dec. 25
I don't know that I ever spent a
similar Christmas Day. but surely it
is a most enjoyable one. The morn
ing was passed leisurely out about
our tent and camp. We packed our
dinner things and started off in two
cars for a 30-mile drive to a beach.
where we built our fire and made
cranberry sauce and coffee, and one
of the Japanese boys cooked rice.
We also had canned com beef, bread
and butter, and Mrs. St. John
brought a real honest-to-goodness
plum pudding. On the way we got a
tree about five feet tall, covered with
red berries. Mrs. St. John had some
tinsel, so we had a very pretty tree.
She had little gifts for us all, mine
being a brass candlestick.
Last
night we bought a candy bar for each
person, wrapped them in red paper,
and wrote a little ditty to go with
each. It added to the merriment.
Our party is a most congenial one—
nine in number at present. This is a
gorgeous spot. The waves are dash
ing in front of us. and hills roll away
at our backs. Old Hawaiian huts
stand here and and there, and pigs,
hens and horses seem to have been
our callers today on and off.
I love this island. It is the largest
one of the lot. Each day we realize
how lucky we are to be with Dr. St.
John's party. He's really a big man
in botanv, and all the National Park
men and Rangers are at our beck and
call.
• • • •
We left Honolulu Friday afternoon,
Dec. 18. about 4 o'clock, on the Haalalai. We all went steerage to keep
expenses down. I'll admit for a while
my heart sank when I saw the jam
of Filipinos. Japs. Chinese, etc., in the
steerage section. There was scarcely
standing room. It wasn't long before
an officer came along and asked us
if wed like to go up on next deck.
We did! It really wasn't half bad
sleeping on the deck floor. We had
three borrowed blankets apiece and
a blanket roll, and really I slept a
great deal. Toward morning we were
awakened by rain on our faces, but
we just crawled undcr a bit more.
It was a rough trip, and some of our
party were sick. There was a large
crowd of school children on board
and they played their musical instru
ments and sang way into the night.
We landed at Hilo, "THE" town cf
the island, about 7 o'clock. After
making a few arrangements, J— and
I went up town and found a restau
rant. for steerageites are not permit
ted on dining-room deck. Don't
blame them anvhow. for we have
looked like tramps from the time we
left Castle Hall. No skirts for us—
just sailors' blue dingaree pants and
many shirts or blouses.
Our next move was 32 miles to the
volcano district. All the property is
government for miles about it. and
our first ‘ home" was the summer
camp which was opened especially for
us—one large cabin with a grand
fireplace, and many small cabins for
sleeping. It was a luxurious place.
We were at quite an altitude, and
flannel shirts and two sweaters and
a raincoat were mv daily attire. Sat
urday we did not have much time left
after we were settled, except for a
short walk to view the famous vol
cano. which was dormant—a great
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At The High School j

HAD INCREASED EARNINGS

let SORE THROAT

F

LOWEST PRICES
in Frigidaire History

MISS BURPEE’S VIEW

■

PINE BLISTER RUST

Wasting Good Money On Walter O. Frost, Tells Farm
Prohibition Which Doesn’t
and Home Meeting How
Prohibit, She Says
To Prevent It
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It seems rather childish to consider
Esten Porter a bold, bad man for his
stand on the Prohibition question.
He is simply asking a question, which
the taxpayers all over the world are
trying to formulate: Is Prohibition
the remedy for an existing evil?
When the word psychology came in
prohibition went out. We don’t tell
Johnny any more, not to eat the jam
on the pantry shelf, r.or Mary not to
read the fascinating book, under the
sofa pillow.
So long as we create the order of
bootleggers we will always have them
with us. Until our scientists can find
a more flexible method, let's all rally
around the temperance banner. Sure
ly we can all meet here. Let’s use
up the surplus coffee crop by handing
out steaming cuds of coffee to hungry
human men. Anything rather than
throwing prohibition brickbats and
wasting good money on a prohibition
which doesn’t prohibit.
Ada C. Burpee.
Rockland, March 28.

powder and cheesecloth very sta
tuesque figures were produced. One
of the cleverest feats of Miss Leadbetter’s ingenuity was the basket of
fruit carried by Pomona. The realis
tic grapes, etc. were "carved" out ot
white cotton. The tableau and pan
tomime at the end in which Venus
finally grants Pygmalion's request
that his masterpiece, the statue of
Galatea, may come to life and be his
bride, was very effective. In the
plav were: Galatea. Gladvs Overlock:
Pygmalion, Winfield Chatto; Niobe.
Rose Whitmore; Niobe’s daughters,
Margaret Johnson and Mary Stockbridge; Hebe, Avis Lovejoy; The
Muses. Alzada North, Rose Flana
gan and Flora Colson; Pomona, Mary
Ginn; The Dying Gaul . Howard
Crockett; Minerva, Ruth Perry; Dis
cus Thrower. Howard Crockett;
Danaides,
Donna
deRochemont,
Helen
deRochemont , Catherine
Black; music for the pantomime,
Gertrude Heal. There were a num
ber of visitors.
* * * *
Recent alumni visitors from Maine,
Paul Merriam. Alton Cooper, Fred
erick Hall; from Bowdoin, Alvary
Gay; from M. C. I., William Elling
wood; from Bates, Walter Gay; also
Dana Cummings, who is teacher of
mechanical drawing at Bangor High
School.

You, Too, Can

Look Younger
Prevents Large Pores Stays on Longer
Because new wonderful MELLO-GLO
Face Powder stays on longer and pre
vents large pores No more shiny
noses. Not effected so much by per
spiration. Its one shade blends with
every complex cn, giving more life to
thc skin. New French process MEL
LO-GLO makes you look younger.
Hides tiny lines, wrinkles and pores.
Try MELLO-GIiO.
Comer Drug
Store and all other good stores.

“Spores, or seeds of the white pine
blister rust, cannot travel in the air
more than 900 feet and survive.
Hence, if all currant and gooseberry
bushes are destroyed within this dis
tance protection to the white pines
is assured," said W. O. Frost, Blister
Rust Agent of the Maine Forest Serv
ice, in speaking to Farm and Home
Week visitors today. Continuing he
said:
"The disease requires both white
pine and a currant or gooseberry
plant to complete its life cycle; it
cannot spread from one pine to an
other, but must pass part of its life
on a currant or gooseberry bush and
from there go to a white pine. The
weak part In its life cycle comes in
passing frcm the gooseberry or cur
rant to the white pine.
“White pine blister was first dis
covered in this country in 1905. and
first found in Maine in 1916. Within
a comparatively few years it has
spread over the entire State, causing
great damage to white pine repro
duction and white pine plantations;
infection running as high as 95 per
cent, practically a total loss, being
found In some cases.
“Wherever control measures are
practiced the disease is checked.
However, the work must be continued
as there remain thousands of acres
of voung pine needing protection.
Owners of white pine must see to it
that this disease is held in check tf
Maine's standing as a great white
pine producer is to be maintained,
otherwise, blister rust may cause our
future supply of white pine to be of
a minor Important source of revenue.”

WHY HE HANGS ON
Letter From An Oklahoma Man To
His Banker Cites Many Vexations
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
If broke, read this letter from an
Oklahoman to his banker and feel
better:
It is impossible for me to make a
further payment on my note. My
present financial condition is due to
the effects of federal laws, state laws,
by-laws, mother-in-laws and outlaws
that have been foisted upon an un
suspecting public. Through these
various laws I have been held down,
held up, walked on, sat on, flattened
and soused until I do not know where
I am and why I am.
These laws compel me to pay a
merchant's tax. capital tax, property
tax, auto tax, gas tax, water tax,
light tax. cigar tax, street tax, school
tax, syntax, and carpet tax. Tbe
government has so governed my busi
ness that I do not know who owns it.
I am suspected, expected, inspected,
disrespected, examined, re-examined
until al! I know is that I am sup
plicated for money for every knpwn
need, desire and hope for the human
race, and because I refuse to fall for
it and go out and beg, borrow or steal
money to give away, I am cussed and
discussed, boycotted, talked to, talked
about, lied about, held up, held down
and robbed until I am nearly ruined.
So the only reason I am clinging
to life is to see what the h— is coming
next.
Peter Nelson
Rockland, March 29.
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IT’S CLEAN-UP TIME
IN HOUSE AND GARDEN
Headquarters—based on 74 years’ experience is ready for you, with
QUALITY TOOLS and EQUIPMENT at FAIR PRICES.
FOR PAINT-UP—

We especially recommend—

BPS PAINTS AND VARNISHES
a rovering for every surface—“LOOK INTO IT”
and
VALDURA ASPHALT ALUMINUM PAINT

A new, scientific paint—a revelation and economy. Ask for folders
and prices.
These, and hundreds of other items are listed in the free 172 page
K. A W. Catalog. Call, or write for a copy.
TRADE WITH KENDALL and WHITNEY
AND MAKE A GOOD TRADE
FARM, DAIRY

and

endall

POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS

& Whitney

FEDERAL and TEMPLE STSX.

PORTLAND

MAI ML

